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Povzetek
Razvoj modernih fuzijskih naprav v veliki meri temelji na nevtronskih raziskavah. Slednje se upora-
bljajo za razvoj diagnosticˇnih sistemov, meritve fuzijske mocˇi, napovedi oplojevanja tritija, ocene
sevalnih poškodb materialov in obratovanja v skladu z nacˇeli varstva pred sevanji. Novodobni
nevtronski preracˇuni temeljijo predvsem na programih za stohasticˇni transport nevtronov. Eden
izmed temeljev stohasticˇnih kod je opis nevtronskega izvora, v našem primeru vrocˇe plazme. Ker
se negotovosti v izvornih simulacijskih parametrih preko transporta nevtronov propagirajo v izra-
cˇunane fizikalne kolicˇine, je del nevtronskih raziskav namenjen identifikaciji in preucˇevanju vecˇjih
izvorov negotovosti in izboljšavi trenutnih fizikalnih modelov, ki opisujejo nastajanje nevtronov v
tokamakih.
V disertaciji opisujemo plazemske izvore nevtronov, zacˇenši s študijo najmodernejših zmo-
žnosti modeliranja emisije nevtronov iz plazme tokamaka. Glavni del naloge predstavljata opis
in uporaba razvite izvirne metodologije PLANET za ustvarjanje realisticˇnih plazemskih izvorov
nevtronov. Metodologija temelji na izracˇunih plazemskega transporta s programom TRANSP in
nevtronskih spektrov s programom DRESS, ki so sklopljeni s kodo za stohasticˇni transport nev-
tronov MCNP. Diagnosticˇne podatke in rezultate modeliranja dveh reprezentativnih devterijevih
plazemskih strelov tokamaka JET uporabimo kot osnovo za postopek žreba izvornih nevtronov
v Monte Carlo racˇunskih modelih tokamaka JET, nakar preucˇimo osnovne izvorne parametre –
profil izseva, obliko spektrov, anizotropijo izvora in sinteticˇni odziv diagnostike. Primerjave med
realisticˇnimi in poenostavljenimi izvori pokažejo nekaj procentne razlike v integralnem odzivu de-
tektorjev in splošno nizko obcˇutljivost na spremembe v izvoru. Zaradi upoštevanja ucˇinkov gretja
plazme in anizotropije fuzijskih reakcij v obliki nevtronskih spektrov opazimo znacˇilne fizikalne
strukture. Pri študiji aktivacije vzorcev zabeležimo odstopanja izracˇunanih reakcijskih hitrosti za
vecˇ redov velikosti, pri uporabi materialov s pragovnimi reakcijami. V disertaciji pokažemo, da so
razviti plazemski izvori nevtronov primerni za podrobne analize ucˇinka izvora na odziv detektorjev
v tokamakih.
Kljucˇne besede: plazemski transport, nevtronski spekter, transport nevtronov, tokamak, JET,
metoda Monte Carlo, nevtronski izvor, TRANSP, DRESS, MCNP, PLANET
PACS: 24.10.Lx, 28.20.Fc, 28.52.Av, 28.52.Lf, 29.25.Dz, 29.30.Hs, 29.40.Cs, 29.40.Wk

Abstract
Modern fusion neutronics studies play a crucial role in the support of the development of fusion
devices. Their contribution varies from the design of plasma diagnostics systems, fusion power
measurements, tritium breeding studies, evaluation of radiation induced structural embrittlement
to radiation protection of personnel. Present-day neutron calculations are almost in their entirety
based on advanced stochastic neutron transport codes. One of the foundations of these programs
is knowledge about the neutron source, in our case a hot plasma. Since uncertainties in basic
simulation parameters are being propagated through the system together with the neutrons, there
is an ongoing effort of trying to identify and study major uncertainty sources and improving
existing physics models for describing the generation of neutrons in a tokamak.
The dissertation focuses on the description of the plasma as a neutron source and begins with
a study of the state-of-the-art modelling capabilities of neutron emission in tokamak plasmas.
The core of the thesis is the description and application of a novel methodology for generation
of realistic plasma neutron sources, called PLANET. The methodology is based on calculations
of plasma transport with the TRANSP code and neutron spectra with the DRESS code, coupled
to the MCNP stochastic neutron transport code. Diagnostic data and modelling results of two
representative JET deuterium fuel discharges are used for neutron generation in computational JET
models, analysing basic source parameters – emissivity profile, spectra shape, source anisotropy
and synthetic detector response. By comparing the realistic source results with a thermal plasma,
it is shown that discrepancies of integral neutron detector response, from which the total neutron
rate an hence the fusion power is calculated, of up to several percent are computed, exhibiting
relatively low sensitivity to changes in the neutron source. The analysis of neutron spectra shows
distinct structural characteristics which arise due to the fact that plasma heating and fusion
reaction anisotropy are modelled. Material activation studies show that certain threshold reactions
yield results of orders of magnitude difference for different neutron source models. The developed
plasma neutron source is shown to be applicable to detailed tokamak neutron source effect studies.
Keywords: plasma transport, neutron spectrum, neutron transport, tokamak, JET, Monte Carlo
method, neutron source, TRANSP, DRESS, MCNP, PLANET
PACS: 24.10.Lx, 28.20.Fc, 28.52.Av, 28.52.Lf, 29.25.Dz, 29.30.Hs, 29.40.Cs, 29.40.Wk
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Part I
Introduction

Chapter 1
Motivation
1.1 Nuclear fusion
Unlocking the power of the atom has been on the minds of many scientists since the
middle of the 20th century. Nuclear fission has been harnessed and turned into a feasible
energy source, with the nuclear industry maturing and becoming a viable alternative to
standard fossil-fuel techniques. On the other hand successfully extracting the energy
excess generated during nuclear fusion has been eluding researchers so far, proving to be
difficult from both the physics as well as engineering perspective.
Looking for a way to effectively produce relatively large quantities of energy, and meet
the rising demands of modern living, humankind has found its inspiration in the stars
– inside these large spheres of burning plasma, light ions are clustered together at high
densities and temperatures and are fused, forming heavier compound nuclei, emitting
particles and releasing energy. The ultimate goal was ambitious from the beginning,
and envisioned the reproduction of a mock-up star on the surface of planet Earth and
the construction of a box to contain it. The challenges encountered on the way were
numerous, yet overcoming those resulted in great advancements in the areas of plasma
physics, plasma diagnostics and engineering. A fusion roadmap for the future has been
distilled, based on several main objectives – improving the plasma containing capabilities
of fusion devices, achieving higher plasma densities and temperatures and demonstrating
the capability of future fusion devices to produce electricity [1].
Today’s fusion research in Europe envisions the so-called magnetic confinement
method to be the most feasible approach with which to tackle the issue of confining
the fusion fuel [2]. This means that the fuel is in the form of a plasma, its shape and
position being controlled by externally induced magnetic fields. A majority of the larger
fusion experiments being in motion at the moment perform research with the so-called
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tokamak devices, the name originating from Russian toroidal’naya kamera s magnitnymi
katushkami, which translates into toroidal chamber with magnetic coils. These are toroidal
vessels containing a central solenoid, surrounded by toroidal and poloidal magnetic field
coils, confining fuel in the form of a plasma. The fuel used in fusion experiments contains
different mixtures of light hydrogen or helium isotopes, i.e. hydrogen (H), deuterium (D)
and tritium (T), the most relevant reactions for future fusion reactors being:
D+D−→T (+1.01 MeV)+H (+3.02 MeV) (50%)
−→ 3He (+0.82 MeV)+n (+2.45 MeV) (50%)
D+T−→ 4He (+3.5 MeV)+n (+14.1 MeV)
D+ 3He−→ 4He (+3.67 MeV)+H (+14.68 MeV)
T+T−→ 4He+2n (+11.3 MeV)
In larger tokamak devices mainly three types of fusion reactions occur – these are the
fusion of two deuterium ions (DD), deuterium and tritium ions (DT) and two tritium ions
(TT). Of the three, the DT reaction exhibits the highest cross section for fusion at lowest
projectile energies, i.e. the probability for fusion is relatively high at relatively low plasma
temperatures. The energy dependency of the discussed cross sections in a laboratory
coordinate system is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 Energy dependency of the cross sections, in laboratory coordinate system, for
some of the most promising fusion reactions.
In all of the above reactions helium ions in addition to neutrons are produced. The
majority of the energy released in a fusion event is in the form of neutron kinetic energy,
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e.g. the energy of the neutrons produced in a DD reaction is 2.45 MeV and 14.1 MeV in a
DT reaction. This means that a large number of fast neutrons with energies of the order of
several MeV are produced in the tokamak plasma. These can have a significant impact on
the materials of the fusion device, causing embrittlement, activation and deposition of
energy, resulting in the heating of the tokamak wall and magnetic coils.
Currently the largest tokamak in operation is the Joint European Torus, JET, con-
structed in 1983 at the Culham Science Centre site in the UK [3]. It is the only tokamak
capable of on-site handling of radioactive tritium, enabling operation with DT plasmas.
The next step in tokamak evolution is the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor, ITER, being constructed in the south of France by a consortium of 7 members,
namely China, EU, India, Japan, Korea, Russia and USA [1]. ITER design is largely based
on experience gained with the operation of experimental fusion devices throughout the
last decades, especially JET, where a handful of ITER-like components have been installed
and tested in the last years. There are several milestones ITER is envisioned to reach – with
ten times the plasma volume of JET, ITER will be able to produce more DT fusion energy
than will be input to run it. The ratio between the fusion power produced in a reactor Pf
and the power used for heating up the plasma Ph is defined as the fusion gain factor Q:
Q = Pf
Ph
, (1.1)
quantifying the effectiveness of a tokamak as a power source. The goal is to reach at least
Q > 1 (planned > 10), a precondition for considering fusion as a means for commercial
electricity production, while the estimated fusion gain of ITER is around 10. ITER is
designed to confine and maintain plasma conditions for long periods of time, i.e. up
to 400 s, and demonstrate the integrated operation of developed technologies relevant
for fusion power plants. These also include the tritium breeding modules in which a
fusion device will produce enough tritium to be self-sufficient in its fuel needs. Another
important aspect is also to demonstrate the safety characteristics of a fusion device,
rendering it publicly accepted and showing that fusion electricity production has the
potential to become one of the most environmentally friendly energy types. Depending
on ITER’s scientific success, the last step in the path toward commercial fusion power
plants will be taken, namely the construction of a demonstration power plant, DEMO.
Based on current projections of fusion advancement, the EU is expected to break ground
on DEMO somewhere between 2040 and 2050 [1].
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1.2 Fusion neutronics
Being able to escape magnetic confinement, neutrons transfer a major part of the released
fusion energy from the plasma to systems located in the walls. The design of multiple
plasma diagnostics systems as well as dedicated components crucial for the operation of
tokamaks is thus based on energetic neutrons, carrying information on the plasma state,
exiting the plasma and interacting with the device’s components.
For example, the envisaged method of extracting fusion energy is based on the heating
of wall modules which occurs when neutrons enter the tokamak walls and undergo a
slowing-down process during which a large portion of their energy is transferred to the
nuclei they collide with [4, 5]. It is also expected that fusion power plants will attain tritium
self-sufficiency, the fuel being produced in tritium breeding blankets through reactions be-
tween neutrons and lithium [6, 7]. Neutrons, although essential for electricity production,
also induce non-desirable effects in the fusion device. Due to their capability to penetrate
deep into the tokamak support structures, sufficient shielding has to be ensured to mini-
mize the heat deposited in the superconducting magnets and the radiation exposure of
personnel [8]. Due to the high energy of neutrons, atom displacement and production
of gasses within the structural material can occur, which leads to embrittlement and
deterioration of performance [5], e.g. decrease of critical temperature in superconducting
magnets. Neutron induced activation and transmutation of materials in tokamak sup-
port structures is another issue [9, 10], leading to additional material embrittlement and
production of low- and intermediate-level radioactive waste.
A variety of plasma diagnostics systems is based on the detection of neutrons, enabling
the deduction of multiple plasma parameters, such as fusion power, ion temperature and
fuel density ratio [11]. One of the most important quantities determined through neutron
detection is fusion power, representing a direct measure of the progress towards achieving
conditions expected in a thermonuclear reactor. In both DD and DT reactions a single
neutron is produced, meaning that the measurement of the total neutron emission is an
immediate indicator of the energy released in the plasma. Neutron emission data has also
been used in studies of scaling laws for the tokamak neutron source strength, used for
the prediction of machine operation and projections of the fusion rate for DT plasmas
[12, 13]. Neutron diagnostic systems additionally provide information on basic plasma
parameters such as the ion temperature and fuel density [14], as well as enable the studies
of fast ion behaviour [15, 16] and plasma magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) effects [17].
Knowledge of fusion power, tritium breeding capabilities and plasma parameters is
fundamental for operation of fusion reactors, therefore neutron detectors constitute an
essential part of the plasma diagnostics systems in present tokamaks and are envisioned
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to do so also in the next generation of fusion devices [18, 5]. Largely supporting the effort
of design, response studies, calibration and performance assessment of neutron diag-
nostics are Monte Carlo neutron transport computations [19, 20]. The use of neutronics
state-of-the-art codes has widely spread in the last decade due to capabilities of detailed
geometrical modelling and availability of high performance computing clusters, with
the results obtained directly aiding the progress of fusion research. The Monte Carlo
method itself is based on three major pillars – namely the physics of the neutron transport,
the geometry of the systems through which the neutrons are being transported and the
characteristics of the source of neutrons, i.e. fusion reactions in a hot tokamak plasma.
1.3 Thesis outline and objectives
Since the design, characterization and calibration of numerous system and detectors,
vital for the operation of modern and future tokamak devices, is dependent on results
of Monte Carlo neutron transport studies, it is evident that progress needs to be made
on minimizing the computational uncertainties related to the method. In the past the
effort has mainly been focused on uncertainty and sensitivity analyses relating to nuclear
data [7, 8] and geometry modelling [21], while the neutron source term has long been
neglected and not looked into properly.
The description of the plasma as a neutron source was more extensively, and in detail,
studied throughout the nineties [22, 23, 11]. The aim of these analyses was to model
plasma neutron emission as a whole, which, due to computational limitations of that
time, resulted in important simplifications being made. These models were based on
physics of plasmas in thermal equilibrium, an assumption more relevant for future fusion
reactors featuring burning plasma than modern experiments. The authors of the physical
description of neutron emission, used as the foundation for the development of neutronics
plasma neutron sources, labelled the work as ”suitable for scoping studies only” [22].
Additionally, the neutron source depended on the input of plasma geometry data, which
was not validated, e.g. no changes were applied when transitioning between different
magnetic configurations or tokamak wall structure, and was used as-was. In the early
2000’s an alternative source description arose, used in neutronics calculations since, which
is based on thermal plasma physics as well, yet used pre-computed results of plasma
transport simulations for the estimation of the neutron emissivity profile. Albeit a step
forward, little knowledge has been retained about the origin of the data used for the
creation of the source, with the documentation being non-existent.
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Thus, due to lack of knowledge and modelling information about the neutron source,
the MC plasma source terms have often been used as ”black boxes”. Although uncertain-
ties in the parameters of the neutron source are propagated together with the neutrons
throughout the simulated tokamak system and can potentially have a significant effect on
the computations, an assessment of the contribution of source term uncertainties to the
total computational uncertainty of MC results was not yet carried out for realistic cases.
An overview of contemporary literature reveals that tokamak neutron source studies were
partially performed – connected to the evaluation of the experimental uncertainty of
the neutron yield monitor calibration procedure [24, 19, 21, 25–27], done for a simplified
source description, or focused on the response of a specific JET detector and the neutron
emission in its line-of-sight [28].
A general investigation into the plasma neutron source description has been carried
out within the scope of the thesis, with the main aim of the dissertation to improve the
plasma neutron source descriptions, used in modern MC neutron transport calculations.
The following objectives, forming the structure of the thesis, have been set out to accom-
plish:
i. Analyse the plasma neutron sources currently in use by the fusion neutronics com-
munity worldwide, focusing on the validity of the plasma physics foundations and
applicability to modern neutronics studies. Implement possible improvements and
define the limitations of current approaches.
ii. Identify state-of-the-art plasma transport codes used in neutron emission modelling,
study the potential applicability to neutronics studies and utilize them for the
creation of a neutron source description.
iii. Identify state-of-the-art neutron spectra modelling codes, study the potential appli-
cability to neutronics studies and utilize them for the creation of a neutron source
description.
iv. Develop a methodology for the creation of a plasma neutron source description, based
on the plasma transport and neutron spectra modelling codes. Develop a general
routine for the conversion and coupling of the plasma neutron emission data to the
most widely used MC neutron transport code MCNP [29].
v. Verify and validate the developed methodology, and apply the created realistic plasma
sources to the JET tokamak and its MC computational model. Study the dependency
of the neutron diagnostics systems response to the reference neutron source models
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used in neutronics so far and the developed ones. Perform a sensitivity study of
detector response by perturbing the plasma parameters and source characteristics.
vi. Develop a tool for assessing the importance of neutron source characteristics for the
response of neutron diagnostics.

Chapter 2
Theoretical background
2.1 Plasma modelling
2.1.1 Plasma equilibrium
The approach to the description of plasma in physics is divided into two methods, namely
that based on characterizing plasma as a fluid or as a multitude of charged particles, in
an electromagnetic field [2]. When dealing with the explanation of large-scale plasma
behaviour characteristic for steady-state tokamak operation, i.e. that of the thermal bulk
plasma, the ideal single fluid magnetohydrodynamic model is used. The plasma is treated
as a conducting fluid in a magnetic field and is presumed to be in equilibrium. The latter
is treated in two parts, namely through the internal balance between the forces acting on
the plasma due to magnetic fields and the pressure of the plasma, and the shape of the
plasma governed by currents in external coils [30].
The magnetic field in a tokamak has two main components, namely the toroidal Bψ
and poloidal BP. Bψ is usually the largest of the two and is produced by poloidal currents
in external tokamak coils and, to a smaller extent, by poloidal currents in the plasma. The
smaller, poloidal, magnetic field component is mainly produced by the toroidal current
induced in the plasma and external poloidal coils used for plasma shaping and control.
The toroidal field component in a tokamak varies radially with an approximate inverse
proportionality to the major radius coordinate R. In a large aspect-ratio machine like JET
the Bψ component can decrease for more than a factor of 2 from the tokamak’s inboard to
the outboard side. On the other hand the distribution of the poloidal field is dependent
on the toroidal current profile, which is, in case of the current being driven by a toroidal
electric field, determined by electrical conductivity. The combination of the B component
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along the magnetic field lines (toroidal Bψ) and the one perpendicular to it (poloidal BP),
results in a helical magnetic field, as shown in Figure 2.1.
For a plasma to be in equilibrium it is conditional for the sum of forces acting on it to
be zero. This is described by Equation (2.1) where the induced pressure gradient balances
out the term describing the interaction between the magnetic current J and the magnetic
field B:
J×B=∇p . (2.1)
Equation (2.1) implies that the plasma current and magnetic field are perpendicular to the
pressure gradient, i.e. both B ·∇p and J ·∇p are equal to zero, which means that magnetic
field and current lines lie on constant pressure surfaces. Also constant on the flux surfaces
is the poloidal magnetic flux, defined as Ψp =
∫
BdSp, where Sp is the magnetic field
poloidal surface with its normal perpendicular to the toroidal component. Surfaces of
constant poloidal magnetic flux are called flux surfaces, often indexed with the variable ρ,
which is an effective normalized plasma radius:
ρ =
√
Ψ−Ψc
Ψx−Ψc
, (2.2)
whereΨc is the poloidal magnetic flux at the magnetic axis (ρ = 0) andΨx is the poloidal
magnetic flux at the last closed flux surface, i.e. the plasma boundary (ρ = 1). By definition
Ψp satisfies the condition B·∇Ψp = 0, which enables the derivation of the relation between
the poloidal magnetic field andΨp [30]:
BP(R)=− 1
R
∂Ψp
∂Z
, BP(Z )= 1
R
∂Ψp
∂R
. (2.3)
Due to the fact that the plasma pressure is constant on flux surfaces and that plasma
particles are moving on the flux surfaces, a majority of Maxwellian plasma quantities,
e.g. electron and ion temperature and density profiles, can be evaluated as functions of
ρ, nested on flux surfaces. Such an axisymmetric systems allows for the plasma shape
in equilibrium to be described by the Grad-Shafranov equation [31, 32]. The latter is
obtained by merging the Ampere’s law ∇×BP = µ0J for the poloidal component of the
magnetic field with Equation (2.1).
A measure of the magnetic field helicity, i.e. the extent to which the field lines are
twisted around the magnetic axis, is the safety factor q . It can be defined as the rate of
change of toroidal fluxΨt with poloidal fluxΨp:
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q(R)= dΨt
dΨp
, (2.4)
where the toroidal flux is defined as a closed path integral of Bψ through a poloidal ring of
the width dR along a magnetic flux surface ds:
Ψt =
∮
(BψdR)ds . (2.5)
Being nested on flux surfaces, the dependence of the safety factor is given as the q-profile.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of a toroidally shaped plasma, together with the toroidal Bψ and
poloidal Bp magnetic field components and the resulting helical field lines (red) with a
gyrating plasma particle. A cylindrical coordinate system with the radial variable R, axial
variable Z and toroidal angle variable ψ is shown.
2.1.2 Plasma as particles
The general plasma behaviour can be well described with the fluid approach, especially
when dealing with quantities nested on flux surfaces. On the other hand, when describing
plasma phenomena which are not bound to magnetic surfaces, e.g. behaviour of ions
with energies above that of thermal ions or local plasma perturbations (MHD instabilities)
[30], the plasma has to be described as a multitude of individual charged particles [2]. The
movement of a particle with mass m and charge e in a magnetic field is described by:
m
dv
dt
= e(v×B) . (2.6)
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The particles velocity can be split into two components, which are parallel (v∥) and per-
pendicular (v⊥) to the magnetic field:
dv∥
d t
= 0 , dv⊥
d t
= e
m
(v⊥×B). (2.7)
The cosine of the angle between the magnetic field and the ion’s velocity vector is called
pitch angle and is defined as p = v∥/v . While the movement of the ions along the magnetic
lines is constant, the ions in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field are gyrating
with an angular velocity of ωL:
ωL = |e|B
m
, (2.8)
and circular motion radius of:
rL = mv⊥|e|B , (2.9)
which are known as the Larmor frequency and radius, respectively. The kinetic energy of
the ion is defined as:
E = 1
2
m(v2∥ + v2⊥) , (2.10)
and its magnetic moment:
µ= mv⊥
2B
. (2.11)
If there are no forces acting on the ion parallel to v and the temporal and spatial
variations of the magnetic field that the ion is travelling through are small, E and µ can be
considered constants of motion, which enables for the parallel velocity component to be
written as:
v∥ =
√
2
m
(E −µB) . (2.12)
Let us additionally demonstrate the conservation of the particles’ canonical angular
momentum, following from tokamak toroidal symmetry [30]. Writing the change of
mechanical momentum with the equations of motion in the toroidal direction one obtains:
m
d
dt
(Rvt)= eR(v×B)ψ , (2.13)
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where vt is the particle’s toroidal speed component. Replacing the magnetic field in
the equation above with the expression in Equation (2.3) and taking into account that
dΨ= v ·∇Ψ, yields:
dpψ
dt
= 0 , (2.14)
where:
pψ =mRvt+eψ , (2.15)
is the canonical momentum.
Equations (2.12) and (2.14) have important implications for the understanding of the
ion orbit characteristics in a tokamak. In a uniform magnetic field a charged particle would
gyrate around a magnetic field line, with the guiding centre of the particle’s orbit moving
with a constant velocity along it. Whereas in a tokamak, due to the non-uniformity of the
magnetic field, particles experience guiding centre drifts. In a collisionless plasma model
two general types of particle orbits can be observed – a passing orbit, i.e. continuous
circulation round the torus shown in Figure 2.2, when the particle’s parallel velocity
component is sufficiently large, or a trapped orbit, if the particle is trapped on the outboard
side of the tokamak as a consequence of the poloidal variation of the B-field. Namely with
the toroidal magnetic field approximately inversely proportional to R, a particle with a
small parallel velocity component can undergo a magnetic mirror-like reflection when
moving in the opposite direction of ∇Bψ. If the Larmor radius of the trapped particle is
sufficiently small, and with it the deviation from the flux surface, like that of deuterons,
the trapped particles have so-called ”banana” orbits, as shown in Figure 2.2. An estimate
of the banana orbit width wb is given by [33]:
wB ∝ rLq
√
R
a
, (2.16)
thus proportional to the Larmor radius multiplied by the safety factor and the square
root of the tokamak aspect ratio. In contrast, if particles have significantly larger Larmor
radii and are born in the core plasma region, like 4He ions, they deviate from flux surfaces
more and form broader ”potato” orbits. Both passing and trapped orbits lie on toroidally
symmetric drift surfaces, which are constrained to within a distance of a magnetic surface,
as implied by the conservation of pψ.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of a toroidally shaped plasma and two types of particle orbits –
passing (left) and trapped (right).
An equation for a general particle orbit can be obtained by expressing the particle’s
toroidal velocity as vt = v∥Bψ/B and inserting it into the expression for the canonical
toroidal angle momentum in Equation (2.14) [30]:
v∥ =
pψ+eψ
mR
B
Bψ
. (2.17)
Replacing v∥ with Equation (2.12) yields an expression for a general particle orbit defined
by the constants of motion E , µ and pψ:
2m(E −µB)−
[
(pψ+eψ) B
RBψ
]
= 0 . (2.18)
2.1.3 Plasma heating
In future DT fusion reactors, where bulk plasma is expected to ignite, the steady-state
temperatures should reach values of 10 keV and above. While it is assessed that the
largest heat source in tokamak reactors will be of internal origin, i.e. due to slow-down
of energetic alpha particles produced with fusion, modern tokamak experiments require
constant external heating to reach high plasma temperatures and fusion reactivities. There
are several ways of heating up the plasma, namely the ohmic, neutral beam injection
(NBI), ion cyclotron resonance (ICRH) and lower hybrid resonance heating.
Ohmic heating
Due to the fact that in tokamaks there is a toroidal current running through the plasma,
generating a poloidal magnetic field, ohmic heating is induced. Namely with the current’s
charged particles colliding with other plasma particles, the plasma itself acts as a resistor,
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heating itself. Ohmic heating of plasma is at its most effective at low temperatures, up to
around 4 keV, while a significant decrease occurs at higher temperature due to the fact
that the plasma resistivity η is inversely proportional to the temperature η∝ T−3/2. At JET
the temperature to which the plasma is Ohmic heated is around 2 keV [3].
Neutral beam injection heating
One of the main methods of achieving high plasma temperatures in tokamaks is the
injection of highly energetic neutral particles. The NBI system is based on the acceleration
of ions, their subsequent neutralization, and penetration of the confined plasma. These
fast atoms travel in a straight trajectory through the plasma until they undergo a charge
exchange or ionization interaction with either the plasma ions or electrons. Once the
injected atom is ionized it becomes trapped by the magnetic field and contributes to
the so-called fast ion population – with energies of orders of magnitude larger than
those of the thermalized plasma. These supra-thermal ions undergo Coulomb collisions
with the background electrons and ions, transferring their energy through individual
interactions, thereby heating the plasma. Additionally the injected ions will be accelerated
or decelerated by the component of ohmic heating field that is parallel to their trajectories.
The rate of change of a fast ion’s energy dE per unit distance travelled in a plasma dx can
be described by the energy loss equation [34]:
⟨
dE
dx
⟩
=−2πZ 2e4 lnΛ
[
A
E
∑
i
niZ i
Ai
+ 4
3
p
π
E 1/2
T 3/2e
(
Ae
A
)
ne
]
+Z eE∥−Fed , (2.19)
evaluated for the atomic mass A and charge number Z of the injected ions, atomic mass
Ai and charge number Zi of the plasma ions, electron mass Ae, temperature Te (the
Boltzmann constant k is omitted in the entire chapter) and density ne and Coulomb
logarithm lnΛ, assumed to be the same for collisions between fast ions and electrons, and
fast and thermal ions (whereas typical values of lnΛ for JET tokamak are approximately 17
for interactions between fast ions and electrons and 21 for interactions between fast and
thermal ions [35]). E∥ is the magnitude of the Ohmic heating field component parallel to
ion trajectories, while Fed is the the average drag force on the injected ions exerted by the
drift or current-carrying component of the electron distribution. It can be shown that in a
homogeneous plasma with a single ion species the drag force on an injected ion of the
same species is equal to the Ohmic heating field [36], which means that the last two terms
in the right-hand side of Equation (2.19) cancel out. One can deduce the rate of beam ion
energy loss:
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⟨
dE
dt
⟩
∝
(
E
A
)1/2⟨dE
dx
⟩
. (2.20)
Equations (2.19) and (2.20) show that the heating of electrons and ions caused by energetic
injected particles is the same when beam energy attains a critical value Ec:
Ec = 14.8 ·Te
(
A3/2
ne
∑
i
niZ i2
Ai
)2/3
. (2.21)
If the energy of the injected ions is less than Ec the power is transferred mainly to thermal
plasma ions, rather than electrons. If one assumes that the maximum energy of injected
NBI ions at JET is approximately 120 keV, one can deduce the electron temperature at
which these ions will fulfil the critical energy condition, which is computed to be Te ∼
6.4 keV. The characteristic time τb after which a beam atom injected at an energy of E is
slowed down to thermal species temperatures is defined as [36]:
τ= τs
3
ln
[
1+
(
E
Ec
) 3
2
]
, (2.22)
where τs is the Spitzer slowing-down time for ion-electron interactions:
τs = 6.27 ·108 ·
A T 3/2e
Z 2ne lnΛ
. (2.23)
Usually the neutrals are injected into the plasma at a fixed energy and pitch angle, which
at first introduces an anisotropy in the ion velocity distribution. Ions that are injected
into the plasma at energies that are higher than the critical value Ec will predominantly
be heating electrons. Due to the fact that the masses of injected ions are significantly
larger than those of the electrons, there will be little scattering of the beam ions through
ion-electron interactions. However once the ions’ energy falls below the critical value, due
to the constant drag force which the electrons transmit to the fast ions, ion-ion collisions
will be dominant. Additionally, because of the comparability of the masses of injected and
thermalized plasma ions, scattering of the fast ion velocities principally perpendicular
to the initial beam direction will occur. The fast ion velocity distribution thus converges
towards an isotropic one due to the slowing-down process.
The NBI system at JET consists of two neutral injector boxes, which were designed to
inject hydrogen, deuterium, tritium or 4He atoms into the plasma. Each of the injectors
is equipped with eight positive ion neutral injectors (PINI). The nominal energies of
individual atoms reach up to around 125 keV (D+), while the beam consists of molecules
as well, with the beam power fractions reaching approximately 40 % for D+2 molecules and
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10 % for D+3 molecules [37]. Depending on the angle and position of the injected beam the
PINIs are grouped into two banks, both of which are parallel to the plasma current. These
are the tangential bank, with the angle of injection being about 50◦ with respect to the
magnetic field (initial particle pitch of ∼ 0.5) and its alignment away from the magnetic
axis, and the normal bank, with an approximately 10◦ larger angle of injection to the
B-field and on-axis alignment. A total NBI heating power of 34 MW is installed at JET,
which usually contributes the majority, up to 80 %, of external heating.
Ion cyclotron resonance heating
An alternative and addition to the NBI heating is a system using radio frequency (RF)
waves to transfer energy to plasma ions. The ICRH system is composed of ex-vessel RF
generators, transmission pipes and antennas, located within the tokamak vacuum vessel,
to create an initial electromagnetic wave of desired frequency ωRF. The wave is then
coupled to a plasma wave, is propagated through it and interacts with a region where the
wave’s parallel number k∥ fulfils the resonance condition:
ωRF = nωi+k∥v∥; n = 1,2, ... , (2.24)
for a given ion with a parallel velocity v∥ and fundamental resonance frequency ωi. This
ion cyclotron resonance interaction enables for the energy to be transferred from the
electromagnetic wave to the ions. Equation (2.24) tells that the coupling between the RF
wave and ions can happen at fundamental as well as higher harmonic resonances n. The
basic difference between the resonance types is the fact that at n = 1 the coupling strength
is not dependent on the ion energy, while for the harmonics the interaction increases in
effectiveness with larger energies. This occurs due to the gradient in the electric field that
the ions see in one pass in its gyro trajectory, clearly more emphasized in ions with larger
Larmor radii.
The ions that meet the resonant condition imposed by Equation (2.24) are acceler-
ated by the electric field of the induced plasma wave. The electric field can be seen as
composed of two components – namely the left-hand circularly polarized component
E+, co-rotating with respect to the gyro-motion of the ions, and the right-hand circu-
larly polarized component E−, which is counter-rotating. The favourable component,
giving rise to ion acceleration, is E+ [38]. It has been demonstrated that in single ion
species plasmas, e.g. deuterium discharges at JET, the left-hand polarized electric field
component at the fundamental cyclotron resonance frequency is close to zero, which
means that the mechanism does not enable an efficient coupling of the plasma wave
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energy to the majority ions [39, 40]. However the introduction of a minority population
into the plasma, e.g. hydrogen in a deuterium case, solves the issue, provided the ICRH
cyclotron frequency be tuned to match that of the minority ion species. In the presence of
an electric field gradient an ion rotating at a frequency of ωc can resonate with a plasma
wave at harmonic frequencies as well, giving rise to efficient second or third harmonic
ICRH heating schemes [41, 42].
Taking the toroidal magnetic field to have its vacuum form, B =B0R0/R, where B0 is
the magnetic field at the major radius R0, Equation (2.24) yields the dependence of the
resonance layer position on the major radius:
RRF = n |e|
m
R0B
(ωRF−k∥v∥)
, (2.25)
By adjusting the resonance level n and the RF wave frequency it is thus possible to position
the resonance layer in individual experiments and achieve localised heating. At JET there
are several different ICRH antennas installed [43], with the total heating capacity of up to
10 MW.
2.1.4 Ion distribution function
Fuel ions are subject to complex phenomena in a tokamak plasma, constantly under-
going Coulomb interaction with fellow ions and electrons, which results in either their
slowing-down or acceleration, and scattering. These interactions cause for the ion trajec-
tories (R, Z ), energy E and pitch angle p to continuously change in time, throughout the
evolution of the discharge. A common approach to describing the five dimensional ion
distribution function is to define fi = f (t ,R, Z ,E , p). In general fi is specified for the i -th
plasma ion population (of the same ion species) – in the thesis two main ion populations
are analysed, namely the thermal fTH and fast ion fFI, which is further divided into the
NBI fNBI or ICRH fRF component, depending on which heating system was the origin for
the induction of the population.
For the thermal ion population, i.e. bulk plasma ions that are in thermal equilibrium
(although the plasma as a whole is not necessarily so), it is assumed that its velocity
distribution converges to that of a Maxwellian dependent on the local ion temperature
T (r):
fTH(v,r)= 4πv2
(
m
2πkBT (r)
) 3
2
exp
(
− mv
2
2kBT (r)
)
, (2.26)
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where m is the ion mass and v its velocity. The distribution is isotropic in the cosine of the
pitch angle, which means that there is no directional anisotropy in the probability of the
emission of neutron resulting from the fusion of two ions. A plot of the thermal ion energy
distribution function calculated for a plasma with Ti = 6.5 keV is shown in Figure 2.3.
When applying NBI or ICRH external plasma heating the initial bulk ion velocity
distributions deviate from a Maxwellian shape. The changes induced in the fast ion
distribution due to external heating can be evolved by solving the 1-dimensional Fokker-
Planck equation [44, 45], yet the semi-analytical solution obtained in this way only gives
a part of the insight into the ion distribution function, namely the effects due to finite
orbit widths are not considered. Therefore it is common practice to use full numerical,
Monte Carlo particle tracking codes to simulate fast ion behaviour in detail, which will
be described in the following chapters. The energies of these fast ions reach values
from around 50 keV to several MeV in case of favourable synergetic effects between NBI
and ICRH heating (fast ion tail). An example of a numerical simulation of the energy
distribution function of fast ions in a JET plasma heated by either NBI or a combination of
NBI and ICRH is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 TRANSP computed normalized energy distribution functions of thermal ions
(Ti = 6.5 keV) and fast ions, heated by either neutral beam injection or a combination of
NBI and radio-frequency heating.
2.1.5 Neutron emission
Nuclear fusion is a two-body interaction that can occur between ions of the same species,
i.e. the fusion of two thermalized ions (called thermal reaction) or two fast ions (most
likely induced by external heating, therefore called beam-beam reaction or BB), or ions of
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different population, i.e. between thermal and fast ions (called beam-thermal reaction or
BT). The number of reactions per unit time and unit volume between to ion species with
densities na and nb is:
R = 1
1+δab
nanb〈σv〉 , (2.27)
where δab is the Kronecker delta, included to avoid the double counting of reactions when
two ions of the same species are considered. The fusion reactivity 〈σv〉 is defined as the
integral over the ion velocity distribution functions fa and fb and the cross section for the
reaction σab:
〈σv〉 =
∫
va
∫
vb
fa(va) fb(vb)vrelσab(vrel)dvadvb , (2.28)
where va and vb are the velocity vectors of the interacting ions and vrel their relative velocity.
The fusion reactivity can be obtained by either semi-analytical or numerical integration
techniques [46, 47].
2.1.6 Integrated modelling
As described above, the transport of ions and electrons in a plasma is a delicate balance of
intertwined plasma physics processes. In general integrated modelling can be defined
as the connection of multiple plasma transport phenomena, enabling a comprehensive
modelling of plasma behaviour during a discharge. The temporal and spatial evolution
of plasma quantities, e.g. density, temperature, current drive etc., can be described by
applying transport equations, encompassing internal and external sources and sinks of
energy and particles. The main goal is thus to self-consistently solve the ion and electron
particle and energy balance equations, which can be done on the basis of a thorough
understanding of many additional discharge physical parameters. Therefore a common
approach is to use diagnostic measurements of fundamental quantities, such as densities
and temperatures, as input for the transport codes, i.e. interpreting the physics principles
present in a plasma discharge based on experimental data.
Several integrated modelling tools are currently in use – focusing on the tools used
for JET modelling, one of the widely used is JINTRAC (JET Integrated Transport Code)
[48], a coupled code system including the tools for modelling the core plasma as well as
wall interaction. The core module JETTO solves the transport equations, while a fast ion
module called ASCOT [49] is included as well, computing the source term due to NBI
particle injection. A new transport code ETS (European Transport Solver) [50] is being
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developed, including recent plasma physics findings and aimed at meeting the needs
of future complex tokamak systems. The widely used integrated modelling tool for time
dependent analyses of tokamak experimental data, not only at JET but for tokamak devices
like DIII-D, JT60-U, ASDEX and future ITER and DEMO, is TRANSP [51–53]. It was devel-
oped at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) and includes numerous modules,
NUBEAM for the modelling of NBI and TORIC for the modelling of ICRH external heating,
to mention two essential ones. Due to its increased availability since the application of the
new submission system for JET, based on the OMFIT scientific work flow system [54], and
previous efforts and structure built for plasma-neutron coupling, TRANSP was chosen as
the main plasma modelling tool in the thesis. The described principles of the integrated
modelling physics are therefore based on the TRANSP code.
In the thesis JET plasma discharge modelling efforts are limited to the core plasma and,
owing to the fact that the particle diffusion and heat transport are largest along the flux
surfaces as opposed to perpendicular to it, the system is treated as toroidally symmetric,
taking into account poloidal up-down asymmetry. The plasma equations for the thermal
ions are thus solved in one poloidal cross-section, with the quantities computed in 1.5
dimensions, i.e. one-dimensional quantities considered constant over flux surfaces are
mapped onto a full two-dimensional magnetic equilibrium, while the fast ion physics
is done in pure 2 dimensions. Following is a generalised, condensed description of the
relevant equations and structure of the TRANSP code, illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Diagnostics input data
In order to solve the transport equations, knowledge of several quantities is a prerequisite,
most of which can be determined by experimental measurements. Others that are difficult
to determine experimentally, can be computed within certain stages of the code itself,
used in further calculations or as a validation tool. Presented is a list of some of the most
important input parameters, together with plasma diagnostics systems used to measure
them at JET:
i. Electron density profile ne(r, t ): obtained through Thompson scattering diagnostics or
interferometric and electron cyclotron measurements. Both the High Resolution
Thomson scattering (HRTS) [55, 56] and LIDAR [57, 58] diagnostics employed at
JET are based on the Thomson scattering technique. They are based on continuous
short laser pulses being fired into the plasma during operation. A portion of the laser
light is scattered off the electrons in the plasma, with the intensity of the scattered
(detected) light being proportional to their density, and the width of the scattered
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of the work flow in TRANSP – from the initial input diagnostic,
through plasma transport equation solving to output on the plasma state.
energy spectrum to the width of the electron velocity distribution. HRTS is primarily
used for plasma core, edge and pedestal diagnostics, while the LIDAR measurements
are done mostly for the core region. Additionally an electron cyclotron emission
Michelson interferometer (ECE) and heterodyne radiometer (ECE) are installed at
JET [59].
ii. Electron temperature profile Te(r, t ): obtained through Thompson scattering diagnos-
tics, LIDAR or interferometric and electron cyclotron measurements.
iii. Ion temperature profile Ti(r, t): obtained from the Doppler broadening of impurity
lines measured by charge exchange spectroscopy using the NBI neutrals as electron
donors or, in the case of a Maxwellian plasma (large fraction of thermal ions and
high neutron rate), neutron emission. A widely applied method of determining the
ion temperature is the measurement of radiation emitted during charge exchange
reactions between ions and neutral atoms [60]. The intensity of the detected radia-
tion in visible frequency range is proportional to the ion density, while the spectral
width is proportional to the ion temperature. The charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy (CXRS) system at JET is based on the NBI heating beams [61, 62].
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iv. Radiation power profile prad(r, t ): obtained through bolometric measurements [63].
v. Current profile j (r, t ): obtained through polarimetric measurements [64], yet not rou-
tinely at JET.
vi. Effective ionic charge Zeff:
Zeff =
∑
i Z
2
i ni
ne
, (2.29)
in general a measure of the strength of Coulomb collisions affecting neoclassical
quantities, e.g. Bremsstrahlung or plasma resistivity, and an indication of the plasma
dilution caused by impurities heavier than Z > 1. The effective charge is experi-
mentally determined through the measurements of the intensity of the plasma
bremsstrahlung radiation in the visible. The measurement is performed in a spec-
tral region free of strong impurity line radiation (which occurs due to bound-bound
electron transitions in impurities), and scales with n2e
p
TeZeff. Line integrated mea-
surements of Zeff at JET are obtained through spectroscopy [65].
To obtain a global and consistent physical interpretation of the results the preparation
of the input data is necessary. A crucial step is the fitting of the density and temperature
profiles to the diagnostic measurements, which can significantly affect the simulation
outcome, as will be shown in the results section.
MHD equilibria
In the first step TRANSP solves the Grad-Shafranov equation to determine the equilibrium
configuration for the plasma in a time interval. In general the solution is obtained with
an internal solver, TEQ [66], based on the input safety factor profile, plasma boundary,
plasma current and pressure as constraints. At JET however usually only the last closed
flux surface boundary is known, pre-computed with the widely used and validated EFIT
code [67]. The latter is based on a method for plasma equilibrium reconstruction in
tokamaks, and is essential for mapping all the diagnostics onto a common flux coordinate
system. Once the equation has been solved, the nested toroidal flux contours are known,
as are the magnetic field and current profiles. The transport equations are then solved by
dividing the poloidal cross section of the plasma into a discrete set of zones between flux
surfaces and performing flux surface averages over these zones.
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Particle balance equation
The next step includes the solving of the particle balance equation for ions and electrons,
which can be written as [68]:
∂ni,e(r, t )
∂t
=−∇⃗ ·Γi,e(r, t )+Svol,i,e(r, t )+Swall,i,e(r, t ) , (2.30)
where Γ is the particle flux, Svol is the particle volumetric source, e.g. deposition by neutral
beams or pellet injection, and Swall is the source of particles due to neutrals from the wall.
The aim of solving the particle balance equations is to obtain the diffusion coefficients and
determine the radial, i.e. perpendicular to the flux surfaces, velocities of both electrons
and ions. In general these quantities are dependent on three major components of particle
transport, namely the classical, governed by the basic particle orbiting with the mean
free path being the Larmor radius (Equation (2.8)), the neoclassical, governed by trapped
particle behaviour with the mean free path dependent on the width of banana orbits
(Equation (2.16)), and anomalous, that is driven by turbulent processes. In TRANSP the
time rate of change of the density, as well as thermal ion density itself, comes from the
input electron density, Zeff measurements and the quasi-neutrality condition.
Electron and ion energy conservation equation
Ultimately, the equations that need to be solved are those describing the electron and ion
energy balance. For the electrons the energy is conserved through:
3
2
∂
∂t
(neTe)+∇qe+∇·
(
5
2
neTeve
)
+vi ·∇(niTi)= pohm+peh−pion−prad−qie , (2.31)
where ve and vi are the electron and ion velocity vectors. The first term on the left-hand
side describes the electron energy rate of change, the second term the electron heat flux
qe losses, the third the electron convection losses and the fourth the work done by the
particles against the plasma pressure gradient. On the right hand side the different terms
describing the source and sink terms for electrons. These are the pohm electron ohmic
power gain, peh external heating gain, pion the power loss due to ionization of neutrals
by electrons, prad the loss due to radiated power, and qie is the ion-electron equipartition
term, reflecting the transfer of power from electrons to the ions in Coulomb collisions,
defined as [69]:
qie = 3me
mi
1
τe
(Te−Ti)
∑
i
Z 2i ni
Ai
, (2.32)
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where me and mi are the electron and ion masses, Ai the atomic mass of ions, and τe
the electron collision time, characterizing electron collisions with ions [30, 68]. The ions’
energy is conserved through:
3
2
∂
∂t
(niTi)+∇qi+∇·
(
5
2
niTivi
)
+vi ·∇(niTi)= peh+pneut+qie−pcx , (2.33)
where pneut is the power gain because of hot neutral ionization, pcx the power loss due to
charge exchange of an ion to a neutral and qie, again the ion-electron equipartition term.
Fast ion modelling
Fast ions are treated separately in plasma transport calculations, due to the fact that their
behaviour can not be described with the same physics assumptions as that of thermalised
ions, i.e. we transition from a classical to neoclassical particle transport description. As
described in Section 2.1.2 changes in ion characteristics, e.g. energy and pitch angle,
result in changes of fast ions’ orbits and wide radial excursions. This causes for the ions to
experience a range of different plasma conditions, increases the particles’ Larmor radii
and results in a higher fraction of trapped particles. Quantities related to fast ions thus
cannot be described as nested on flux surfaces – therefore fast ion physics is usually treated
by computational modules incorporating Monte Carlo fast particle tracking algorithms.
Typical values of the Larmor radii and banana orbit widths (approximation using Equation
(2.16)) of ions found in a model JET D plasma (Toroidal B = 2.8 T, Ip = 3.0 MA, Ti = 6
keV, safety factor on the outboard tokamak side q ∼ 2.5), heated by both NBI and ICRH
systems, are shown in Table 2.1. It can be observed that the Larmor radius of an RF tail
deuteron is comparable to that of a DT fusion alpha particle born at 3.5 MeV in JET [70].
Table 2.1 Values of Larmor radii rL and banana orbit widths wB of ion species in a JET D
plasma, heated by NBI and ICRH systems.
Ion species rL [cm] wB [cm]
Thermal deuteron (6 keV) 0.4 1.7
NBI injected fast deuteron (∼ 100 keV) 1.9 8.1
ICRH accelerated fast deuteron (∼ 0.5 MeV) 4.5 19
DT fusion alpha (3.5 MeV – DT plasma) 6.8 30
The modelling effort in the thesis was based on the use of the NUBEAM [52] module,
which is a Monte Carlo package for NBI physics and an essential part of the TRANSP
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code suite. The module includes NBI physics of neutral beam deposition, fast ion two-
dimensional orbiting, power deposition, beam driven current and momentum transfer.
NUBEAM accounts for particle collisions, charge exchange loss and recapture, and trans-
port of beam particles. The treatment of multiple beamlines, beamline geometry and
beam composition by isotope and energy fraction in the TRANSP NBI module is based on
JET experimental data. Through the use of the Monte Carlo method the fast ion slowing
down distribution function is represented as a discrete set of N weighted randomly se-
lected ions. Because of the computational cost of individual particle tracking, only the
fast ions are modelled in this way, while the modelling of the entire thermal continuum
would be impractical. Thus NUBEAM stops following ions that are slowed-down below
(3/2)Ti, where Ti is the average bulk thermal ion temperature. Additionally the module
accounts for multiple fast ion species present in the plasma, either due to beam injection
or as a result of fusion reaction production. This enables for the computation of thermal,
beam-thermal and beam-beam fusion reaction rate profiles. The code has been applied
and extensively validated at most beam-heated tokamak devices [71–74]. The effects of
ICRH heating were modelled with the TORIC [75] module, which performs numerical
modelling of ion cyclotron waves propagation and absorption in tokamaks. The code
solves the finite Larmor radius wave equations in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies
in an arbitrary axisymmetric toroidal geometry.
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the thermal plasma calculations are in general nested on
poloidal magnetic flux surfaces, described with the radial variable ρ. Plasma transport is
thus performed on a 1-dimensional grid, which is arranged into a poloidal plasma profile
based on the computed magnetic equilibrium, yielding a 2D solution displayed in the
left-hand side of Figure 2.5. Similarly to the general definition in Equation (2.2), TRANSP
uses an arbitrary magnetic geometry based on the toroidal flux Ψt. The fundamental
spatial coordinate in TRANSP is the value of the toroidal flux normalized by the toroidal
flux at the plasma boundary, ρψ =
√
Ψt/Ψt(bnd.), ranging from 0 at the magnetic axis to
1 at the plasma boundary. Due to the tendency of fast ions to not be confined solely to
magnetic flux surfaces, NUBEAM enables for the spatial grid to be divided into an irregular,
time-dependent 2D computational grid. Although the grid is aligned with the toroidal
flux surfaces and thus divided into NR radial zones in the R direction, it introduces an
additional angular division of these zones into areas equally spaced in the poloidal angle
ϕ fixed to the magnetic axis. The total number of poloidal zones NP in the i -th radial zone
is defined by the resolution of the grid NR through:
NP =
NR∑
i=1
4i . (2.34)
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It can be noted that the grid has fewer subdivisions near the centre of the plasma,
increasing towards the boundary, yielding a set of zones with roughly equal cross-sectional
areas. The fast ion computational grid is illustrated in Figure 2.5. An additional transition
from the toroidal flux surfaces nested grid with variable ρ to the general tokamak cylin-
drical coordinate system, defined by the radial variable R (tokamak major radius), axial
variable Z (tokamak vertical axis) and toroidal angle variable ψ (tokamak angle).
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of the TRANSP and NUBEAM computational grids – Left: TRANSP
MHD equilibrium 1.5D grid, nested on toroidal flux normalized magnetic surfaces, defined
by the spatial variable ρ. Right: NUBEAM irregular 2D grid for Monte Carlo fast ion
tracking computations. An additional subdivision or radial (NR) into angular (NP) zones is
introduced, in addition to the transition between the coordinate system nested on the
toroidal flux normalized magnetic surfaces with variable ρ to the cylindrical coordinate
system with the radial variable R, axial variable Z and toroidal angle variable ψ.
2.2 Two-body reaction kinematics
In the thesis reactions between two deuterium ions (DD) or a tritium and deuterium ion
(DT) are studied. The characteristics of the neutron that gets produced in both reactions
are governed by the reaction’s kinematics. Since the modelling of the neutron energy
spectrum and its emission vector is at the heart of the work presented in the thesis, a
condensed overview of the physics and numerical simulations of neutron spectra is given.
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2.2.1 Kinematics equations
At the basis of all neutron spectra calculation models is the kinematics of a single fusion
reaction. The topic can be traced back to 1960, when the study of thermonuclear reactions
became of interest because of the possibility of reproducing them in a laboratory [76], and
is addressed in depth in [77] and relativistically in [46]. All equations in the kinematics
section are written in units with the speed of light c = 1.
A general reaction of the form a+b → c+d is considered, where the reactants have
masses of ma and mb and velocities of ua and ub, while the products have masses of mc
and md and velocities of uc and ud. A schematic of the reaction is shown in Figure 2.6. In
the centre of mass system the conservation of momentum can be written as:
maua+mbub =mcuc+mdud = 0 . (2.35)
and for energy:
K +Q = 1
2
mcu
2
c +
1
2
mdu
2
d , (2.36)
where Q is the released energy in the reaction, i.e. 3.3 MeV in DD fusion, and K is the total
kinetic energy of the incident particles in the centre of mass frame or the relative kinetic
energy in the laboratory system, defined as:
K = 1
2
mamb
ma+mb
(ua+ub)2 . (2.37)
Using the above equations and transforming the result back to the laboratory frame, one
can derive the expression for the energy of a produced particle [33]:
Ec = 1
2
mcv
2
0 +
md
mc+md
(Q+K )+ v0 cosθ0
√
2mcmd
mc+md
(Q+K ) , (2.38)
where v0 is the velocity of the centre of mass as expressed with reactant velocities written
in the laboratory frame:
v0 = mava+mbvb
ma+mb
, (2.39)
and θ0 is the angle between v0 and the neutron emission direction, as denoted in Figure
2.6.
The derivation of the reaction product energy presented above is done for a non-
relativistic case and is, for convenience, solved in the centre of mass system, requiring a
transformation of the results back to the original frame. For neutrons born in DD or DT
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of a two-body reaction with denoted velocity vectors in the centre of
mass and laboratory systems.
fusion reactions the relativistic corrections to the computed energies will have a value
of up to 2 % [46, 47], therefore most modern two-body kinetics codes use relativistic
corrections and a closed form expression for the energy, yielding the result directly in
the reference frame of interest [78]. The procedure for obtaining a relativistic result
equivalent to Equation (2.38) is as follows: the reactants posses initial energies of Ea and
Eb. The momentum four-vector of individual particles is defined as the total energy Ei
and momentum pi, i.e. Pi = (Ei,pi). The momentum conservation law states that:
Ptot ≡ Pa+Pb = Pc+Pd . (2.40)
In order to obtain the energy of the product Ea, Pa is subtracted from Equation (2.40) and
squared, which yields:
PtotPc =
P 2tot+m2c −m2d
2
, (2.41)
where the fact that the product of two four-vectors PaPb = EaEb−papb is a scalar invariant,
independent of the reference frame, was taken into account. Furthermore the product is
in fact equal to the particle mass for P 2a =m2a. If particle c is assumed to be emitted in the
direction specified by a unit vector (equivalent to vc in the non-relativistic case):
u= pb
pb
, (2.42)
and:
pi =
√
E 2i −m2i , (2.43)
Equation (2.41) obtains the form:
EtotEc−ptot ·u
√
E 2c −m2c =
P 2tot+m2c −m2d
2
. (2.44)
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Solving Equation (2.44) for Ec yields:
Ec =
α±√α2− (1−β2)(α2+mcβ2)
1−β2 , (2.45)
where the coefficients can be expressed as:
α= P
2
tot+m2c −m2d
2
, (2.46)
β= ptot
Etot
·u . (2.47)
2.2.2 Modelling of neutron spectra
The reactants a and b can in general have arbitrary velocity distributions fa(va) and fa(va),
which describe the probabilities of the initial particles a and b interacting with velocities
va and vb. In a two-body reaction the neutron energy spectrum of neutrons emitted per
unit volume and solid angle is defined as [79]:
d2N
dΩ dE
= nanb
1+δab
Ï
fa(va) fb(vb)|va−vb|
dσ
dΩ
dvadvb
d
dE
, (2.48)
where dΩ is the solid angle, |va − vb| the reacting ions’ relative speed and dσ/dΩ the
differential fusion cross section. While calculations for a Maxwellian plasma enable
for Equation (2.48) to be solved analytically, beam and RF heated plasmas induce non-
anisotropic velocity distribution effects, which calls for a numerical approach. Modern
efforts involve the use of semi-analytical solutions [47] or employing the Monte Carlo
method [80, 81] for integrating over the reactant distributions.
In the thesis neutron spectra calculations are based on the use of the Monte Carlo
Directional Relativistic Spectrum Simulator (DRESS) code, which enables for the spectra
of products emerging from two-body interactions to be computed for arbitrary reactant
velocity distributions [78]. DRESS is coupled with TRANSP/NUBEAM and takes informa-
tion on the plasma state, i.e. thermal and fast ion distribution functions and equilibrium
magnetic field configuration, as an input. In the first step the reactant velocities va and
vb are randomly sampled from velocity distributions, after which the product energies
when emitted in direction u are computed through Equation (2.45). The differential cross
sections dσ/dΩ for fusion reaction between the two ions are obtained through the para-
metric evaluation, i.e. mathematical description, of the total cross section from [82], while
the cross section angular dependence is taken from a parametrized Legendre polynomial
expansion from the ENDF nuclear data library [83].
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2.3 Neutron transport
Neutron transport calculations are at the core of the thesis and represent one of the main
tools of tokamak performance analyses. With a large amount of neutrons getting produced
in tokamaks operating with either D or DT fuel plasmas, these energetic particles are the
carriers of information as well as of energy. That means that the detection of neutrons
can be used for plasma diagnostics purposes, as will be discussed in the next section,
and also that neutrons deposit energy along their trajectories, inducing radiation damage
and radioactivity in the surrounding material, which can potentially affect reactor instru-
mentation or personnel. Additionally, tokamak operational licenses issued by nuclear
regulatory bodies limit the estimated total number of neutrons to be produced in the
whole operational time of the fusion machine. The limit is set due to continuous neutron
damage to material, leading to the deterioration of structural strength, shortening the
operational time during which the components can be safely used. For example the initial
JET requirement (year 1980) was that all equipment should be designed to withstand
irradiation arising from a total of 1024 neutrons during the whole tokamak lifetime [84].
The budget was set based on the safe limit of irradiation of the epoxy insulation of the
toroidal field coils. However in 2000 the neutron budget has been revisited and is now
fixed at a total of 2·1021 neutrons in JET’s lifetime, due to the fact that man-access for
maintenance to within one metre of the vacuum vessel ports has to be ensured. Knowl-
edge of the production and transport of neutrons during plasma discharges in a tokamak
is essential for operating both current and future tokamaks [5].
Neutron transport computations are widely used as a tool in aiding the design of toka-
mak structure and shielding components [85], nuclear instrumentation [19], diagnostics
response studies [86], tritium breeding analyses [6] and assessments of induced radiation
damage, material activation and coolant heating [8]. Due to the fact that available com-
puter power significantly increased in the last decades, increasingly complex and detailed
geometrical systems can be described and analysed.
2.3.1 Transport equations
Since neutrons are chargeless they are not subjected to Coulomb interactions when travel-
ling through matter. They predominantly take part in reactions with the nuclei of atoms
through the strong nuclear force. Simple interactions between neutrons and nuclei, e.g.
elastic scattering, can be well described using a two-body kinematics approach presented
in Section 2.2 and in more detail in [87]. The variety of neutron-nucleus reactions is
however large, with some of the main types being: Scattering – can in general be divided
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into two groups, namely elastic scattering where the momentum and kinetic energy of
the system are preserved (hence two-body kinematics compatible), or inelastic scattering
where a part of the neutron’s energy is transferred to the nucleus which is left in an excited
state, returning to its ground state by emitting gamma rays of characteristic energies.
Absorption – is the absorption of a neutron in the nucleus which is again left in an excited
state. Possible outcomes of the reaction are for example the emission of gamma rays,
protons, alpha particles, or nuclear fission as well, where a heavy compound nucleus
after an absorption event decays into two lighter nuclei, emitting additional neutrons
and various other particles. The capture of a neutron often results in the formation of
an unstable nucleus, called an activation product, which is subject to further radioactive
decay and results in the formation of new nuclei, with the process named transmutation.
The probability of neutrons interacting with matter is quantified with the effective
area of a nucleus, called microscopic cross section σi(E ) [b = 10−24 cm−2], where i denotes
the reaction type. The latter depends on the type of nucleus and the energy of the incident
neutron E . The total cross section for a neutron-nucleus reaction σt is the sum of the
probabilities for any type of interaction, i.e. a sum of scattering and absorption reactions
σt =σs+σa. It is common to additionally multiply the microscopic cross section with the
number density N (r, t ) of the material through which the neutron is diffusing, to obtain
the macroscopic cross section Σi(r,E , t )=σi(E)N (r, t ) [cm−1].
The collective behaviour of neutrons, i.e. transport from a source to their subsequent
absorption or loss from the system, is described by the Boltzmann transport equation
[87]:
1
v
∂ϕ(r,E ,Ωˆ, t )
∂t
=− Ωˆ · ∇⃗ϕ(⃗r ,E ,Ωˆ, t )−ΣT (r,E)ϕ(r,E ,Ωˆ, t )+ S0(r,E , t )
4π
+
∫
E ′
∫
Ωˆ′
Σs(r,E
′→ E ,Ωˆ′ · Ωˆ)ϕ(r,E ′,Ωˆ′, t ) ·dΩˆ′dE ′ ,
(2.49)
for the angular flux ϕ(⃗r ,E ,Ωˆ, t), neutron direction Ωˆ and velocity v , macroscopic total
cross-section ΣT, isotropic neutron source S0, and macroscopic scattering cross-section
Σs [87]. The angular flux is a scalar quantity that gives information on the flux of neutrons
with energies within E +dE and directions within Ωˆ+dΩˆ. However when analytically
solving the transport equation it is common to simplify the angular dependency of the
flux, yielding the neutron flux φ(⃗r ,E , t ) [87]:
φ(r,E , t )=
∫
Ωˆ′
ϕ(r,E ,Ωˆ, t )dΩˆ [neut. cm−2s−1eV−1] . (2.50)
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The meaning of terms in Equation (2.49) is the following: on the left side is the temporal
evolution of the neutron flux, while on the right-hand side the first term represents the
spatial diffusion of the neutrons throughout the system, the second the interaction of
neutrons with the material (absorption) of neutrons, the third is the neutron source term,
while last describes the scattering of neutrons from energies E to E ′ and direction Ωˆ to Ωˆ′.
The solution of the transport equation for complex geometrical systems like toka-
maks, exhibiting a large angular dependency as well as dependency of material cross
sections on the energy of incident neutrons, is not easily achievable. There are two main
methodologies of how to approach solving the neutron transport equation, namely:
i. Deterministic, a traditional approach to semi-analytically solving the transport equation
is the simplification of the problem, which is done by discretizing the phase space,
i.e. the geometry, angular and energy dependence. The latter is done by binning
neutrons into groups, and performing neutron transport based on their energy
group, e.g. thermal (slowed-down neutrons at approximate room temperature) and
fast (fusion born neutron with MeV energies), and dividing the geometry models
into manageable and well-describable sub-sections. Since the method was not used
in the thesis the reader is directed to [88, 20] for a full description.
ii. Stochastic, or Monte Carlo (MC), approach with which the collective neutron transport
behaviour is described by simulating a large number of individual particles, with
both geometrical and physical models being highly accurate approximations of real
systems.
2.3.2 Stochastic neutron transport
The deterministic discretization of the neutron properties in energy and time, as well
as geometry, results in transport solution simplifications and, inevitably, biasing. The
advancement in the availability of computational resources has greatly supported the
spread of the use of stochastic or Monte Carlo neutron transport calculation methods,
which enables continuous neutron energy treatment as well as the modelling of extremely
detailed fusion-relevant geometric systems [27, 89]. In contrast to the deterministic
method, where the collective transport of neutrons is being computed on the basis on an
analytical diffusion description, in the stochastic method neutrons are being transported
individually, the physics being hidden in interaction probabilities. The results of MC
neutron transport calculations, i.e. neutron fluxes, spectra and detector responses, are
being averaged over the recorded neutron behaviour of billions of simulation iterations.
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The basic computational unit of the MC method is the neutron, more precisely its
life cycle. The ability to stochastically predict a neutron’s path is dependent upon the
sampling of neutron parameters, and consequently the successful generation of random
numbers. Random numbers produced in MC computations are not based on a truly ran-
dom physical process, but are in fact computed. Such sets of random numbers, generated
by a computational algorithm, are called pseudorandom. Their use has advantages like
reproducibility and low computer resource requirements, while still meeting all of the
criteria of randomness tests. In the following description let ξ be a pseudorandom number
uniformly generated within the interval [0,1). A neutron’s cycle thus begins with its birth
in a plasma, which represents the fusion neutron source term, its initial position r, energy
E and emission vector Ωˆ being sampled from corresponding probability functions, based
on the physical models of the fusion process. The latter will be described in depth in
the following sections. In the next step the transport of the neutron through the system
commences. This comprises the tracking of the particle, assumed to travel in a straight line
between points of collision, and estimating the location of the next interaction, based on
the probability for a reaction between a neutron and nuclei of the local material, defined
by the total macroscopic cross section Σt. The probability density for such an event in an
interval x+dx of its path in the material is exponential and can be written as [90, 91]:
p(x)=Σt e−Σtx . (2.51)
One can find the relation between the chosen random number ξ and the probability p(x):
ξ=
∫ x
0
p(x)dx =
∫ x
0
e−Σtx
′
Σtdx
′ = 1−e−Σtx . (2.52)
ξ is thus the integral of the reaction probability over the neutron’s path. Equation (2.52)
yields the distance a neutron travels between two consecutive reactions in a part of the
system with the same material composition, dependent on the chosen random number:
x =− 1
Σt
ln(ξ) . (2.53)
In the next step the drawing of additional random numbers ξ enables the determination
of parameters important for the treatment of neutron interactions and the continuation
of the neutron’s cycle – the type of nucleus with which the neutron interacts, the type
of reaction it undergoes, exiting neutron energy and the vector of scattering. Let us
give an example of the parameter sampling process performed to determine the type of
interaction that occurs between a neutron and a nucleus. For n different reaction types
in a material, e.g. elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, radiative absorption and others,
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the total cross section for any interaction to occur is the sum of individual reaction cross
sections ΣT =∑ni=1Σi. The k-th reaction type is chosen if the selected random number ξ
fulfils the condition:
k−1∑
i=1
Σi
ΣT
< ξ<
k∑
i=1
Σi
ΣT
. (2.54)
The end of the MC computational cycle is the neutron’s absorption in the system or
its escape from it. The physics behind the interaction of neutrons with the atoms of
the material they are being transported through, is contained within nuclear data, i.e.
evaluated nuclear data libraries, or occasionally obtained through the use of theoretical
models. Nuclear data thus provides information on the differential cross sections and
the energy dependencies of macroscopic cross sections for various isotopes, probabilities
for secondary particle production, as well as individual reaction probabilities. We should
stress the importance of the geometric description of the transport system, which plays a
crucial role in the tracking of neutrons and the definition of appropriate material cross
sections when the neutron is found to interact with a component. Contemporary MC
software enables for extreme detail in describing the complex 3D geometry of a tokamak,
its surrounding structures and design of detectors, as well as in defining accurate material
composition to the modelled structure. This however renders the method computationally
expensive, emphasized with the increase in tokamak size and support systems complexity.
One of the most general and widely used codes for MC neutron transport computations
is the Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code MCNP, developed by the Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory [29]. The additions to the MCNP source code and MC neutron transport
computations presented in the thesis, are based on MCNP6.1 code release, compatible
with the MCNP6.2 as well [92].
Tallies
The ultimate aim of an MC neutron transport calculation is to obtain information on the
distribution of the neutron flux within the modelled system or to compute responses of
detectors, i.e. its synthetic signal. This is done by tracking (or tallying) the behaviour
of neutrons over a multitude of simulated cycles (modern calculations include up to
109 to 1010 neutron histories) inside a limited volume, which is called a cell. These can
vary in size from a miniature detector, a few millimetres in diameter, to large tokamak
magnets. Based on the large number of recorded neutron tracks, it is possible to accurately
determine quantities such as the neutron flux, reactions rates and energy spectra. In
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MCNP an estimate of the neutron flux within a cell with volume V with a defined material
composition is obtained by computing the neutron fluence φmc:
φmc = 1
V N0
Ï
φ(r, t ) d t dV [neut. cm−2] , (2.55)
where N0 is the number of simulated neutrons. Writing the flux φmc as the product of
neutron density and their average speed [87], one obtains:
φmc = 1
V N0
Ï
N (r, t ) d x dV . (2.56)
The double integral over the neutron density over d x and dV represents the total length
of individual neutron paths Li, crossing the volume of the tallied cell. Thus the final form
of the MC volume fluence estimator is derived:
φmc = 1
V N0
∑
i
Li , (2.57)
which is also called the Chilton fluence definition [87]. Similarly the MC reaction rate Rmc
estimator can be expressed – namely taking into account that the track length contribu-
tion of an i -th neutron is energy dependent Li(Ei), and with the introduction of energy
dependent microscopic cross sections σ(Ei) into Equation (2.57), we obtain:
Rmc = 1
V N0
∑
i
Li(Ei) σ(Ei) . (2.58)
The MC reaction rate computations are normalized per number of interacting nuclei
in the cell volume V and per barn. Additionally both the MC fluence and reaction rate
calculations are normalized per source neutron in the simulation. That means that, in
order to obtain a value of neutron flux and reactions rates comparable to experimental
measurements, the MC results need to be multiplied with the neutron source strength
[neutrons s−1]. This is achieved by taking into account either the measured or computed
total neutron emission from a tokamak plasma. When comparing neutron energy spectra
in the thesis mainly the relative amplitudes of different spectral components are analysed,
which means that the neutron source strength factor is not applied – the units are thus not
those of a neutron flux energy spectrum [neutrons cm−2 s−1 MeV−1] but rather neutron
fluence energy spectrum [neutrons cm−2 MeV−1]. When plotting neutron energy spectra
it is additionally common practice to normalize them by units of the logarithmic energy
decrement u, also called lethargy. The latter is a dimensionless quantity defined as the
logarithm of the ratio between the energies of source neutrons E0 and neutrons after a
collision E :
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u = ln
(
E0
E
)
, (2.59)
convenient for presenting spectra, the intensity of which is spanning over several decades.
Spectra in the thesis that have been converted into lethargy units are denoted accordingly.

Chapter 3
JET tokamak
3.1 JET description
The Joint European Torus, or JET, begun operating in 1983 as part of a collaboration
between European Community member states as well as Switzerland and Sweden. It is
currently the largest tokamak machine in operation, the first to have operated with tritium
and tritium-deuterium mixtures in 1991 and achieved DT plasma, holding the record
for the highest fusion power produced – 16 MW during the DT campaign in 1997. JET
is considered a large tokamak device of approximately 15 m in diameter and 12 meters
high. The centre of the machine is a toroidal vacuum vessel with a D-shaped cross section.
The toroidal magnetic field component is generated by 32 large toroidal coils with copper
windings, equally spaced around the machine to ensure field consistency. At the tokamak
vertical axis of symmetry a central solenoid is positioned, composing the primary winding
of the transformer, with which plasma current is being induced and the poloidal magnetic
field component generated. Due to the fact that the toroidal current is produced by a
transformer, JET operates in pulse mode.
Being the leading tokamak device in the world, research and experiments performed
at JET are the driving force of the progress towards fusion reactors and represent the main
bridge to ITER [93]. JET being closest to ITER design in most parameters, in particular
its size and current, and with a prospect of the extensive DT campaign to be carried out
in 2020, JET is providing crucial physics and expertise for the successful development
and utilization of future tokamaks. A major upgrade was finished in 2011 when the
plasma-facing wall was replaced with an ITER-like wall (ILA) [94]. The latter is a carbon-
tungsten-beryllium first wall and is the test bed for assessing the effects of a beryllium
wall coating on the divertor plasma operations. Some of the basic parameters for the JET
tokamak are given in Table 3.1, with a photograph of the tokamak’s vessel in Figure .
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Table 3.1 Tokamak JET – device and plasma parameters [3].
Parameter Value
Vacuum vessel cross section 2.5 m (horizontal)
4.2 m (vertical)
Plasma major radius 2.96 m
Plasma minor radius 1.25 m (horizontal)
2.10 m (vertical)
Toroidal magnetic field (on plasma axis) 3.45 T
External heating NBI 34 MW, ICRH 10 MW
Beryllium
Tungsten
CFC tungsten coated
Inconel beryllium coated
Inconel tungsten coated
Figure 3.1 Schematic of the JET vacuum vessel after the installation of the ILW with denoted
ITER test bed components, namely the beryllium wall tiles, tungsten divertor tiles and the
carbon fibre composite (CFC) and Inconel coated plasma facing components [95].
3.1.1 Neutron diagnostics
Although around 100 various diagnostics systems are installed at JET, monitoring plasma
performance during a discharge, only the systems based on the detection of neutrons
are described here. The plasma diagnostics used for measurements of plasma quantities
related to JET and relevant to the thesis work are briefly presented in Section 2.1.6. A more
in-depth review of the various systems can be found in [3], [33] and [11]. A photograph of
the JET tokamak structure with its diagnostics systems is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Photograph of the JET tokamak structure and its diagnostics systems [95].
Neutron yield detectors
In tokamaks running with either D or DT plasmas, and sufficient external heating to
achieve high fusion reactivities, large numbers of neutron are produced. The neutron
yield detectors thus represent the backbone of neutron measurements at JET – not only do
they give insight into the neutron flux spatial distribution within ex-vessel structures [86],
which is crucial for the safe operation of the tokamak, but also give information on the
total fusion power released during the discharge. The produced power can be extracted
due to the fact that one neutron is produced in both D and DT plasmas, meaning that the
measurements of the total number of neutrons emitted, or rather detected, is proportional
to the power. There are two major systems for neutron yield measurements, the fission
chambers and the activation system [22].
Fission chambers (FCs) are based on the design of an ionisation chamber, enhanced
with an inner coating of fissionable or fissile material, resulting in large and easily distin-
guishable signals caused by charged fission products. This enables for the detector to be
more sensitive to neutrons in comparison with the gamma rays, which usually contribute
to the detectors response. The most widely used are 235U FCs, utilizing their fissionable
coating to detect neutrons basically from fast to thermal energy range. On the other hand
the fissile coated 238U FCs are subject to detection limits due do the threshold energy for
fission reactions, rendering them appropriate for fast neutron measurements. In general
the sizes of fission chambers vary, from miniature, used for measuring neutron fluxes in
areas with limited access and high neutron fluence [96], to large, when facing difficulties
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with a low neutron count. For time-dependent neutron yield measurements at tokamaks
mostly large fission chambers with additional shielding are utilized in order to shape the
the FCs response properties [97, 98].
At JET there are three pairs of fission chambers installed at three different locations
outside the vacuum vessel, next to the tokamak’s transformer limbs as shown in the left-
hand side of Figure 3.3, labelled KN1 in the JET diagnostics jargon. Each FC pair consists
of one 235U and 238U detector, cylindrically shaped with a height of approximately 100 cm
and radius of 30 cm [99], shown in the photograph on the left of Figure 3.3. Both FCs are
additionally covered to configure the response characteristics, namely the 235U chamber
has a shell of 4.5 cm of lead, 5 cm of polyethylene and 1 mm of cadmium, resulting in
a relatively flat response function for neutron energies between 1 eV and 15 MeV and a
cut-off for thermal neutrons below 0.5 eV, while the 238U chamber has a shell of 9.5 cm of
lead and 0.25 mm of cadmium. Since both FCs contain a coating of approximately 0.57
g U, the 235U chamber has a significantly higher neutron count rate due to the higher
fission cross section (around a factor of 103). The FCs undergo regular absolute calibration,
with which the measured count rates can be converted into the total volumetric neutron
emission from the plasma [97]. The fission chambers are employed in pairs and at three
different locations to ensure measurement reproducibility and redundancy. In addition,
the positioning enables to detect local changes in the geometry configuration and gives
the possibility of detector cross-calibration.
The work presented in the thesis is focused on the 235U FC, due to the fact that in JET
experimental configuration its response is orders of magnitude higher than that of 238U.
The 235U chamber’s measured response function is presented in Figure 3.4 [99].
Activation system (AS) measurements represent a well known method of determining
neutron fluxes and neutron spectra. It is based on the activation of chosen materials, i.e.
interactions between the incoming neutrons and the material’s nuclei, usually resulting in
the release of gamma rays or delayed neutrons, with the intensity of the resulting particles
(decay rate) being proportional to the local neutron flux. Several characteristics of the
activation material are important in the measurement procedure, the type of reaction,
reaction’s cross section values and its uncertainties, and the half-life of the product. In
fusion applications, the reactions chosen are those with half-lives somewhere between
a minute and an hour, a practical limitation because of the foil transport from point of
exposure in the neutron field to the laboratory, and relatively high threshold energies.
The latter is important since information on the characteristics of the neutron source is
stored in the fusion energy peak, i.e. the energy distribution of source neutrons centred
at 2.45 MeV for DD and 14.1 MeV for DT ion fusion. Lower energy neutrons, which have
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Figure 3.3 Left: schematic top view of the JET vacuum vessel, together with the trans-
former limbs on the outside. Denoted are the tokamak’s octants and the locations of the
three pairs of FCs (D1, D2 and D3) and the activation system (Irradiation end). Right: A
photograph of a pair of JET’s fission chambers positioned next to a transformer limb in
the background (orange) [95].
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Figure 3.4 Measured response function of the 235U fission chamber at JET. The grey areas
denote the neutron energy intervals at which the DD and DT neutron peaks are located.
undergone one or more scattering interactions and have thereby lost their direct relation to
the original plasma state, thus represent an undesired contribution to the total activation
and are preferably cut-off [100]. In Table 3.2 a set of standard activation reactions used in
fusion applications is shown, together with the corresponding cross section in Figure 3.5.
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Table 3.2 Standard activation reactions relevant for neutron yield measurements in fusion
reactors [100, 101].
Reaction Measurement method Used in
115In (n, n’) γ spectroscopy DD
58Ni (n, p) γ spectroscopy DD + DT
64Zn (n, p) γ spectroscopy DD + DT
27Al (n, p) γ spectroscopy DD + DT
56Fe (n, p) γ spectroscopy DD + DT
93Nb (n, 2n) γ spectroscopy DT
27Al (n, α) γ spectroscopy DT
63Cu (n, 2n) γ spectroscopy DT
235U (n, f) delayed neutron measurement DD
238U (n, f) delayed neutron measurement DD
232Th (n, f) delayed neutron measurement DD
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Figure 3.5 Cross sections of standard activation reactions relevant for neutron yield mea-
surements in fusion devices (IRDFF dosimetry library [102]). The grey areas denote the
approximate neutron energy intervals at which the DD and DT neutron peaks are located.
Details of cross sections below the energies of fast neutrons were omitted.
At JET the activation system is used for time-integrated neutron yield measurements,
i.e. the cumulative activation of the material recorded throughout the plasma discharge
[101], labelled KN2 in the JET diagnostics jargon. In order to minimize the contribution of
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scattered neutrons to the measured foil activation, the irradiation position is located in
the vicinity of the plasma, i.e. inside the vacuum vessel, mere couple of 10 cm away from
the plasma boundary. The activation foils are transported to the irradiation position with
a pneumatic system, while the irradiation end itself is of cylindrical shape, stainless steel
clad and positioned at the upper port plug of JET’s octant 3, as shown in the left schematic
of Figure 3.3. A schematic side view of the JET vacuum vessel with denoted position of the
KN2 system is shown in the left panel of Figure 3.6, while the right schematic shows the
structures in the vicinity of the irradiation end. Measurements of the activation system
serve for cross-calibration of JET’s ex-vessel fission chambers [27] and are frequently
employed also for experimental characterizations of fusion neutron sources, e.g. neutron
generators [103].
mushroom
limiter irradiation
end
limiter
beryllium
Figure 3.6 Left: schematic side view of the JET vacuum vessel, together with the position
of the AS irradiation end and the surrounding mushroom limiters. Right: A render of the
JET CAD model with denoted irradiation end and mushroom limiters.
Additional neutron diagnostics
Neutron emission profile monitor (KN3) gives information about the spatial profile of
neutron emission. It measures the neutron flux along several collimated sight lines. The
neutron camera at JET has 10 horizontal and 9 vertical sight lines, each measuring the
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integral emissivity profile contribution, which can be unfolded into a neutron emissivity
poloidal profile. At the end of each line of sight the neutron flux is measured by two
detectors, a Bicron 418 plastic scintillator and a NE213 liquid scintillator, based on the
detection of scintillated light when a neutron scatters elastically on the protons in the
detector material [104].
Neutron spectrometers are crucial for extracting information on the plasma state,
such as ion temperature and fusion reactivity profiles [11], that is carried by fusion born
neutrons – the latter can be done by measuring the neutrons energy distribution. There
are several techniques for determining the neutron spectrum in a fusion device and
a large part of these is implemented into the design of spectrometers commissioned
at JET. One of the most important ones is the time-of-flight spectrometer installed in
the roof laboratory above the JET machine, named TOFOR [105]. Its line of sight is
perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field and is centred to observe the plasma
in the vicinity the magnetic axis, from a distance of approximately 19 m. The diagnostics
is composed of two sets of plastic scintillators – the first set is positioned behind the
collimator at the entrance of the neutron beam through the hall roof, recording the
incoming neutrons, and the second array is placed at a 30o angle with respect to the
beam line, arranged in a circular configuration, recording the time of flight of coincident
neutrons between the two sets. Another spectrometer installed at JET is designed on the
basis of impinging neutrons transferring their energy to protons by elastic scattering in
a thin polyethylene foil, called the magnetic proton recoil spectrometer MPR [106]. The
energy of knock-on protons produced in these forward collision is very close to that of the
original neutrons. The proton energies are measured by a magnetic spectrometer, through
which the energy of the incident neutrons can be determined [107]. MPR is located in
JET’s octant 4 and has a tangential line of sight. The ex-vessel locations and lines of sight of
JET KN3, TOFOR and MPR neutron detectors are shown in Figure 3.7. In addition, several
other compact spectrometers are installed at JET, e.g. crystal diamond detectors [108] and
liquid scintillators [109].
3.1.2 Neutron yield monitor calibration
In order to carry out absolute measurements of the fusion neutron yield in a tokamak,
neutron detectors, specifically the KN1 and KN2 system, need to be absolutely calibrated.
The topic has been discussed and analysed in great depth in [110, 24, 111–113, 27, 114],
therefore only a brief overview is given here, focusing on the aspects of the calibration
procedure relevant for the work presented in the thesis.
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Figure 3.7 Upper left: A schematic top view of the JET vacuum vessel and octants, together
with the locations and lines of sight of the KN3, TOFOR and MPR neutron detectors. Right:
A schematic side view of the vessel, with locations and lines of sight of the KN3, TOFOR
and MPR neutron detectors. The locations of detectors in the side view are shown relative
to their port openings.
The aim of the procedure is to calibrate the fission chamber and activation systems
to measure (predict) the total neutron emission rate from a plasma discharge. Standard
procedure in detector calibration dictates for a well characterized source to be used in
the calibration procedure, measuring the relation between the strength of the calibration
source and the detector response. The characteristics of the calibration source have to be
as close as possible to that of the original source, that means that preferably sources emit-
ting particles of the same type, energies and spatial distribution should be used. In reality
such an optimal calibration source is hard to find – the calibration procedure on tokamaks
is an especially challenging task, since the plasma is a volumetric, toroidally shaped,
neutron source with the neutrons being emitted at very specific energies, depending on
the plasma type, varying spatial source distributions and complex detector configurations.
Thus one of the most important characteristics of tokamak neutron monitor calibration
is that it has to be performed in the tokamak device itself, with relevant experimental
configuration, i.e. an in-situ calibration. Additionally, because sources with appropriate
neutron characteristics can only be found in a point-source shape, detailed MC neutron
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transport computations are a necessity to estimate the effects of differences between the
plasma and calibration source on the results of the calibration procedure. The absolute
calibration follows a standardized procedure with the following major steps:
i. Calibration source: the foundation of the calibration procedure is the choice of an
appropriate calibration source and its characterization. For D plasma neutron yield
calibration procedures a 252Cf source has been used at JET, which produces neutrons
of average energies of 2 MeV through spontaneous fission, which is relatively close
to the DD neutron fusion peak of 2.45 MeV. On the other hand, the DT neutron
yield calibration at JET used an active source, a DT neutron generator producing
14.1 MeV neutrons [113]. In both cases the properties of the calibration source need
to be carefully characterized, with the main focus on measuring the absolute source
strength and source neutron spectra angular dependency [115, 116].
ii. Calibration factors: the calibration source is positioned at multiple points inside the
vessel of the tokamak – usually describing the shape of a ring at the poloidal position
of the magnetic axis and additional positions to the top, bottom and inboard and
outboard side – measuring the sensitivity of the neutron yield detectors to the
calibration source. The relation between the neutron source strength, its position,
and the response of both KN1 and KN2 systems is called the measured calibration
factor [27].
iii. Calibration factor corrections: due to the fact that the calibration conditions are
not the same as those during plasma operation, detailed MC neutron transport
calculations are performed to assess the effects of tokamak configuration changes
on the neutron yield monitors response. The major differences studied are – the
transition between a calibration point-source (or rather a multitude of these) to
a volumetric plasma neutron source [111], the difference between the neutron
emission characteristics of the calibration and a plasma source, the effect of the use
of JET’s remote handling system for the positioning of the calibration source [25, 21]
and the sensitivity of detectors response to additional changes in the tokamak
geometry.
The final result of the calibration procedure are thus the calibration factors, through
which the conversion from the neutron monitors response to the total neutron emission in
a plasma is performed. It should be stressed that the total experimental and computational
uncertainty of the calibration has to be below 10 % in order to obtain accurate fusion
power measurements and reduce the uncertainty margin of the estimated total number of
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neutrons produced, limited by the neutron budget. Moreover the calibrations performed
at JET had the objective to benchmark the ITER calibration procedure, where ± 10 %
accuracy is required for tritium accountancy [117]. In the light of the fact that MCNP
neutron transport computations can attribute corrections of up to 20 % to the final value
of the calibration factors due to calibration circumstances [114], it is extremely important
that the basic MC neutron transport data is as accurate and detailed as possible. This
incorporates the geometry of the JET computational model as well as the description
of the neutron source. While the former has been the focus of numerous neutronics
analyses, improvements in modelling and sensitivity studies aimed at the MC plasma
neutron source have not been performed [118].
3.2 JET computational models
One of the foundations of the Monte Carlo method for neutron transport calculations is
the geometry description of the system through which the neutrons are being transported.
In the last decades the possibilities of detailed 3D modelling of fusion systems have
significantly progressed – up to a point where complex systems such as toroidal tokamaks
can be described in great detail without significant simplification. For MC neutronics
calculations at JET three models have been utilized more frequently and are undergoing
constant development and improvement. These are the simplified JET-like tokamak
model (Simplified) and the two detailed JET models primarily developed and maintained
by Uppsala University (S. Conroy, Detailed) and Jožef Stefan Institute (I. Lengar) [27]. The
latter has not been used in the work presented in the thesis, due to the fact that the Uppsala
model has been more extensively validated. Both the simplified and the detailed model
are constructed in MCNP6.1 [29], based on cross section data taken from the FENDL 3.1d
[119] and ENDF/B VII.1 [83] nuclear libraries.
The beginnings of the JET MCNP model date back to the mid-nineties, when first
attempts at applying MC neutron transport computations analyses to JET were made
(M. Pillon (ENEA), M. Loughlin (ITER) and P. Batistoni (ENEA)). Since CAD software was
not available at that time, the original ”model” of the device was actually constructed in
physical form, stationed in the JET’s research building lobby. Additions to the JET device
were thus planned based on measurements and testing of mock-up miniature diagnostics
on the real model. Due to the complexity of the JET’s growing ex-vessel structure and
components, basically a labyrinth of cables, diagnostics, openings, shielding etc. shown in
Figure 3.8, and the lack of detailed computer CAD models, numerous details were omitted
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and components simplified. These simplifications can be found in the most detailed
MCNP JET model as well.
Transformer
limbs
Vessel
Port
Support structures
Figure 3.8 Render of a modern CAD JET model, displaying two tokamak octants, illustrating
the complexity of the device’s ex-vessel support structures with denoted transformer limbs
(orange), support structures (white) and the central tokamak vessel with the port opening
[95].
3.2.1 Simplified JET model
A render of the simplified MCNP model of a JET-like tokamak is shown in Figure 3.9. In the
model the otherwise D-shaped vertical cross section of the tokamak vessel is rectangular,
preserving neutron important modelling quantities, such as the fusion device dimensions
and component mass [19]. The tokamak is additionally surrounded by concrete walls
to approximate the effects of neutron backscattering from the hall walls. The model has
been proven to be appropriate for studies of the general, qualitative neutronics character-
istics of JET-like tokamak systems [21, 20] – often the use of more detailed and complex
models, which describe the actual experimental conditions better, causes difficulties in
the analysis of basic neutronics parameters due to a large number of parameters affect-
ing the detectors response. The parts that are not modelled have been shown to have a
relatively small impact on the neutron detector response, contributing several percent
to the total computational uncertainty [86]. The structural ex-vessel components have
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been omitted in the model, in order to avoid computational uncertainties arising from
potential geometry effects.
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Plasma
Figure 3.9 Render of the simplified JET-like tokamak MC computational model with
denoted plasma volume, vacuum vessel composition and device support structures.
The detectors implemented into the computational model were aimed at measuring
basic neutronics characteristics and those of the neutron source. Two detectors were
modelled to represent neutron diagnostic systems installed at JET, the time-resolved
neutron yield monitor fission chambers (FC) KN1 and the time-integrated activation
system (AS) KN2 [22]. At JET the latter is located inside the vacuum vessel within thin-
walled irradiation tubes (Figure 3.6), therefore a set of spherical detectors was positioned in
the vicinity of the plasma source, poloidally spaced around the modelled tokamak limiter
enclosing the plasma source. Results for the detector at the top middle position, closest to
JET experimental KN2 position, are analysed in the thesis, denoted activation system in
Figure 3.10. In order to reproduce a realistic response, the neutron spectrum calculated
at the AS was additionally multiplied with the chosen cross sections for fusion activation
standard reactions listed in Table 3.2 and shown in Figure 3.5. Closely following the
configuration at JET, the fission chamber detectors were positioned next to the tokamak
transformer limbs, as shown in Figure 3.10. The FC detector response was obtained
through the convolution of the computed flux with the measured JET KN1 system response
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function plotted in Figure 3.4. Two additional neutron detector types were employed in the
validation model, the ports themselves, monitoring the properties of neutrons escaping
the tokamak vessel, largely responsible for irradiation of ex-vessel components, and port
monitors (PM). These are elongated cylinders positioned just outside of the ports, a pair
for each opening positioned at a 5o angle with respect to the horizontal tokamak axis.
With one of the detector’s line of sight preferentially oriented toward the incoming plasma
(opposite direction of the B-field) and the second toward the outgoing plasma, these were
meant to capture the anisotropic properties that the source neutrons posses. For both the
port and PM monitors only the neutron flux was being computed and thus no response
function was applied.
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Figure 3.10 Left: Top view of the simplified JET-like computational model with denoted
structural components and boundary hall walls (quarter symmetry). Right: Side view of
the simplified model. In both schematics the detectors used for neutron source studies
are denoted with bold red.
3.2.2 Detailed JET model
In contrast to the simplified model, the Uppsala model incorporates a significant amount
of detail – some of the most important ones are the D-shaped vacuum vessel structure,
modelling of the divertor and the ILW limiters and tiles, realistic equatorial and vertical
ports and detail in selected in- and ex-vessel diagnostic systems, e.g. activation system
irradiation end (KN2), NBI injection system and ICRH antennas (ICRH and ILA) and MPR
spectrometer, shown in Figure 3.11. However, due to the legacy JET CAD model issues
and lack of information on the exact composition of added components, a large portion
of the ex-vessel structures is still omitted – since these structures nevertheless affect and
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contribute to the ex-vessel detector response, a generic coating was added to surround the
vacuum vessel, composed of a mixture of hydrogen (2 wt. %), carbon (12 wt. %), copper
(50 wt. %), iron (32 wt. %), and manganese (4 wt. %), i.e. to mimic a blend of cables,
electronics, shielding etc. [27]. The response of two neutron detector types is analysed in
the thesis, that of the fission chambers and the activation system. The former are modelled
as simple cylindrical detectors, 100 cm in height and 40 cm in diameter, positioned next
to the transformer limbs. Their response was obtained through the convolution of the
computed flux with the measured JET KN1 system response function plotted in Figure
3.4. The activation system is implemented as well, with its position and geometry closely
matching the JET experimental configuration. A side view of the KN2 model is shown in
Figure 3.12, where the rabbit containing the activation foils is positioned in the irradiation
tube, which enables the foil transport to and from the laboratory containing preparation
and measurement facilities. The KN2 response was modelled by computing the energy
dependent neutron flux within the volume of the irradiation capsule, denoted with a
red rectangle in Figure 3.12, and multiplied with the relevant cross sections for fusion
activation standard reactions listed in Table 3.2 and shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.11 Left: Schematic top view of the detailed JET MC computational model with
denoted plasma volume, JET octants, central solenoid (CS), NBI and ICRH heating system
components, plasma limiters and positions of the five ex-vessel fission chambers (KN1)
and activation system (KN2). Right: Schematic side view of the JET MC computational
model with denoted plasma volume and activation system position (KN2).
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Figure 3.12 Schematic side view of the detailed geometry of the KN2 activation system
implemented into the Uppsala JET MC computational model with denoted vertical port,
irradiation end tube and the capsule containing activation foils.
3.3 JET plasma neutron source models
The MC method for neutron transport is based on three pillars, the basic modules of the
method, which are – the geometry, describing the virtual system through which neutrons
are being propagated, nuclear data, containing the physics of interaction of the propagated
neutrons with their surrounding, and the neutron source. The latter is a physical model
of the processes which are responsible for the births of neutrons, characterizing the spatial
distribution of the source, i.e. position of their birth, the energy distribution and the
emission vector, i.e. in which direction they are emitted and with what energy after being
born. When describing a plasma neutron source toroidal symmetry is usually assumed,
like described in Section 2.1.6. Taking this into account the neutron source definition in
tokamaks can be defined with:
i. Neutron source position – the spatial distribution of the plasma neutron source is
considered on a tokamak poloidal slice, named the neutron emissivity profile. It
strongly depends on the poloidal magnetic field configuration, described in Section
2.1.1;
ii. Neutron source spectrum – the energy distribution of the neutron source, with the
spectrum centred at the DD or DT fusion energy peak and its width governed by the
plasma state, i.e. temperature and anisotropy effects;
iii. Neutron source emission vector – the distribution of neutron emission direction.
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Thus to fully describe a tokamak plasma source these three parameters need to be defined.
Two different plasma neutron source descriptions have been used for the majority of MC
neutron transport calculations at JET so far, with detailed descriptions given below. The
first source is a parametric definition of the plasma, dependent on several parameters like
the major and minor radius, elongation and triangularity, while the second source has a
fixed geometry and emissivity profile.
3.3.1 Parametric source model
The first step in the creation of a plasma neutron source description is defining the neu-
tron source spatial distribution, i.e. the analysis of the geometry of the plasma shape. The
tokamak is a toroidally shaped fusion device, where a set of external magnets is used to
contain the plasma within its vacuum vessel. The plasma is considered to have a D-shape,
meaning that the upper and lower vertices of its elliptic profile are shifted toward the
tokamak’s inboard side, as shown in Figure 3.13. In the following analysis a toroidal sym-
metry is assumed, focusing on the plasma shape description within a tokamak’s toroidal
slice. To find the outline of the plasma shape, i.e. the plasma equilibrium boundary, one
commonly begins with an elliptical model, described by the parametric equations in a
cylindrical coordinate system:
R =R0+a ·cosϑ ,
Z = Z0+b · sinϑ ,
(3.1)
where R is the radial distance from the torus axis, Z the position along the axis, R0 the
tokamak major radius, Z0 the plasma axial shift, ϑ the poloidal angle centred at (R0, Z0)
and a and b the ellipse’s minor and major axis, respectively. This approach to plasma
shape modelling has been adopted in several papers [120–122]. Two additional quantities
are introduced to the parametric description in Equation (3.1), to obtain the observed
D-shape plasma, namely the elongation ϵ= b/a and triangularity τ= sin−1(δa/a). The
latter represents the radial dislocation of the top and bottom ellipse apexes with respect
to its central position (R0, Z0). One can observe the ellipse deformation in Figure 3.13,
where the plasma shape is defined with four points. Two points located on the minor
axis, i.e. P1 and P3, are fixed, while the vertices P2 and P4 on the major axis are affected
by the introduction of triangularity. This is achieved by altering the values of R by δa
at points P2 and P4, occurring at ϑ=± π/2, while preserving the positions of P1 and P3.
The cosine argument of the radial variable R in Equation (3.1) is changed to ϑ+τsinϑ.
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Figure 3.13 Geometrical representation of an ellipse (dotted line) and a D-shaped plasma
boundary (solid line) in a toroidally symmetric tokamak. The cylindrical coordinate
system with the radial R and axial Z variables, together with the ellipse centre, four
vertices and the poloidal angle ϑ is shown. The red line denotes the separatrix (divertor
configuration) and the lower vertex boundary angles ψ.
With the extension the poloidal angle increases faster in the vicinity of the major axis, in
proportion to the sine of ϑ multiplied by the factor of τ. Using the parameters τ and ϵ,
Equation (3.1) can be rewritten as:
R =R0+a ·cos(ϑ+τsinϑ) ,
Z = Z0+ϵ a · sinϑ .
(3.2)
Focusing on the parametric expression for R in Equation (3.2), one can observe that the
values of triangularity are limited by 0≤ τ≤π/2. For τ= 0 the expression equals that of
the ellipse, while for τ = π/2 the model diverges since R falls to 0. In experiments and
computations the values of τ normally reach a maximum value of 1, where the plasma
shape is considered to be fully triangular [121].
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An additional argument is added to the equation for the R variable, the Shafranov shift.
This is the outward displacement of the magnetic flux surfaces due to plasma pressure, a
mechanism that has a greater effect for surfaces located closer to the magnetic axis and
mostly affects tokamaks [2]. The radial variable equation is rewritten as:
R =R0+a ·cos(ϑ+τsinϑ)+∆
(
1− ρ
2
a2
)
, (3.3)
where ∆ is the Shafranov radial displacement and ρ is the radial coordinate relative to
the major radius R0 (Equation (2.2)). The goal being to focus on neutron production,
the next step is to describe the models used for plasma profile computation to define
equi-emissivity surfaces, i.e. neutron emissivity contours.
In the models used so far it is assumed that neutron production is nested on the
D-shaped surfaces described by Equations (3.3) and (3.2). In the next step the model for
describing the likelihood of neutron production at a point in plasma needs to be appended
to the magnetic flux profile.
In the parametric plasma model the fusion reactivity (Equation (2.28)) is obtained
after performing a sixfold integration over the components of the velocity vectors for
the two interacting ions [22]. The integration is significantly simplified due to symmetry
arguments. Approximate formulae for the reactivity at low temperature can be derived
analytically if the plasma is assumed to have a Maxwellian ion energy distribution, i.e. is
in thermal equilibrium. For low energies the fusion cross section σ(E) takes on the form
[22]:
σ(E)=
(
A
E
)
·exp
(
−βE − Rp
E
)
, (3.4)
where A (DD: 52.6 barn keV, DT: 9821 barn keV), β (DD: -5.8·10−3 keV−1, DT: -2.9·10−2
keV−1) and R (DD: 31.39 keV1/2, DT: 34.37 keV1/2) are coefficients obtained by low-energy
cross section parametrization [22]. After an integration of Equation (3.4) one obtains a
simplified expression for low-energy fusion reactivities:
〈σv〉∝ T−2/3 ·exp(−T−1/3)→ T γ , (3.5)
where the coefficient γ is also temperature dependent:
γ= d ln(〈σv〉)
d ln(T )
=C T−1/3− 2
3
. (3.6)
Coefficient C is numerically determined for both DD, C =6.27, and DT, C =6.66, reactions
[22]. In order to deduce the neutron source strength from Equation (2.27), a model for
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the dependency of the ion temperature and density on the plasma radius is needed. In
a thermal plasma the latter can be approximated with parabolic functions, defined by
exponents α and β [122]:
ni(ρ)= ni0
(
1− ρ
2
a2
)α
, (3.7)
Ti(ρ)= Ti0
(
1− ρ
2
a2
)β
, (3.8)
where ni0 and Ti0 are the ion density and temperature at the magnetic axis, respectfully.
Joining Equations (2.27) and (3.5 - 3.8) yields the greatly simplified expression for the
number of neutrons produced per unit time and volume Rth, dependent on the radial
variable ρ, for a thermal plasma:
Rth =R0
(
1− ρ
2
a2
)F
, (3.9)
where R0 is the peak neutron emission, with the model implicitly defining its location
at the magnetic axis, and F is the so-called power peaking factor, defined as F = 2α+γβ.
While Equations (3.7 - 3.8) define conditions in an L-mode plasma (low-confinement
mode [2]), additional efforts have been made to incorporate changes due to the pedestal
occurrence in H-mode plasma states (high-confinement mode) [123].
The source neutron spectra in the parametric model are given for a Maxwellian plasma
as well, with the neutron energy distribution in the form of a Gaussian [77]:
f (En)= 1
π
(
mn+mp
4mn〈En〉Ti
)1/2
·exp
⎛⎝− (En−〈En〉)2[
4mn〈En〉Ti
mn+mp
]
⎞⎠ , (3.10)
where mn and mp are the masses of the fusion produced neutron and 3He (D plasma) or
4He (DT plasma), respectively, and 〈En〉 is the mean neutron energy, i.e. fusion peak. All of
the neutrons are presumed to be born isotropically, which is a good approximation for
a thermal plasma, thus the emission vector is being sampled randomly and with equal
probability in all directions. The parametrization is transformed into a source subroutine,
which is then coupled to the MCNP code for the generation of random neutron sources.
Typical plasma parameter values used for the creation of the source are shown in Table
3.3. The bulk ion temperature used in the parametric model is unrealistically high at
20 keV and was set so to mimic the energy distribution of typical JET NBI pulses. The
resulting emissivity profile and neutron spectrum are shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure
3.15, respectively.
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Table 3.3 Parameters used in computations of the plasma boundary and neutron energy
with the parametric plasma neutron source model – major radius R0, minor radius a,
vertical shift Z0, triangularity τ, elongation ϵ, Shafranov shift ∆, plasma peaking factor F
and the average thermal ion temperature Tth.
Parameter Generic value
R0 [m] 2.9
a [m] 0.8
Z0 [m] 0.3
τ 0.2025
ϵ 1.6
∆ 0.2
F ∼ 7
Tth [keV] 20
F F
Figure 3.14 Left: Parametric model normalized (maximum value) total neutron emissivity
density profile for a peaking power factor of 3. Right: Parametric model normalized
(maximum value) total neutron emissivity density profile for a peaking power factor of 10.
Enclosing the profiles are the plasma boundary (red) and JET limiter (black).
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Figure 3.15 Parametric model normalized (maximum value) neutron energy spectrum for
a thermal plasma with ion temperature of 20 keV. The dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV
DD neutron energy.
3.3.2 Generic source model
In contrast to the parametric model, the generic model does not allow for changes in the
plasma parameters. The source description is partially based on the assumption that the
plasma is in thermal equilibrium. The neutron emissivity profile is not described with
an analytical model but is rather taken from a pre-computed TRANSP plasma transport
simulation [27]. All knowledge about the specifics of the JET plasma discharge, on the
basis of which the plasma computation was made, and TRANSP settings have been lost
1. However due to restrictions of the MCNP neutron transport code, i.e. a limit in the
number of neutron source terms, a conversion from the native plasma coordinate system
to the Cartesian was made. As displayed in Figure 3.16 the poloidal plasma profile of the
standard source is divided into 386 rectangular zones over which the probability of neutron
emission is averaged. In a toroidally symmetric model these poloidal rectangles form
rings of neutron equi-emissivity. The neutron spectrum is a Maxwellian one, computed
for a plasma with average ion temperatures of Tth = 10 keV, shown in Figure 3.17. One
can observe that the spectrum peak is shifted toward higher energy with respect to the
DD 2.45 MeV. This is the so-called kinematic shift which occurs due to the finite kinetic
energy of the reacting thermal ions. On the other hand one can observe in Figure 3.15
that the parametric spectrum model does not include the kinematic shift effects [123]. All
1Based on private communication with S. Conroy, the developer of the generic neutron source code,
dated 2018.
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of the neutron are presumed to be born isotropically, thus the emission vector is being
sampled randomly and with equal probability in all directions. The source description is
input in MCNP through the use of the standard source definition function card SDEF.
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Figure 3.16 Generic model normalized (maximum value) total neutron emissivity density
profile. Enclosing the profiles are the plasma boundary (red) and JET limiter (black).
The model has a rich history of use at JET and has been the go-to model for all major
MCNP neutron transport calculations in support of the design of diagnostics [24, 86],
neutron and gamma field analyses [8, 124] and the in- and ex-vessel neutron yield monitor
calibration procedure [27]. In the following thesis sections all of the comparisons shown
for the newly developed neutron source models are made with respect to the Generic
source model.
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Figure 3.17 Generic model normalized (maximum value) neutron energy spectrum. The
dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
Part II
Plasma neutron source development

Chapter 4
Analytical plasma source description
In Section 3.3 a summary of the analytical (parametric) and semi-analytical (generic)
approaches to plasma neutron source modelling has been given. It has been shown that
the models developed are relevant for plasma in thermal equilibrium. Such conditions
will be found in future fusion reactors where highly energetic particles produced in fusion
reactions, i.e. alphas in DT, will be heating up the plasma sufficiently enough to attain
high reactivity, i.e. the plasma will ignite. In modern fusion experiments at JET there are
cases of scenarios in which the plasma is thermal although external heating is applied,
for example when pure electron cyclotron heating is used and the ions are heated via qie
(Equation (2.32)), or ICRH schemes in which resonant impurity ions are being heated.
Usually however the use of external NBI or ICRH heating, inducing a fast ion population,
is a necessity if one wishes to achieve high ion temperatures, therefore the characteristics
of plasmas, as sources of neutrons, are usually different from that of thermal equilibrium.
In the first part of the thesis we look into the viability of an analytical approach to
plasma neutron source modelling and introduce improvements to the parametric model
of the source, bringing it closer to realistic plasma conditions at JET. We quickly discover
though, that there are strong limitations to such treatment of the neutron source, resulting
in the conclusion that advancements in the numerical description of the plasma should
be coupled with neutronics codes.
4.1 Parametric source model improvements
One of the main criteria for modelling of neutron emission in a tokamak is the accurate
description of the plasma equilibrium. Namely the latter defines a basic property of the
neutron source – its geometry. In the section the shape of the plasma boundary in the
parametric model is studied, since it bounds the neutron source spatial distribution. It
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is shown that the implementation of improved plasma parameters and description of
the plasma shape results in significant disagreements of the boundary geometry. The
conservation of plasma volume is used as a measure for the difference between boundary
models.
In order to better understand the difference between the plasma shapes defined with
Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.2), a comparison of the radial variable R for different values
of τ was performed. The latter was varied in the interval 0≤ τ≤ 1 in steps of 0.25. The
profile was presumed to be centred in the coordinate system origin with the minor axis a
set to unity. The results are shown in the top panel of Figure 4.1. It can be seen that with
increasing values of τ the radial positions, at which the vertices of the deformed ellipses
are located, are approached faster. The apexes, denoted in the graph by Pi , occur at
ϑ= 0, π/2, π and 3π/2. In the bottom panel of Figure 4.1 the absolute difference between
the radial variable computations for an ellipse (τ= 0) and for the four D-shaped plasma
profiles are shown. It can be observed that higher values of triangularity result in a steeper
deviation of the plasma shape radial position when moving from the outboard position P1
to the upper vertex P2, the same being true for the fourth ellipse quadrant, namely from
points P4 to P1. The effect can be seen in the two peaks of the absolute difference graph,
with the positions of the extremes correlated to τ – larger triangularity results in the peaks
occurring closer to P1.
The plasma boundary description presented in Section 3.3 – implemented into the
parametric plasma neutron source model – is appropriate for a magnetic field configura-
tion where the magnetic flux surfaces are closed and continuous. However in tokamaks
like JET, exhibiting a divertor set-up, one encounters singularities, or X-points, in plasma
boundaries, shown in Figure 3.13 (red line). In this case the last closed magnetic surface,
also called the separatrix, cannot be described with a single elliptic parametric equation.
In order to evaluate the effect of the added separatrix on the plasma volume an addition
to the model in Equation (3.2) was made. Studying a JET-like plasma, with one X-point at
the bottom vertex, the definition of the plasma boundary was split into four quadrants.
The first two quadrants representing the upper part of the D-shape (P1 → P2 → P3) can
be described with the elliptic parametrization of Equation (3.2). The plasma boundary in
the bottom part, i.e. quadrants 3 (P3 → P4) and 4 (P4 → P1), needs to be described with
two separate arcs. These are defined by the points P3 and P1, where the arcs connect to
the upper elliptic shape, the angle between the arcs and the R ordinate at the point of
coincidence being 90o . In the lower vertex the arcs are defined by the angles at which
they intersect with a parallel to the R ordinate, namely ψI and ψO in Figure 3.13. A set of
parametric equations for an elliptic or hyperbolic arc was adapted from the HELIOS tool
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Figure 4.1 Computation of the radial variable R in dependence of the poloidal angle ϑ
for an ellipse and the D-shape plasma boundary model using triangularity τ. The dotted
lines denote values of ϑ at which the vertex points Pi are crossed. The absolute difference
between the two models is shown in the lower panel.
[125], which is a zero-dimensional code solving the thermal equilibrium equation of a
thermonuclear plasma. Additionally a distinction between values of ϵ and τ for the top
and bottom part of the plasma shape is made, an assumption used in advanced plasma
simulation codes [51]. This means that the plasma boundary is up-down asymmetric,
which is characteristic for JET tokamak plasmas as well.
In order to obtain the equations of the arcs a geometric parameter κ is defined, in-
cluding the elongation, triangularity and apex intersection angles ψ. The third and fourth
quadrant arc parameter is written as [125]:
κ= 1±τ
ϵ
tanψ . (4.1)
The parameter value is dependent on whether the boundary is located on the inboard
(third quadrant) or outboard side (fourth quadrant), indicated by the sign of triangularity.
The computed κ implies on the type of curve that can be used to describe the boundary
arc, namely if κ < 1/2 the parametric equation for an ellipse will be used, while if κ > 1/2
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a hyperbolic arc will be used. Assuming an ellipse arc the parametric equations for the
radial and axial variable are:
R =R0+a · (r ′− r ′′ cosΘ) ,
Z = Z0+ϵ a · z ′ sinΘ .
(4.2)
The variable parameters are defined as:
r ′ =−τ∓ (1±τ)κ
1−2κ , r
′′ = (1∓τ)(1−κ)
1−2κ , z
′ = 1−κp
1−2κ .
Again the signs indicate whether the arc is on the inner or outer tokamak side. The poloidal
angleΘ used in Equation (4.2) runs from −Θ0 ≤Θ≤ 0, while the limiting angle is defined
as:
Θ0 = arcsin
p
1−2κ
1−κ .
Assuming an hyperbolic arc the parametric equations for the radial and axial variable are:
R =R0+a · (r ′− r ′′ coshΘ) ,
Z = Z0+ϵ a · z ′ sinhΘ .
(4.3)
The variable parameters are defined as:
r ′ =−−τ∓ (1±τ)κ
2κ−1 , r
′′ =± (1∓τ)(1−κ)
2κ−1 , z
′ = 1−κp
2κ−1 .
The signs indicate whether the arc is on the inner or outer tokamak side. The poloidal
angleΘ used in Equation (4.3) runs from −Θ0 ≤Θ≤ 0, while the limiting angle is defined
as:
Θ0 = arcsin
p
2κ−1
1−κ .
The basic geometrical parameters of the thermal plasma model are thus R0, a, Z0, τ
and ϵ. In most Monte Carlo neutron transport calculations in support of JET activities
the values of these parameters were generic, based on experimental data of discharges
performed before the installation of the JET ITER-like wall (ILW) [94]. The difference in the
plasma boundary shape due to the machine reconfiguration was studied by comparing
model calculations using generic parameters and data obtained with the equilibrium
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reconstruction code EFIT [67], based on magnetic flux measurements, for a JET plasma
discharge performed during the 2016 D campaign. In the first step the EFIT data was used
to model the separatrix configuration in the bottom quadrants of the plasma boundary.
Then the legacy model describing closed magnetic surfaces was fitted onto the obtained
curve to extract the values for the elongation of the bottom plasma boundary. The plasma
parameters are compared in Table 4.1, where it can be seen that the relative differences of
minor radius, triangularity and elongation values are of the order of up to 10 %.
Table 4.1 Comparison of generic plasma boundary parameters and improved parameters,
obtained with the JET equilibrium reconstruction code EFIT – major radius R0, minor
radius a, vertical shift Z0, triangularity τ and elongation ϵ.
Parameter Generic EFIT
R0 [m] 2.9 2.9
a [m] 0.8 0.955
Z0 [m] 0.3 0.34
τ (top/bottom) 0.2025 0.13 / 0.27
ϵ (top/bottom) 1.6
Closed: 1.47 / 1.48
Separatrix: 1.47 / 1.87
Results of the legacy boundary model using generic plasma parameters compared to an
EFIT equilibrium reconstruction are shown in the left panel of Figure 4.2. It can be seen
that the installation of the ILW in the JET machine has significantly altered the dimensions
of the plasma profile. Because the use of generic parameters dictates up-down symmetry,
an additional deviation in the boundary shape can be seen on the tokamak outboard side.
The observed differences significantly affect the neutron emission, since the position and
emissivity distribution are fundamental for the description of a neutron source. In the
right panel of Figure 4.2 two different models are used – the legacy and the improved
separatrix models combined with experimentally supported EFIT plasma parameters,
again compared to an EFIT equilibrium reconstruction. It can be seen that differentiating
between τ and ϵ values for top and bottom plasma quadrants results in better agreement
between the plasma boundary model and the EFIT calculation.
The geometry of the plasma boundary can thus be accurately represented by adding a
magnetic X-point description to the legacy model in addition to using post-ILW experi-
mental JET data. Another criterion that indicates how well the model describes the plasma
boundary is the conservation of the plasma volume. The latter was computed for the
legacy model using generic and EFIT data by numerical integration, with the results shown
in Table 4.2. It can be observed that the difference between the calculated and reference
volume is significantly reduced with the implementation of improved plasma parameters.
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Figure 4.2 Left: plasma boundary computed using the legacy model in combination with
the generic plasma parameters (dashed) and the EFIT reconstruction (red). Right: plasma
boundaries computed using the legacy (dashed) and the separatrix (green) model, both
in combination with EFIT parameters, and the EFIT reconstruction (red). The black line
represents the JET limiter. Equilibrium reconstructions were made for JET discharge
performed in the 2016 D campaign.
Furthermore, as is evident from Figure 4.2, the difference in the plasma volume in the
improved model arises from the fact that the plasma cross section just above the separatrix
is not properly described. The ion temperatures in the region are expected to be very
low compared to the core region, with the neutron emissivity nearing zero. It can thus
be safely assumed that a mismatch in the plasma shape in the vicinity of the boundary
singularity will have a negligible effect on the total neutron emissivity, as well as on the
response of ex-vessel fission chambers, which will be shown later.
Several efforts have been made to extend the use of parametric modelling of plasma
neutron emissivity from a purely thermal plasma to that heated by external systems like
NBI or ICRH [23]. As shown in [126] the characteristics of neutron emissivity profiles due to
plasma heating can be relatively well defined, yet still they involve frequent simplification
of relevant plasma physics, the effects of which is difficult to asses, or the use of numerical
simulation data.
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Table 4.2 Plasma volume computed with the legacy plasma shape definition using either
generic or EFIT plasma parameters, in comparison with the detailed EFIT magnetic
equilibrium reconstruction calculation.
Model Plasma volume [m3] Rel. difference [%]
EFIT 79.2 ref.
Legacy, generic 57.5 -27.4
Legacy, EFIT 75.6 -4.5

Chapter 5
Integrated plasma modelling
In Sections 3.3 and 4.1 the analytical approach to plasma neutron source modelling has
been presented and discussed. We stated that, although the parametric approach has its
advantages, the modelling of advanced plasma heating scenarios includes simplifications
and, inevitably, introduces data obtained from numerical plasma simulation [23].
From this point forward the approach to plasma neutron source modelling will be
completely numerically oriented. The main objective of the thesis was to construct a
methodology that would enable generating detailed plasma neutron source descriptions
with as little simplifications as possible, which can not be achieved with an analytical
approach. This means that throughout the whole method chain, starting with plasma
integrated modelling and finishing with the coupling to an MC neutron transport code,
validated experimental and computational data will be used. The following succession of
computational steps is proposed for an in-depth analysis of the neutron source: JET diag-
nostic data processing → plasma simulation, fast particle transport → neutron spec-
tra calculations→plasma source data processing→ coupling to MC neutron transport
code.
In this section the first two steps of the methodology, namely the experimental data
processing and the integrated modelling efforts, will be described [118]. A flowchart of the
presented steps is shown in Figure 5.1. The experimental data presented, concerns the
JET diagnostics input needed for running plasma interpretative plasma simulations. As
described in Section 2.1.6, knowledge of basic plasma data is a prerequisite in order to
solve the particle and energy balance equations – the data mostly comes in the form of
profiles, the spatial distributions (nested on the magnetic flux surfaces and dependent
on ρ) of plasma quantities like the densities and temperatures of electron and ions. The
diagnostic measurements are not fed into the modelling tool in raw form, they need to
be pre-processed. The latter includes the fitting of the profiles with a fitting tool. In all
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of JET diagnostics processing preformed in the scope of the PhD work the Profile Maker
tool, developed by A. Baciero at JET was used 1. In the fitting process the abscissa and
equilibrium for remapping were chosen set to the square root of the normalized toroidal
flux, as described in Section 2.1.6, while the fitting function was chosen to be polynomial
(of order 2-3) for the core region with ρ in [0, 0.8] and hyperbolic tangent for the pedestal
region with ρ in [0.8, 1.0].
JET
plasma
PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
Equilibrium
Impurities
Density profiles
Temperature profiles
Heating
TRANSP
NUBEAM/TORIC
Thermal ion
distribution function
Fast ion
distribution function
Equilibrium B-field
Neutron emissivity
profiles
Figure 5.1 Flow chart representing the first two steps of the developed methodology for
the generation of realistic plasma neutron sources. Diagnostic measurements of basic
plasma quantities are processed and used as input for TRANSP (+ heating modules)
plasma transport calculations, yielding the thermal and fast ion distribution functions,
the equilibrium B-field and neutron emissivity profiles averaged over a discharge time
window.
The processed data was fed into the integrated modelling tool of choice, TRANSP
[51]. TRANSP was chosen due to its wide applications to both operating tokamaks and
future ones, being extensively validated, its strong expert user community and a recent
1Instructions through private communication and short description at https://users.euro-fusion.org/
expert/transp/Webpages/preparation.html.
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instalment of the OMFIT environment [54], a tool that enables TRANSP run submission
and shot analyses at JET. The computations performed with TRANSP, and the coupled
heating modules NUBEAM (NBI) [52] and TORIC (ICRH) [75], were optimized for neutron
emission studies. The results which are most relevant for neutronics analyses are the
fast ion distribution function and neutron emissivity profiles. Due to the fact that these
require MC fast ion transport calculations to be performed, with the number of simulated
particles greatly influencing the result’s statistical uncertainty, the transport calculations
were averaged over a discharge time window of approximately 0.3 s to 0.5 s and the number
of fast ion particles set from 2·105 to 3·105.
In the thesis two JET discharges, 92436 and 91256, are analysed in detail. Both of
them were performed during the 2016 D campaign and were thoroughly diagnosed and
computationally analysed, due to their importance for testing ITER-relevant plasma
scenarios. On the following pages a description of the two JET shots is given, focusing on
the diagnostics data characteristics used as input for further plasma transport calculations.
The relevant settings for individual TRANSP simulations are presented, together with the
modelling results. The computed neutron emission relevant quantities, crucial for the
creation of the neutron source description – such as the fast ion energy distribution
function, total neutron emission and neutron emissivity profiles (blue rectangles shown
in Figure 5.1) – are presented and discussed.
5.1 JET discharge 92436
Discharge 92436 was performed during the JET 2016 deuterium (D) campaign. It is
a baseline H-mode record shot, achieving a maximum neutron yield rate of ∼ 3·1016
neutrons per second, with the basic plasma parameters shown in Figure 5.2 for a time
interval between 46 s and 57 s. During the plateau operation the toroidal on-axis magnetic
field had a value of 2.8 T at a toroidal current of 3 MA. The electron density (ne ) and
temperature (Te ) measurements, performed with the high resolution Thomson scattering
diagnostics (HRTS), are shown in the upper panel of Figure 5.2. It can be seen that during
the discharge the average value of the electron density was ne ∼ 7 ·1019 m−3 and electron
temperature Te ∼ 6 keV. During the discharge both the NBI and ICRH systems were used
for the heating of the plasma, their average total power being approximately 27 MW and 4
MW, respectively. The ICRH system was functioning at a frequency of 42.5 MHz aimed
at the 2nd harmonic deuterium resonance. The lower graph displays the measurements
of neutron rate as detected by the ex-vessel time resolved neutron yield monitor (KN1)
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and corrected by a calibration factor to obtain the total neutron emission from the plasma
[24].
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Figure 5.2 Basic plasma parameters for JET shot 92436 – the line averaged electron density
and temperature are shown in the upper panel, followed by the heating power and the
measured neutron rate in the bottom. The grey area indicates the time window used for
averaging of TRANSP fast ion distribution and neutron emission computations.
5.1.1 Reference calculation
The reference TRANSP plasma transport simulation for JET discharge 92436 was per-
formed as an NBI-only case [118]. This was done to minimize potential uncertainties
arising from the synergetic effects between NBI and ICRH heating. Moreover, due to
the high NBI heating power compared to ICRH, the majority of neutron emission, i.e. >
90 %, is expected to come from the beam ion and thermal fusion. In order to achieve
high accuracy of the results the number of fast ion particles was set to 3·105. The heating
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induced fast ions were modelled on an irregular grid, described in Section 2.1.6 and shown
in Figure 2.5, with the number of redial zones set to NR = 40, yielding a total of NP = 3280
plasma zones through Equation 2.34. The electron density and temperature profiles were
taken from HRTS (edge) and LIDAR (core) measurements, while the ion temperature
profiles were processed on the basis of charge exchange spectroscopy measurements,
shown in Figure 5.3. Since ion temperature measurements were not available in the core
region, below ρ = 0.2, the temperature profile there was presumed to be flat. Impurities, if
induced in a plasma, can greatly impact fusion reactivity through the cooling of plasma
and loss of confined energy through radiation. In JET the impurities found in the plasma
arise from those coming from the tokamak wall, i.e. tungsten, beryllium and carbon, or
are induced because of external heating systems. The use of NBI heating causes emission
of copper due to the fact that the thermal shield protecting the port entrances from the
beams is made out of it, while the application of ICRH heating induces a nickel impurity
population because the antenna are composed of it. It has been found that interpretive
core transport modelling of JET discharges, where high power NBI and ICRH plasma heat-
ing has been applied, best describes the total neutron emission rate when presuming the
plasma to be populated with nickel impurities [127] (charge of 28 and atomic mass of 59
u). The latter was used in the modelling of the presented high performance JET discharge,
assuming a flat density profile. While differences in core dilution due to changes in plasma
impurities can notably affect the computed total fusion rate, they do not significantly alter
the modelled relative emissivity profiles or fast ion distributions.
The neutron rate computations were performed at 25 ms time intervals in order to
average out temporal fluctuations, the same being done for the KN1 fission chamber
measurements – the comparison of neutron rates (NR) is presented in Figure 5.4.
The TRANSP neutron rate calculations are divided into contributions from thermal
fusion reactions, which occur between thermalized bulk plasma ions, beam-target reac-
tions, that are reactions between fast deuterium ions injected by the NBI system (beam)
and the thermal ions (target), and the beam-beam fusion, which represent the reactions
between highly energetic NBI injected ions themselves. One can observe that the neutron
production due to beam induced plasma heating and fast ion population is significant
and is of the same order compared to that resulting from fusion of bulk thermal ions. The
relative difference between the computed and measured neutron rates is shown in the
bottom graph, where it can be seen that the time evolution of emission is comparable,
whereas the calculation overestimates the neutron rate. It is shown that the average dif-
ferences are of the value of ∼ 20 %, with similar results being presented in previous work
[15, 72]. The scale has been adjusted to display the difference in the central part of the
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Figure 5.3 Top: electron density and temperature profile data at t ∼ 48.75 s used as input
for the reference 92436 TRANSP interpretive run. Bottom: ion density and temperature
profile data at t ∼ 48.75 s used as input for the reference 92436 TRANSP interpretive run.
discharge, while the differences at the start and end of the NBI heating are larger, i.e. of
the order of 100 %.
In order to model the neutron emission in JET, where the number of fusion reactions
caused by fast ions is comparable to that of thermal ions, an insight into the fast ion distri-
bution function f f i (E , p,R, Z ) is imperative. The NUBEAM code enables the computation
of the distribution function f f i for a limited amount of time intervals with a fixed width,
providing information on the energy E , pitch angle p = v∥/v and position of the fast ions,
defined by the JET major radius R and z-axis Z . The computations described below were
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of measurements (KN1 fission chamber) and TRANSP computa-
tions of total neutron emission for JET shot 92436. The computed neutron counts are
further divided into contributions from thermal, beam-target and beam-beam fusion
reactions. The relative difference between the computed and measured total neutron
emission is shown in the bottom panel. The grey area indicates the time window used for
averaging of TRANSP fast ion distribution and neutron emission computations.
performed for a time interval 48.75 s6 t 6 49.25 s, which is indicated by the grey areas in
Figures 5.4. The interval was chosen because both the NBI and ICRH heating power levels
reach their maxima and are stable and a relatively good agreement is observed between
the measured and TRANSP calculated total neutron emission. The irregular grid on which
NUBEAM calculations are performed is shown in the left panel of Figure 5.5. The black
dots represent a 3280 plasma zone grid defined by NR = 40. The fast ion density n f i was
computed for the specified time interval by integrating the fast ion distribution function
over both ion energy and pitch angle:
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n f i =
∞∫
0
1∫
−1
f f i (E , p,R, Z ) dE d p , (5.1)
with the resulting profile displayed in the right panel of Figure 5.5. It can be seen that
in addition to the central part of the fast ion population located around the magnetic
axis, there is also a significant number of fast ions on the outboard side of the tokamak.
These trapped particles can contribute to the neutron emission considerably, causing
its profile to shift from the magnetic axis toward the outer plasma boundary. Ray-like
artefacts emanating from the core region can be seen in the profile, which are presumed to
arise from the interpolation between radial computational zones. However the structures
appear when using a high resolution grid (NR = 40) with the zones’ size being smaller than
fast ion orbit radii, i.e. several centimetres, while a transition to a lower grid resolution
(NR < 30) resolves the issue.
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Figure 5.5 Left: irregular computational grid for fast ion simulation with NR = 40. Right:
fast ion density profile obtained through the computation of f f i with the NUBEAM code.
The fast ion distribution function was then used to derive the neutron emission pro-
file – to further analyse the effect of neutral beam heating on the neutron emission, the
NUBEAM module was used to obtain both the toroidal flux surface average profile, i.e.
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emissivity profile averaged over and nested on flux surfaces, as well as the neutron emis-
sion profile mapped on to the irregular grid. The results are shown in Figure 5.6.
The graph on the top left side of Figure 5.6 displays a neutron emission density pro-
file (in cm−3 s−1) flux-surface averaged using the native TRANSP radial variable pψT N .
The graph in the top right panel represents the same neutron profile mapped on to the
NUBEAM grid and the ratio between the profiles using the NUBEAM and the TRANSP grid
is shown in the bottom graph of Figure 5.6. It can be observed that the averaged profile
is centred around the magnetic axis denoted by the red ×, while the fast ion native grid
mapping causes for the peak of the profile and its top and bottom ends to be displaced
toward the tokamak’s outboard direction. An increase in the number of fusion neutrons
produced at the outer plasma edge can clearly be seen when using the irregular grid
mapping, corresponding to the NBI induced population of trapped fast ions. One can
also observe that the number of neutrons originating from fusion reactions between bulk
thermal ions and fusion induced by neutral beam ions is of the same order. This is of
high importance for Monte Carlo neutron transport computations since differences in the
spatial and energy distribution of plasma source neutrons originating from either thermal
or fast ion fusion reactions can significantly alter the computed response of neutron
diagnostic systems.
In order to study the effect of neutrons originating from fusion reactions between dif-
ferent ion species the neutron emissivity profiles were additionally computed for thermal,
beam-thermal and beam-beam interactions. The profiles are shown in Figure 5.7, where
some of the most fundamental characteristics of ion behaviour are displayed. The thermal
profile in the left graph is clearly nested on the toroidal magnetic flux surfaces with a well
defined core region centred around the magnetic axis. On the other hand, the distribution
of NBI induced beam-thermal and beam-beam fusion reactions is displaced toward the
tokamak’s outboard side due to the presence of trapped particles. Highly dominant in the
beginning phases of the discharge is the beam-target neutron contribution, the maximum
emission density achieving values of around 7.5·1014 m−3 s−1, whereas the thermal part is
approximately half that value, seen in Figure 5.4. The beam-beam component remains
low throughout the shot, contributing less than 5 % to the total neutron rate. The relatively
low BB emissivity results in higher computational statistical uncertainty, therefore the
profile on the right graph exhibits more local deviation.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of TRANSP neutron emission density profile calculation mapped
onto different computational grids – TRANSP native
p
ψT N grid in the top left graph
(averaged) and the NUBEAM Monte Carlo grid in the top right. Ratio between the two
neutron profiles (NUBEAM/Averaged) is shown in the bottom graph. The plasma magnetic
axis is denoted by the red ×.
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5.1.2 NBI and ICRH synergy
The synergy effects between NBI and ICRH heating are a result of the favoured coupling
of RF waves with the fast ion population induced by the neutral beam injection. While
the beam neutrals are injected into the plasma with relatively high parallel velocity com-
ponents, ICRH mostly affects the perpendicular velocity component and is dependent
on the Larmor radius of the orbiting ions. Additionally the RF waves, in the case of good
plasma coupling, deposit the majority of the power at a specific Z-axis plain, which is rep-
resented by a vertical narrow zone centred at a specific RRF defined in Equation (2.25) in
the tokamak’s poloidal cross section projection. Due to these characteristics, the coupling
between NBI and ICRH heating will have an effect on the shape of the neutron emissivity
profile and the emitted neutron spectra.
Ion order to study these effects on the neutron source two TRANSP computations
were made. The first one used only NBI heating (for comparison with the previously
described reference case), while in the second run the TORIC module [75] with its ”RF-
kick operator”, i.e. a Monte Carlo quasi linear RF operator 2, was used in parallel to the
NUBEAM module. In addition, an alternative set of input diagnostic data was used for
both simulations, compared to that in the reference case shown in Figure 5.3, in order to
check for any effects on the neutron source modelling results. This was done because there
is an ongoing debate on the results of TRANSP computations being extremely sensitive
to the way the input data is processed, i.e. fitting of the density and temperature profiles.
The electron density and temperature profiles were taken from HRTS (edge) and LIDAR
(core) measurements, while the ion temperature profiles were processed on the basis of
charge exchange spectroscopy measurements, shown in Figure 5.8. Plasma impurities
were chosen to be composed of nickel. A hydrogen RF minority of 1.5 % was assumed
to be present in order to capture the effects of H acceleration through its fundamental
resonance frequency.
The TRANSP neutron rate calculations are again divided into contributions from
different fusion reaction types, the comparison with the measured neutron rates shown
in Figure 5.9. It can be seen that the calculated fusion neutron production rates, taking
into account both the NBI and ICRH heating (solid red line), are consistent with the KN1
measurements, the largest disagreement of approximately 15 % observed in the interval
between 50 s – 51 s, most likely a consequence of the occurrence of a plasma crash induced
by MHD instabilities. In contrast, the NBI-only heating scenario (dashed red line) neutron
rates are approximately 10 % lower, which could arise due to the fact that the NBI-ICRH
2Description of use through personal communication with PPPL TRANSP developer M. Gorelenkova,
notes available at https://w3.pppl.gov/ pshare/help/transp.htm
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Figure 5.8 Top: electron density and temperature profile data at t ∼ 48.75 s used as input
for the NBI+ICRH synergy 92436 TRANSP interpretive runs. Bottom: ion density and
temperature profile data at t ∼ 48.75 s used as input for the NBI+ICRH synergy 92436
TRANSP interpretive runs.
synergy effects on fusion reactivity are not taken into account, as well as due to changes
in the electron and ion temperature profiles. Note that the NBI run was computed only
until 49.5 s, solely to encompass the fast ion averaging time window, upon which it was
discontinued since the region beyond was not analysed, saving computational time. A
similar approach was used in further sensitivity studies as well.
The irregular grid on which NUBEAM calculations are performed is shown in the left
panel of Figure 5.10. The black dots represent a 1860 plasma zone grid defined by NR = 30.
The resulting fast ion density profile is displayed in the right panel of Figure 5.10. If one
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Figure 5.9 Top: NBI and ICRH heating power during JET shot 92436. Bottom: Comparison
between the neutron rate measured by ex-vessel fission chambers (KN1) and computed
with TRANSP – two heating scenario were modelled, NBI-only and a combination of NBI
and ICRH. The neutron emission as computed with TRANSP for NBI and ICRH heating
is divided into contributions from neutrons originating from fusion reactions between
different ion species. The grey area denotes the time window used for the averaging of
TRANSP fast ion distribution function.
compares the fast ion density profile in Figure 5.5, computed for a pure NBI case, with
the profile for the synergy case with NBI and ICRH heating a significant difference in the
shape is observed – it arises from the fact that by successfully coupling ICRH power to the
plasma at the vertical resonance layer, the synergetic effect being stronger for faster ions,
a distinct vertical distribution of the fast ions is induced. Since the reactivity of a D plasma
increases with ion energy one expects for the coupling effect to be seen in the neutron
emissivity profile shape as well.
Let us examine the synergy physics a bit more – if a point in the core region, where the
coupling effect is largest, is chosen (green dot next to the magnetic axis in Figure 5.10), an
analysis of the fast ion distribution function for that plasma zone can be done (Equation
(5.1)). First the energy distribution of the fast ions is obtained through integration over the
pitch angle. The fundamental energy distribution is that of ions in thermal equilibrium,
which follow a Maxwellian function with its width defined by the plasma’s bulk ion temper-
ature. In Figure 5.11 the thermal ion distribution function (ions eV−1 m−3) for discharge
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Figure 5.10 Left: irregular computational grid for fast ion simulation with NR = 30, with
the green dot denoting the location of the fast ion distribution function analysis. Right:
fast ion density profile obtained through the computation of f f i with the NUBEAM code.
92436 during the analysed time interval at a temperature of 6.5 keV is denoted with a
black dashed line. Applying external plasma heating modifies the energy distribution
function, since the fast ion species is introduced. In the case of NBI heating, the ions
are injected into the plasma at specific energies, with typical values of around 125 keV in
JET. The energy distribution is broadened and non-Maxwellian as shown in Figure 5.11
with the solid blue line. The additional coupling of ICRH results in the increase of fast
ion acceleration, inducing a minority ion population with energies of up to 0.5 MeV, i.e. a
fast ion energy tail. It can be seen that due to the RF tail ion density being two orders of
magnitude lower than that of NBI-injected ions the calculations exhibit a relatively high
statistical uncertainty at energies above 300 keV.
The fast ion distribution function can be written in the form of the ion energy depen-
dency on the pitch angle. In Figure 5.12 the E(p) distributions for the NBI-only (left) and
NBI+ICRH (right) simulation scenario are shown. The left graph has a distinct structure
on the positive pitch side, centred at around p ∼ 0.5 – these are the fast ions being injected
into the plasma at maximum energies of around 110 kev and at their molecular state
energies, i.e. half or third of the original value. The density of the ions is largest at injection
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Figure 5.11 Energy distribution functions for deuterium thermal and fast ion species. The
thermal ions follow a Maxwellian distribution characterized by the bulk temperature of
6.5 kev (dashed black). The neutral beam injected fast ion energy distribution is broader,
governed by the energies at which the ions are injected and their slowing-down (solid
blue), while the addition of ICRH heating induces a fast ion tail, extending up to 0.5 Mev
energies (solid red).
parameters, while the rest of the distribution represents the slowing-down of these ions,
gradually losing their energy through collisions and migrating towards zero pitch values. In
contrast the NBI+ICRH graphs shows an additional feature, a consequence of the heating
synergy effect. Using the propagative characteristics of the 2nd deuterium ion harmonic
resonance, a part of the population of fast ions is propagated to energies of a factor of
2 or more of the injection energy. These ions have larger values of the perpendicular
velocity component and are heating up the bulk plasma ions through Coulomb interac-
tions. Another informative relation, extracted from the fast ion distribution function, is the
v⊥(v∥). Figure 5.13 shows v⊥(v∥) for the NBI-only (left) and NBI+ICRH (right) simulation
scenario. In both graphs the injected ion population at higher v∥ and the subsequent
slowing-down is seen. The two dashed black lines represent the trapped particle cone [2],
the velocity phase-space area where the ions parallel velocity components are so small
compared to v⊥ that they get deflected when reaching magnetic flux surfaces of a specific
magnitude and are trapped in banana orbits. One can see that when ICRH heating is
applied the majority of the highly energetic ions are in fact trapped. The perpendicular
velocity components of these tail fast ions are high, the ions orbiting at Larmor radii of up
to approximately 3.5 cm. The latter is denoted by the three horizontal red dashed lines,
which represent Larmor radii of 0.1 cm (bottom), 1 cm (middle) and 5 cm (top).
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Figure 5.12 Left: fast ion distribution function E(p) for the NBI-only 92436 computation.
Right: fast ion distribution function E(p) for the NBI+ICRH 92436 computation.
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Figure 5.13 Left: fast ion distribution function v⊥(v∥) for the NBI-only 92436 computation.
Right: fast ion distribution function v⊥(v∥) for the NBI+ICRH 92436 computation. The
black dotted lines represent the trapped particle cone, while the three horizontal red
dotted lines represent the Larmor radii of the fast ions (bottom 0.1 cm, middle 1 cm, top 5
cm).
The total neutron emissivity profile computed for the coupled effect of both the NBI
and ICRH heating is shown in Figure 5.14. In comparison with the NBI-only emissivity
profile from Figure 5.6, one can immediately observe the effect of the ICRH resonant layer
power coupling. The dotted vertical white line represents the tokamak major radius RRF
at which the deuterium harmonic layer ωD is positioned – it can be seen that a vertical
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broadening of the neutron emissivity occurs due to the synergy between ICRH and NBI,
corresponding to the fast ion density profile in Figure 5.10. The white solid line represents
the contour at which the NBI-only case yield its highest neutron emissivity density values,
which shows that the highest effect of the ICRH addition occurs in the core, increasing
the peak value by a factor of approximately 1.5. Interestingly a broadening of the ICRH
resonance layer due to the Doppler effect described by Equation (2.24) can be seen as
well.
2
Figure 5.14 TRANSP calculations of the total neutron emissivity profile, taking into account
the coupled effect of both NBI and ICRH heating for discharge 92436. The dashed white
line denotes the 2nd deuterium harmonic cyclotron resonance layer and the solid white
line the NBI-only emissivity peak value.
5.1.3 Sensitivity studies
As was demonstrated in the previous pages, there are numerous plasma parameters
influencing the neutron emission properties during a discharge. In order to systematically
check for the sensitivity of the neutron emission modelling to differences in settings of
plasma transport simulations, multiple TRANSP computations were performed, with
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individual perturbation parameters defined in Table 5.1. The variation of the number
of plasma zones NP, i.e. by changing the number of radial zones NR, was performed to
study how refined the computational grid needs to be, in order to sufficiently describe the
neutron emissivity spatial profile. The number of simulated Monte Carlo fast particles in
the NUBEAM code was altered to study the uncertainty of the neutron source modelling
results. Using NR = 40 and 3·105 reached the PPPL computational cluster’s memory
restrictions, therefore they were chosen as the upper limit. The basic input diagnostic
plasma parameters, as detailed in Section 2.1.6, were varied as well – the estimated
uncertainties of the electron density and temperature, ion temperature and the effective
plasma charge were determined through interaction with the JET diagnostics responsible
officers and the descriptions of diagnostics systems [128]. The perturbation of the input
density and temperature profiles is displayed in Figure 5.15. The runs were computed
only until 49.5 s, solely to encompass the fast ion averaging time window, upon which they
were discontinued. All of the perturbation calculations were performed for the NBI-only
case of discharge 92436. The statistical uncertainty of neutron rate calculations is around
0.5 %.
Table 5.1 Modelling parameters used in TRANSP analysis of neutron emission sensitivity
to plasma perturbation.
Modelling parameter Perturbation Neutron rate change [%]
Plasma zone grid (NR) 40, 30, 20 /
Fast ion particles 3·105, 2·105, 1·105, 3·104 /
Input electron density (ne) ± 10 % +4.5 %, -3.4 %
Input electron temperature (Te) ± 5 % +2.7 %, -2.1 %
Input ion temperature (Ti) ± 15 % +18 %, -14 %
Input effective charge (Zeff) +0.2, -0.1 -1.1 %, +1.2 %
The effect of the plasma parameter variation on the computed total neutron emission
was studied in each individual case with the results presented in Figures 5.15 – 5.19, and
the differences compared to the unperturbed case, averaged over the computational
interval denoted by the grey rectangle, shown in Table 5.1. In each case the increase and
decrease of the plasma quantity is compared to the results obtained with the reference
TRANSP calculation. Changes of the number of plasma zones and the number of fast ion
particles simulated did not result in changes of the neutron rates, i.e. the deviations were
within the statistical uncertainty of the calculation. In the case of the electron and ion
temperature changes one can observe that the relative difference between the original and
perturbed case is increasing with time, or total neutron yield, reaching relative differences
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of the same or higher values as the implemented parameter variation after approximately
2.5 s, namely ± 10 % for Te and > 15 % for Ti. The highest effect on the neutron emission
can be observed with the changes in the ion temperature which is expected, since plasma
fusion reactivity depends on it. The findings are similar to those conducted in previous
sensitivity studies [129]. On the other hand the variations in the electron density and the
effective charge resulted in relatively small changes in the neutron emission, either being
constant throughout the discharge or decreasing in value.
The neutron emissivity profiles were compared as well, where little difference was
found – indeed because the density and temperature profiles were only scaled, their shape
being preserved, the resulting emissivity profiles differed in their peak values only, not in
the shape itself. As an example two emissivity profiles are shown in Figure 5.20 – on the
left the low resolution computational grid was used, with NR = 20 and a total of NP = 840
poloidal zones, while the right one displays the profile based on input diagnostics fitted
with an alternative method, compared to the reference case.
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Figure 5.15 Top: ± 10 % electron density profile perturbation at t ∼ 48.75 s. Middle: ± 5 %
electron temperature profile perturbation at t ∼ 48.75 s. Bottom: ± 15 % ion temperature
profile perturbation at t ∼ 48.75 s.
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Figure 5.16 Sensitivity of the computed total neutron emissivity to variations in the input
electron density of ± 10 %, for discharge 92436.
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Figure 5.17 Sensitivity of the computed total neutron emissivity to variations in the input
electron temperature of ± 5 %, for discharge 92436.
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Figure 5.18 Sensitivity of the computed total neutron emissivity to variations in the input
ion temperature of ± 15 %, for discharge 92436.
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Figure 5.19 Sensitivity of the computed total neutron emissivity to variations in the input
effective plasma charge of + 0.2 and - 0.1, for discharge 92436.
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Figure 5.20 TRANSP calculations for JET discharge 92436 Left: Total neutron emissivity
density profile with NR = 20 and a total of NP = 840 poloidal zones. Right: Total neutron
emissivity density profile based on input diagnostics fitted with an alternative method,
compared to the reference case.
5.2 JET discharge 91256
Discharge 91256 was performed during the JET 2016 hydrogen (H) campaign. In the
experiment an extremely efficient ion ICRH absorption scheme was tested, based on the
presence of three ion species in the plasma [130].
As the fast wave propagates from the edge of the plasma to its core it is partially ab-
sorbed by electron and ion species, when the wave crosses the ion cyclotron resonant layer
(Equation (2.24)). In addition to the resonant condition, the ICRH ion heating requires
the presence of the left-hand polarized component of the RF electric field, E+, rotating in
the sense of ions. Due to the fact that the E+ component vanishes completely in single-
ion species plasma, rendering ICRH heating inefficient, the most common scenarios for
effective coupling of ICRH heating to the plasma are to either employ harmonic heating
or introduce a second minority ion species into the plasma. In such two-ion component
plasmas the wave polarization is mostly dependent on the majority ions, while the RF
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frequency is tuned to match the fundamental resonance of minority ions. The physics
becomes intriguing when the minority concentration exceeds a certain threshold value
[131]. A fraction of the RF power converts into a short wavelength mode near the ion-ion
hybrid (IIH) resonance. Because of magnetic field inhomogeneity the left-hand polarized
L-cutoff layer. Together the IIH and L-cutoff layers form a mode conversion region, which
acts as a barrier for the propagation of the RF wave [2]. The presence of the strong E+
component can be taken advantage of by introducing a third ion with a mass to charge
ratio chosen such as to be resonant at the ion-ion hybrid layer [130], the relatively small
fraction of the third ion species absorbing a majority of the ICRH power [132]. In order
to accelerate ions with this scheme, the location of the ion cyclotron resonance of the
third species has to coincide with the position of the L-cutoff layer. This occurs when
the resonance frequency of the third species is located between the resonances of the
majority and minority ions. The frequencies (radial position) of the IIH and L-cutoff layers
are dependent on the plasma composition, i.e. the majority to minority ion concentration
X ratio.
The 91256 discharge used a D-(DNBI)-H scenario, in which the NBI induced fast
deuterium ion population was acting as the third ion species and thus absorbing the
majority of the coupled RF power. In this case the fast ions could be considered their
own separate ICRH species because there is a shift induced in the resonance condition in
Equation (2.24) due to Doppler broadening – displacing the otherwise high field positioned
deuterium resonance towards the plasma core. The basic plasma parameters are shown
in Figure 5.21 for a time interval between 47.5 s and 57 s. During the plateau operation
the toroidal on-axis magnetic field had a value of 2.85 T at a toroidal current of 2 MA.
The electron density (ne ) and temperature (Te ) measurements, performed with the high
resolution Thomson scattering diagnostics (HRTS), are shown in the upper panel of Figure
5.21. It can be seen that during the discharge the average value of the electron density
was ne ∼ 4 ·1019 m−3 and electron temperature Te ∼ 2.5 keV. During the discharge both
the NBI and ICRH systems were used for the heating of the plasma, their average total
power being approximately 3.5 MW and 2.6 MW in the first phase and 4.9 MW and 1.6
MW in the second phase, respectively. The ICRH system was functioning at a frequency
of 25 MHz aimed at the third ion species resonance (fast deuterium ions). The ratio
between hydrogen and total ion densities was of the value of∼ 0.95 at the beginning of the
experiment, decreasing to 0.9 at the end. The bottom graph displays the measurements of
neutron rate as detected by the ex-vessel time resolved neutron yield monitor (KN1). The
neutron emission peaks seen at 0.5 s intervals throughout the discharge are a consequence
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of sawtooth crashes, plasma oscillations described by magnetic reconnection [133], which
are a clear indicator of the presence of fast ions.
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Figure 5.21 Basic plasma parameters for JET shot 91256 – the line averaged electron
density and temperature are shown in the upper panel, followed by the heating power,
H/(H+D) ion ratio and the measured neutron rate in the bottom. The grey area indicates
the time window used for averaging of TRANSP fast ion distribution and neutron emission
computations.
5.2.1 NBI and ICRH synergy
The shot was chosen to be analysed as an addition to the reference 92436 case, because it
was to be expected that, due to the relatively low temperature of the plasma the thermal
fusion component is going to be relatively low, with the beam-thermal and beam-beam
fusion reactions dominating – thus representing an alternative to 92436 in both neutron
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emissivity profiles and spectra. The NBI-only case was analysed first, upon which the
ICRH synergy effects were studied as well, including the interesting RF physics effects
described above. One has to note that the modelling of mixed plasmas in TRANSP is
challenging, due to the limitations in the settings of the code, crucial for the correct
description of the physics. Therefore the NBI+ICRH scenario is presented as a case study
with the results serving as motivation for further investigation.
The number of fast ion particles in the computation was set to 2·105. The heating
induced fast ions were modelled on the irregular grid with the number of radial zones set to
NR = 30, yielding a total of NP = 1860 plasma zones. The electron density and temperature
profiles were taken from HRTS (edge) and LIDAR (core) measurements , shown in Figure
5.22, while the ion temperature was set to be equal to Te. Plasma impurities were chosen
to be composed of nickel.
The TRANSP neutron rate calculations and a comparison with the measured neutron
rates are shown in Figure 5.23. It can be seen that the calculated fusion neutron production
rates, taking into account both the NBI and ICRH heating (solid red line), are relatively
consistent with the KN1 measurements. The sawtooth crashes were modelled through a
manual implementation of anomalous ion diffusion events, beginning at the initiation of
each crash for a duration of 0.2 s. In contrast, the NBI-only heating scenario (dashed red
line) neutron rates significantly lower, due to the fact that the NBI-ICRH synergy effects on
fusion reactivity are extraordinary, a consequence of the three ion ICRH heating scheme.
It can be seen that the BT and BB neutron components are dominating the neutron
emission, with the thermal component remaining small. By computing the ratio of the
total neutrons as calculated in an NBI and NBI+ICRH scenario we can also determine
the effectiveness of the three ion heating scheme, which is of the value of approximately
6. The fast ion simulations were performed for a time interval of 0.33 s, during a stable
operation window between sawtooth crashes, 50.77 s6 t 6 51.1 s.
An analysis of the fast ion distribution function can be done for a plasma zone in
the core region, where the coupling effect is largest (green dot next to the magnetic
axis in Figure 5.10). First the energy distribution of the fast ions is obtained through
integration over the pitch angle. The fundamental energy distribution is that of ions in
thermal equilibrium, which follow a Maxwellian function with its broadness defined by
the plasma’s bulk ion temperature. In Figure 5.24 the thermal ion distribution function for
discharge 91256 during the analysed time interval at a temperature of ∼ 4 keV is denoted
with a black dashed line. In the case of NBI heating, the energy distribution is broadened
and non-Maxwellian as shown in Figure 5.24 with the solid blue line. The additional
coupling of ICRH and the resonance of third ion species (fast NBI deuterium) results in
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Figure 5.22 Top: electron density and temperature profile data at t ∼ 51.0 s used as input for
the NBI-only 91256 TRANSP interpretive run. Bottom: electron density and temperature
profile data at t ∼ 51.0 s used as input for the NBI+ICRH 91256 TRANSP interpretive run.
the significant increase of fast ion acceleration, inducing an immense fast ion energy tail
with energies of up to 1 MeV. Due to computational resource limits the cut-off ion energy
was set to 800 keV.
In Figure 5.25 the E(p) distributions for the NBI-only (left) and NBI+ICRH (right)
simulation scenario are shown. The left graph has a distinct structure on the positive pitch
side, centred at around p ∼ 0.6 – these are the fast ions being injected into the plasma at
maximum energies of around 100 kev and at their molecular state energies. The density of
the ions is largest at injection parameters, while the rest of the distribution represents the
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Figure 5.23 Top: NBI and ICRH heating power. Bottom: Comparison between the measured
neutron rate and computed with TRANSP – two heating scenario were modelled, NBI-only
and a combination of NBI and ICRH. The neutron emission as computed with TRANSP
for NBI+ICRH heating is divided into contributions from neutrons originating from fusion
reactions between different ion species. The grey area indicates the time window used for
the averaging of TRANSP fast ion distribution function.
slowing-down of these ions, gradually losing their energy through collisions and migrating
towards zero pitch values. In contrast the NBI+ICRH graphs exhibits the effects of the
heating synergy effect. Through the propagative characteristics of the three ion scheme
scenario the fast part of the deuterium ion population is accelerated to energies of a
factor of 10 higher than those of the injected ions. In contrast to the E (p) distributions for
discharge 92436 in Figure 5.12, in 91256 one can notice the distinct fast ion structure on
the right hand side. This occurs due to the fact that the deuterium ions fulfil the Doppler
shifted resonance condition, dependent on a specific v∥, different from the 92436 case
where the deuterium resonance was second harmonic. The v⊥(v∥) fast ion distribution
is also shown – Figure 5.26 exhibits v⊥(v∥) for the NBI-only (left) and NBI+ICRH (right)
simulation scenarios. In both graphs the injected ion population at higher v∥ and the
subsequent slowing-down is seen. In the case of applied ICRH heating, the perpendicular
velocity components of the ions are significantly increased, again for ions in the vicinity
of a fixed v∥. The two dashed black lines represent the trapped particle cone, which
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Figure 5.24 Energy distribution functions for thermal and fast ion species. The thermal
ions follow a Maxwellian distribution characterized by the bulk temperature of ∼ 4 kev
(dashed black). The neutral beam injected fast ion energy distribution is broader, governed
by the energies at which the ions are injected and their slowing-down (solid blue), while
the addition of ICRH heating induces a fast ion tail, extending up to 1 Mev energies (solid
red).
shows that in comparison with 92436, only a small fraction of the ICRH accelerated ions is
trapped, the majority being passing ions. The tail fast ions are orbiting at Larmor radii of
more than 4 cm. In the graphs deuterium Larmor radius is denoted by three horizontal
red dashed lines, namely 0.1 cm (bottom), 1 cm (middle) and 5 cm (top).
The total neutron emissivity profiles computed for the NBI-only and the NBI+ICRH
heating is shown in Figure 5.27. Due to the fact that the bulk plasma temperature is
relatively low, as is the total external heating power, the core emissivity is more centred
than that of 92436 in Figure 5.20. Comparing the 91256 emissivity profiles, one can observe
that with the addition of the ICRH heating the peak emissivity density increases by a factor
around 30. The white solid line represents the contour at which the NBI-only case yield
its highest neutron emissivity density values, which shows that the coupling of the ICRH
heating indeed occurs in the core region, a consequence of the Doppler shift affecting the
fast NBI deuterium ion resonance frequency condition.
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Figure 5.25 Left: fast ion distribution function E(p) for the NBI-only 91256 computation.
Right: fast ion distribution function E(p) for the NBI+ICRH 91256 computation.
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Figure 5.26 Left: fast ion distribution function v⊥(v∥) for the NBI-only 91256 computation.
Right: fast ion distribution function v⊥(v∥) for the NBI+ICRH 91256 computation. The
black dotted lines represent the trapped particle cone, while the three horizontal red
dotted lines represent the Larmor radii of the fast ions (bottom 0.1 cm, middle 1 cm, top 5
cm).
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Figure 5.27 Left: TRANSP calculations of the total neutron emissivity profile with the
NBI-only scenario for discharge 91256. Right: TRANSP calculations of the total neutron
emissivity profile taking into account the coupled effect of both NBI and ICRH heating for
discharge 91256.
Chapter 6
Neutron spectrum modelling
In Sections 2.2 and 3.3 the kinematics of a fusion reaction and analytical approach to
neutron spectra modelling has been presented and discussed. We stated that in modern
modelling efforts, including spectra analysis of advanced plasma heating scenarios, the
use of semi-analytical and numerical methods is necessary and most commonly includes
the use of data obtained from plasma simulation [47, 79].
In the section the second step of the the plasma neutron source generation methodol-
ogy, namely the simulation of energy spectra of neutrons emitted from a plasma, will be
described [118]. A flowchart of the presented steps, together with the previously described
foundations, is presented in Figure 6.1.
All neutron spectrum modelling, presented in the thesis, is performed with the use
of the DRESS code, developed at the Uppsala University [78], the physics basics of which
are described in section 2.2. The DRESS code was designed to be compatible with the
TRANSP plasma transport code and was applied to JET and MAST studies, being validated
against experimental data [73]. As shown in the flowchart a part of the results obtained
through TRANSP computations was used as input for the DRESS code. DRESS being a MC
method based code, the thermal and fast ion distribution functions are needed to sample
velocity distributions from either the bulk or supra-thermal ion species and compute
the fusion reactivity through the integration of Equation (2.28). Additional information
on the equilibrium B-field is needed to determine the relative forward vector of neutron
emission, i.e. in the direction of the B-field.
Neutron spectra were calculated and analysed for individual points on the TRANSP
computational grid, used in the mapping of the neutron emissivity profiles, using 128
energy bins with a width of 25 keV ranging from 1 MeV to 4 MeV. Although the basic as-
sumption of a toroidally symmetric system implies that the spectra are poloidally isotropic,
i.e. isotropic in the direction perpendicular to the angular coordinate axis eˆψ as shown
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Figure 6.1 Flow chart representing the second step of the developed methodology for the
generation of realistic plasma neutron sources. The results of TRANSP (+ heating modules)
plasma transport calculations, averaged over a discharge time window, are coupled to the
DRESS code, computing the energy spectra of source neutrons.
Figures 2.5 and 6.2, the spectrum in the direction of the eˆψ axis is anisotropic. The phe-
nomena that contribute to the anisotropy are connected to the preferential movement
of ions along magnetic field lines, characteristics of the ions’ velocity space distributions
(ion pitch angle affected by NBI injection, ICRH, scattering) and the angular anisotropy of
the fusion cross sections. As discussed in more detail in this section, the first two play a
major role, while the angular dependency of the fusion cross section is argued to have a
small effect. In order to capture the spectrum angular distribution, the emission toroidal
angle θ, aligned with the B-field vector B⃗ , was divided into 15 zones between 00 (B⃗) to
1800 (-B⃗) equally spaced in cosθ, denoted in Figure 6.2 with grey zones (A1, A2). Each
of the θ zones served as an angle bin in which the spectrum of neutrons, emitted in the
direction of the zone’s central vector, was computed. Therefore, albeit the toroidal angle θ
is sampled continuously, the spectrum anisotropic characteristics are binned.
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Figure 6.2 A schematic of the source neutron DRESS spectra calculations – denoted are
the cylindrical coordinate system (eˆR , eˆψ, eˆz), magnetic field vector (B⃗), DRESS toroidal
angle zones (θ – A1, A2) and the toroidal angle vector (n⃗′).
The spectra were computed for two JET discharges, 92436 and 91256, for which the
TRANSP input plasma transport results were presented in the previous chapter. For each
of the modelled scenario, the DRESS computed neutron energy spectra are presented for
a position in the plasma core region, being the most relevant for the bulk of the neutrons
produced (green dot next to the magnetic axis in Figure 5.10) and the angular dependency
discussed. Due to the fact that the spectral computations are meant to serve as the basis for
MC neutron transport parameters sampling, the neutron spectra are presented in relative
form, i.e. normalized by the peak value of the perpendicular component (spectrum as
seen in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field).
6.1 JET discharge 92436
In the first set of calculations the simulation results for the reference 92436 TRANSP
run were used as DRESS input. The number of MC particles used for the sampling of
the ion distribution functions was set to 1·107, with the typical spectra calculation time
for 1860 grid points and 15 angular bins being approximately 155 CPU hours (single
core). Calculated spectra for a position in the plasma core region next to the magnetic
axis in discharge 92436 are shown in Figure 6.3. In the left-hand side graph, spectra at
three toroidal angles are shown – in the direction of the B-field (co-current), opposite
direction of the B-field and perpendicular to it. One can observe the Doppler shift of the
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spectra depending on the angle of emission with respect to the B-field, namely an increase
in neutron energies in the direction of the magnetic field and a decrease for neutrons
emerging from fusion reactions in the opposite direction of the ion movement. Significant
broadening of the spectra can be observed as well due to the presence of external plasma
heating. The principal is showcased in the right graph of Figure 6.3, where the neutron
spectrum as computed at a 900 toroidal angle is divided into the thermal, BT and BB
components. The thermal component is Maxwellian, centred around 2.45 MeV while the
BT part has a distinct broad bi-Maxwellian structure which results from the fact that the
neutron energies are up- or down- shifted because of the fast ions moving either towards
or away from the perpendicular observer while gyro-orbiting around the magnetic field
lines.
The neutron spectrum used in the generic neutron source is compared to the DRESS
computation in the right graph – it is defined as a Gaussian fusion energy spectrum at a
plasma temperature of 10 keV, intended to model a thermal plasma. It can be seen that by
simplifying the neutron spectrum model an energy band with a width of approximately 100
keV below 2.3 MeV and above 2.7 MeV is omitted, the difference increasing in directions
parallel to the magnetic field since the generic spectrum is assumed to be isotropic.
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Figure 6.3 Left: Total neutron spectra at the magnetic axis calculated with DRESS for
the reference NBI-only JET discharge 92436. Toroidal emission angle was divided into
15 bins from 00 (direction of the magnetic field) to 1800. Right: Components of the
neutron spectrum emitted at 900, as calculated with the DRESS code (solid), compared
to the generic model broadened Maxwellian spectrum (dotted). Neutron spectra were
normalized by the maximum value of the spectrum of neutrons emitted perpendicularly
with respect to the magnetic field. The dotted lines represent the 2.45 MeV DD neutron
energy.
Upon the inclusion of ICRH heating in TRANSP interpretive runs for discharge 92436,
the synergy effects of the NBI+ICRH coupling were observed in the computed spectra as
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well. The spectrum angular dependency can be seen in the left panel of Figure 6.4, which
in comparison with the NBI-only reference case is broadened. Since the effect of the ICRH
heating will primarily affect the perpendicular velocity component as shown in Figure 5.13,
with the ions’ parallel component much smaller in comparison, the spectrum angular
zone most altered by the addition of RF heating is the perpendicular one. The effect can
be seen in the right panel of Figure 6.4, where the spectrum extends to neutron energies of
0.5 MeV higher than that of the NBI-only case – a consequence of the fast ion tail induced
by ICRH, seen in the BT neutron component. Moreover one can observe an asymmetry in
the tail neutron spectrum and a plateau at around 3 MeV, which could be a combination
of two effects. The increase of DD fusion cross section at such high ion energies as well
as large Larmor radii effect. The latter induces an asymmetry, dependent on the plasma
radial position, in the probability of neutron emission in the direction perpendicular to the
magnetic flux surface. The relatively small change in the ions parallel velocity component
due to synergy effects, can be seen in the fact that the relative intensities of the Doppler
shifted spectra at toroidal angles parallel and anti-parallel to the magnetic field, compared
to the perpendicular spectrum, do not change significantly between the NBI-only and
NBI+ICRH cases.
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Figure 6.4 Left: Total neutron spectra at the magnetic axis calculated with DRESS for the
NBI+ICRH JET discharge 92436. Toroidal emission angle was divided into 15 bins from
00 (direction of the magnetic field) to 1800. Right: Components of the neutron spectrum
emitted at 900, as calculated with the DRESS code (solid), compared to the generic model
broadened Maxwellian spectrum (dotted). Neutron spectra were normalized by the
maximum value of the spectrum of neutrons emitted perpendicularly with respect to the
magnetic field. The dotted lines represent the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
The sensitivity studies performed with TRANSP gave interesting results when per-
turbing the ion temperature for ± 15 %, which was shown to influence the properties
of neutron emission. Figure 6.5 shows the difference in the composition of the perpen-
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dicular neutron spectrum between the perturbed cases. The isolated change in the ion
temperature will mainly affect the spectral characteristics of the plasma bulk thermal
ions, resulting in a relative increase of peak amplitude and width of the thermal fusion
spectrum component with respect to the BB and BT components – ultimately altering the
spectrum shape.
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Figure 6.5 Left: Components of the neutron spectrum emitted at 900, as calculated with
the DRESS code (solid), compared to the generic model broadened Maxwellian spectrum
(dotted), for a -15 % ion temperature perturbation for JET discharge 92436. Right: Compo-
nents of the neutron spectrum emitted at 900, as calculated with the DRESS code (solid),
compared to the generic model broadened Maxwellian spectrum (dotted), for a +15 % ion
temperature perturbation for JET discharge 92436. Neutron spectra were normalized by
the maximum value of the spectrum of neutrons emitted perpendicularly with respect to
the magnetic field. The dotted lines represent the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
6.2 JET discharge 91256
As proposed in the previous section, one of the major differences in neutron characteristics
between discharges 92436 and 91256 is their ion temperature, being lower in the latter
case. This results in the neutron emission as a result of thermal fusion to be significantly
smaller than during shot 92436, i.e. close to one order of magnitude lower than the BT
component, as seen in Figure 6.6. The spectrum shape is thus determined by the beam-
thermal and beam-beam interaction. Another interesting characteristics of the 91256
spectrum is that the forward and backward neutron angular components reach a high
peak intensity compared to that of 92436. The latter occurs again due to the fact that the
energies of neutron are governed mostly by beam ion velocities, inducing a larger Doppler
shift.
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Figure 6.6 Left: Total neutron spectra at the magnetic axis calculated with DRESS for
the NBI-only scenario of JET discharge 91256. Toroidal emission angle was divided into
15 bins from 00 (direction of the magnetic field) to 1800. Right: Components of the
neutron spectrum emitted at 900, as calculated with the DRESS code (solid), compared
to the generic model broadened Maxwellian spectrum (dotted). Neutron spectra were
normalized by the maximum value of the spectrum of neutrons emitted perpendicularly
with respect to the magnetic field. The dotted lines represent the 2.45 MeV DD neutron
energy.
The coupling of the three ion ICRH heating scheme with the existing beam ions
produces extreme spectral results, shown in Figure 6.7. Due to the fact that Doppler
shifted ions are being RF accelerated, both the perpendicular and parallel ion velocity
components are large (demonstrated in Figure 5.26), resulting in both the Doppler shift
of the B-field parallel spectrum components and the double-humped broadening of the
perpendicular component, to be enhanced. The forward neutron energies are shifted by
approximately 0.5 MeV, reaching 3 MeV, while the perpendicular spectrum component, a
result of fast tail ions interacting with the bulk, expands up to 3.8 MeV. Due to high ICRH
ion energies the double humped structure can be seen in the BB spectrum component as
well. One can observe that the perpendicular both BT and BB components are asymmetric
with respect to the 2.45 MeV neutron mean energy. This occurs due to the fact that the
fast ion energy distribution function extends to high energies, where DD fusion reaction
cross section is rising, making the probability for the birth of neutrons higher. The high-
energy (direction of the B-field) peak thus extends over a higher neutron energy interval,
also covering a larger area. The spectrum structure visible in the left panel of Figure
6.7, which occurs in the 0o direction spectrum at energies above 3.5 MeV is presumed
to arise as a consequence of fusion caused by the large population of fast ions with a
fixed parallel ion velocity in combination with an increasing fusion cross section. The
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shape and composition of the perpendicular spectrum component match with the results
obtained through analyses of the TOFOR measured spectra [134].
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Figure 6.7 Left: Total neutron spectra at the magnetic axis calculated with DRESS for
the NBI+ICRH scenario of JET discharge 91256. Toroidal emission angle was divided
into 15 bins from 00 (direction of the magnetic field) to 1800. Right: Components of the
neutron spectrum emitted at 900, as calculated with the DRESS code (solid), compared
to the generic model broadened Maxwellian spectrum (dotted). Neutron spectra were
normalized by the maximum value of the spectrum of neutrons emitted perpendicularly
with respect to the magnetic field. The dotted lines represent the 2.45 MeV DD neutron
energy.
Chapter 7
Neutron source code – PLANET
In the chapter the developed plasma neutron source generator PLANET is described,
starting with the processing of the results of the neutron emission modelling presented in
Sections 5 and 6, continuing with their coupling to a MC neutron transport code [135]. The
results of plasma transport and neutron spectra computations give a general description
of the plasma state and neutron emission – these need to be converted into data suitable
for MC random sampling of the basic source neutron parameters, described in Section
3.3.A flowchart of the presented steps, together with the previously described plasma and
spectrum modelling calculations, is shown in Figure 7.1.
The methodology steps described in the chapter are denoted with the red dashed rect-
angle in Figure 7.1 and are divided into two major part. The processing of the computed
plasma data is executed first, converting the information on the source neutron’s position,
emission vector and energy into sampling-ready format and, additionally, computing all
necessary neutron source parameters off-line, i.e. outside of the MC sampling scheme, to
save on the source neutron generator’s computational cost. The last step of the methodol-
ogy is the routine, implemented into the source code of the state-of-the-art MC neutron
transport code MCNP, coupling the plasma data and neutronics computations.
7.1 Processing plasma data - PyPLANET
There are two main outputs taken from the plasma modelling calculation chain – these
are the neutron emissivity profile data, separated into different fusion type contributions
(total, thermal, BT, BB), computed by the TRANSP code, and the neutron energy spectra,
divided into toroidal angular bins, computed with the DRESS code. The aim of the pre-
processing of data is to condense it into a set of cumulative probability distributions and
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Figure 7.1 Flow chart illustrating the developed methodology for the modelling and neu-
tronics applications of realistic plasma neutron sources. The basis of the method are the
plasma diagnostic measurements (pink), fed into TRANSP (blue) for plasma transport
calculations, enabling neutron spectra computations with the DRESS code (green). Using
the computed neutron emissivity profiles and neutron spectra as inputs, the PLANET
code package (red) processes and couples the plasma source information with the MCNP
neutron transport code.
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write it into a plasma source description file. The file was chosen to be of the type netCDF 1,
which is a binary file type supporting the storage of array-oriented scientific data. Reasons
for choosing netCDF as the plasma data carrier varied from memory efficiency due to its
binary nature, fast data reading because of the array pointer structure and the fact it is the
go-to TRANSP output file type. The data processing script was written in python, named
PyPLANET. It has several main structures, which are described below for the (general)
case of the JET discharge 92436 modelling results:
Basic data – in the first step the fundamental files are uploaded. These are:
i. TRANSP general plasma output = 92436M04.CDF ;
ii. TRANSP fast ion output, a result of the NUBEAM/TORIC calculations and get_fbm
script processing 2 = 92436M04_fi_3.cdf ;
iii. TRANSP neutron output, a result of the NUBEAM/TORIC calculations and get_fbm
script processing = 92436M04_neut_3.cdf ;
iv. TRANSP magnetic field output = 92436M04_ps_ts1_state.cdf ;
v. DRESS input = DRESS_Input_OVAngle15_Grid1.inp;
vi. DRESS output files = out_i.spec .
Each of the files is needed in a specific step of the process to generate a wholesome
description of the plasma neutron source. The netCDF file is created and, based on the
information from the loaded results, the basic source data is written. This includes the JET
discharge ID information, time and width of the NUBEAM fast ion calculation interval,
number of plasma grid zones NP used in the fast ion calculations, toroidal angle resolution
in DRESS and widths and centres of DRESS energy spectrum bins. Optionally one can
import the selected MCNP input file, which enables for a short description of the realistic
neutron source parameters to be added at the end of the file. The user is prompted to
define the source MCNP cell as well, i.e. list index of the geometric cell in which the
neutrons are being born.
Plasma zone sampling – in this step the geometry of the plasma source is considered.
The neutron birth position sampling process is based on the poloidal distribution of the
plasma zone centres, displayed in the left panel of Figure 5.5, and the neutron emissivity
probability associated with the grid points. The first approximation would be to sample
the neutron position only at the locations of these points, i.e. in a sense describe the
1Description and documentation available at https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/docs/.
2Description and documentation available at https://w3.pppl.gov/p˜share/help/nubeam.htm.
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plasma source profile as a multitude of point sources, which would already be an im-
provement in comparison with the generic source, composed of 386 zones. However in an
effort to describe the plasma volumetric source as accurately as possible, the geometry
of the plasma zones was modelled in detail. In TRANSP/NUBEAM the irregular grid is
created on the basis of magnetic equilibrium calculations, defined on a finite Cartesian
grid. If on would wish to reconstruct such a warped grid and perform neutron source
position sampling on it, interpolation would be necessary. Due to the fact that the interpo-
lation process itself is computationally demanding and thus not suitable for MC sampling
routines, an alternative method for describing the plasma zones was implemented. To
geometrically approximate a morphed zone, e.g. plasma zones displayed in Figure 7.2, it
is crucial to determine the underlying geometric structures that can be mathematically
described and use them to reconstruct the voxel, minimizing the number of the parame-
ters. In PLANET an i -th zone is described with three parameters, the local curvature of
the toroidal magnetic flux surfaces (green spline in Figure 7.2), the poloidal angular limits
of the zone (ϕ0 and (ϕ1) and the average half-width of the zone (∆ρ).
In the pre-processing script the parameters for describing the plasma zones are com-
puted for individual irregular grid points. Since the toroidal magnetic flux surfaces cannot
be appropriately described by the D-shaped ellipse equations presented in Section 4.1,
the approach was to define only the local curvature of the flux surfaces by fitting a circle
through the centre points of the (i -1)-st, i -th and (i +1)-st zone, yielding the values of the
circle’s centre and its radius. The half-width ∆ρ of the i -th zone is computed through
approximating the area shape with a trapezoid, the apex of which is at the magnetic axis.
In this case the expression for the width is:
∆ρ = V
8πRi |⃗ri|
tan−1
( |ϕ1−ϕ0|
2
)
, (7.1)
where Ri and |⃗ri| are the major radius of the i -th zone centre and its distance to the
magnetic axis, respectively, and V is the volume of the zone, obtained through TRANSP
calculation. Although in TRANSP the volumes of irregular grid zones (morphed rings) are
designed to be as similar as possible, larger deviations between zones in the core region
and the plasma area next to the separatrix can be observed. A plot of the plasma zone
volumes is shown in Figure 7.3
Neutron emission probabilities – the data obtained through neutron emissivity pro-
file and neutron spectra calculations are processed next. In order for the data to be
compatible with MC transport codes, i.e. the codes can sample neutron source param-
eters from it, the results need to be converted into cumulative probability distributions.
The neutron emissivity profiles from TRANSP, e.g. that shown in Figure 5.6, are given
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Figure 7.2 Schematic of the plasma zone geometry description for volumetric neutron
source position sampling. Denoted are the toroidal magnetic flux surfaces, together
with the analysed i -th plasma zone (red trapezoid). The zone geometry is approximated
with the definition of the local flux surface (green line of fitted circle through three zone
centres), the angular zone limits (ϕ dotted lines) and the zone’s half width ∆ρ. The red
numbers denote the indexing of the plasma zones, starting at the first outboard zone of
each ring, below the magnetic axis horizontal plane and continuing in a counter-clockwise
direction.
as values of the neutron emissivity density in dependence of the plasma zone position
ξ(i ). The position is indexed, the parameter i varying from 1 to NP, starting with the
zone positioned on the outboard side, closest to the magnetic axis and below it, the index
increasing in a counter-clockwise direction, as shown in Figure 7.2. Additionally one has
to take into account that neutrons will not be sampled solely on the surface of the plasma
zones but rather volumetrically. Therefore the neutron emissivity density profiles were
multiplied by the volume of the plasma zones and divided by the sum of the individual
emissivity values to obtain the neutron emissivity probability density ξ˜(i ):
ξ˜(i )= ξ(i )Vi∑
iξ(i )Vi
, (7.2)
which, if summed by steps, yields the cumulative neutron emissivity probability. Both
ξ˜(i ) and its cumulative function (intervals of plasma zone index [0, 3280] for NR = 40) are
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Figure 7.3 Plot of the JET poloidal profile with values of the volumes of plasma zones as
defined by the irregular TRANSP computational grid.
shown in Figure 7.4. In ξ˜(i ) one can see two characteristics of the distribution, the first
one is that the probability of emission falls with increasing zone index, i.e. is largest at
the plasma core region and falls towards the plasma boundary, as well as the fact that
the probabilities are not equal within individual toroidal flux rings, which is displayed
in the oscillations seen throughout the plot, since plasma zones volumes are changing
poloidally as shown in Figure 7.3. The cumulative distribution again shows the highest
probability of neutron emission in the core region (low index values).
In order to determine the toroidal emission angle of the source neutrons, the integrals
of the DRESS computed neutron energy spectra S(E ,θ, i ) over energy for each of the angle
zones (default value is 15 bins) are evaluated at individual plasma grid points, yielding the
cumulative probability distributions for emission in θ through:
S˜(θ, i )=
∫
E S(E ,θ, i )∑
θ
∫
E S(E ,θ, i )
. (7.3)
Examples of both S˜(θ, i ) (interval of cosθ [-1.0, 1.0]) and the cumulative probability func-
tion (interval of angle zone index [0, 15]), for a position in the plasma core region (green
dot next to the magnetic axis in Figure 5.10), are shown in Figure 7.5. It can be seen that the
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Figure 7.4 Top: Neutron emissivity probability density function ξ˜(i ) for the reference
JET discharge 92436 computation. Bottom: Cumulative neutron emissivity probability
function for the reference JET discharge 92436 computation.
emission probability density function in dependence of the toroidal angle cosine exhibits
an angular anisotropy, namely the probability for emission in the forward (B-field) direc-
tion has an approximately 5 % lower values than the peak, reached at an angle of around
110o with respect to the B-field. In other words the emission of neutrons is slightly more
probable in the backward direction with respect to the B-field. However the differences
in the angle emission probability are relatively low, as can be seen in the fact that the
cumulative distribution is fairly linear, shown in the right panel of Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5 Left: Neutron toroidal angle emission probability density function S˜(θ, i ) for the
reference JET discharge 92436 computation. Right: Cumulative neutron toroidal angle
emission probability function for the reference JET discharge 92436 computation.
The last step involves the calculation of the probability functions for individual source
neutron energy spectra S(E ,θ, i ) by:
S˜(E ,θ, i )= S(E ,θ, i )∑
E S(E ,θ, i )
. (7.4)
A plot of S˜(E ,θ, i ) and the neutron energy spectrum cumulative probability function for a
spectrum computed in the backward direction of emission (180o toroidal angle on the left
graph in Figure 6.3) is shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6 Neutron energy spectrum probability density S˜(E ,θ, i ) and cumulative proba-
bility functions for the reference JET discharge 92436 computation.
B-field vector – DRESS computations of the toroidal angle of neutron emission are
performed relative to the B-field vector. The latter has three components, the toroidal, and
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two poloidal (R and Z direction), which are computed with TRANSP and used to determine
the magnetic field vector B⃗ (Figure 6.2) for every point in the irregular computational
grid. The computed magnetic field vector and its inverse (-B⃗) and perpendicular (B⃗⊥)
counterparts were computed to aid the neutron source vector transformation operations
during the sampling process.
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Figure 7.7 Left: Toroidal magnetic field component. Middle: R poloidal magnetic field
component. Right: Z poloidal magnetic field component.
7.2 Coupling plasma data - PLANET
Based on the cumulative probability functions computed with PyPLANET, written into
a plasma source description netCDF file, a Fortran 90 subroutine was written to couple
the neutron emission data to MCNP. The aim of the subroutine is to determine the three
basic neutron source parameters – birth position, emission vector and energy – through
random sampling, while trying to optimize the computational algorithms used. In modern
fusion neutronics calculations it is common to simulate around 109 to 1010 particles in a
single run, in order to attain satisfactory low statistical uncertainties of calculated physical
quantities of interest. The source sampling routine has to be run at the beginning of
every one of these billions neutron histories, which, if the algorithm is not sufficiently
effective, can significantly extend the overall computational time and render the method
impractically slow.
The sampling process itself is by far the most computationally demanding operation in
the routine – namely once a random number is chosen (PLANET uses an internal MCNP
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pseudo-random number generator) a search through the provided cumulative probabil-
ity function needs to be performed, to locate the interval which matches the sampled
number and determine the corresponding value of the sampled quantity. In PLANET a
relatively fast recursive binary search algorithm is implemented for the sampling process.
The neutron birth parameters are determined through a series of steps, the quantities
being related through a chain of indexes, with the hierarchy as follows, with a schematic
description of the process chain in Figure 7.8:
i. Neutron source position – at the centre of the routine is the irregular computational
grid that determines the spatial distribution of the neutron source. In the first step
the position of the neutron’s birth is determined based on the cumulative probability
extracted from the neutron emissivity profiles. Through random sampling the
plasma zone index PI is obtained, defining the spatial variable value for the next
two sampling steps;
ii. Neutron source emission vector – based on PI the set of local (averaged over the
selected plasma zone) angular flux spectra, i.e. toroidal angle dependent neutron
spectra, is determined. The pre-processing script computes the angular cumulative
probability for neutron emission, while the source routine samples the toroidal
angle in which the neutron exits after the fusion event, yielding the angle index AI;
iii. Neutron source energy – the combination of PI and AI defines the final neutron
energy spectrum. The precomputed cumulative spectrum probability function
enables for the subroutine to sample the neutron source energy, yielding the energy
index EI.
There are individual operations performed within the three steps of the subroutine
that should be emphasized and described in more detail:
Neutron source position – as described above the sampling of the neutron source
birth position is not performed on a point-wise basis, but rather throughout the whole
plasma zone area. Upon the completion of the birth location sampling and determination
of the plasma zone index, the PyPLANET pre-computed data describing the local magnetic
flux surface curvature and zone angular (ϕ0 and ϕ1) and radial (∆ρ) width are imported,
denoted in Figure 7.9. The computation of the final neutron birth position is performed
in two steps. First the vector between the magnetic axis and the plasma zone centre r⃗i
is rotated around the magnetic axis within the angular plasma zone limits for a random
angle ∆ϕ, yielding the poloidal displacement of the birth position from the centre point
(green dot) within the magnetic flux surface. Second the point is translated along the
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Figure 7.8 Flow chart representing the operation performed by either the PyPLANET script
or the PLANET source subroutine. The processing of plasma data (grey dashed rectangles)
is performed before the commencing of the source subroutine, mostly composed of the
computation of cumulative probability functions (CPF). The PLANET routine is embedded
into the source code of MCNP and uses the processed data to random sample the three
basic neutron source parameters in consecutive steps.
rotated vector within the radial width limits (Equation (7.1)) for a random distance ∆ρ
(blue dot), which marks the poloidal position of the sampled source neutron. In order
for the neutrons to be born volumetrically, the poloidal vector is additionally randomly
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rotated around the main tokamak vertical axis, denoted in Figure 7.9 with eˆz. The final
neutron position coordinates are transformed into Cartesian MCNP format (x,y,z).
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Figure 7.9 Schematic of the volumetric neutron source position sampling and its basic
parameters. Denoted are the toroidal magnetic flux surfaces, together with the analysed
i -th plasma zone (red trapezoid). The plasma zone position is sampled through the
definition of the local flux surface (green line of fitted circle through three zone centres),
the angular zone limits (ϕ0 and ϕ1 dotted lines) and operations with the vector r⃗i based
on the random poloidal angle ∆ϕ and radial displacement ∆ρ.
Neutron source emission vector – after the initial integration of the angular flux spec-
tra and sampling of the toroidal angle θ, an additional random number is generated to
determine the emission vector’s angular displacement from the chosen toroidal zone
centre direction (within the zone’s limits, as denoted with A1 and A2 in Figure 7.10). The
vector is thus rotated around B⃗⊥ to n⃗′, describing the toroidal anisotropy of the source.
The latter is followed by an isotropic rotation in the poloidal angle ϕ around the toroidal
B-field vector to n⃗, shown in Figure 7.10. The algebra is performed in a coordinate sys-
tem centred at individual plasma zones, therefore an additional rotation of the emission
vector around the tokamak’s central vertical axis, with the angle determined during the
neutron positions sampling, is performed. The final neutron emission vector is converted
into a unit vector that is compatible with the MCNP code. The source neutron vector
of emission needs to be described by cosine values of angles in a Cartesian coordinate
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system. A representation of the schematic shown in Figure 7.10 for a computed realistic
case is shown in Figure 7.11. In the left panel an isomeric view of the unit cosine sphere is
shown, with the B-field vector being black and the counter B-field vector being dotted red.
The green lines denote the central toroidal angle zone vectors (15 zones) with the B-field
perpendicular component denoted doted green displaying the axis of symmetry for the
toroidal angle θ. The 10 red lines are random sampled vectors of neutron emission based
on modelling results of the reference case for discharge 92436. In the right panel the view
is rotated by 90o counter clock-wise around the axial axis (cos w).
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Figure 7.10 A schematic of the source neutron emission vector sampling algorithm, based
on DRESS spectra calculations – denoted are the cylindrical coordinate system (eˆR , eˆψ,
eˆz), magnetic field vector (B⃗), DRESS toroidal angle zones (θ – A1, A2) and the sampled
emission vectors (n⃗′, n⃗).
The presented PLANET methodology for the generation of plasma neutron source
descriptions and its coupling with a stochastic neutron transport code is general. This
means that it can in principle be coupled to any MC neutronics code, e.g. SERPENT [136],
Tripoli [137], SuperMC [138] – the implementation would require a transcription of the
subroutine, connecting the created binary plasma source file with the source code, to the
required programming language, taking into account the adjustment of local neutron
source variables.
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Figure 7.11 A plot of 10 neutron emission vectors sampled with the algorithm described
above, using vector notation matching that in Figure 7.10. The toroidal angle zone central
vectors for a 15 bin case are denoted with green. Two different views of the unit vector
sphere and the sampled vectors (red) are shown.
Part III
Plasma neutron source analyses

Chapter 8
Verification of the PLANET neutron
source
The developed plasma neutron source methodology with its core source routine PLANET
is fairly complex – to elaborate, there is a relatively large amount of data used in the
process, several codes produce various outputs which serve as inputs for codes down the
chain, there is data processing included and the condensed form of the neutron source
description information is sampled from. It is therefore compulsory to perform a thorough
verification of the process.
The processing (fitting) of diagnostics data used as input for TRANSP plasma modelling
poses a challenge by itself, and the outcome can significantly affect the neutron emission
results. Therefore the input data was used upon consultation with the TRANSP expert
group at JET and Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) TRANSP developers. The
results of the computations were likewise analysed and discussed with PPPL personnel and
JET experienced users. Additionally the sensitivity studies presented in Section 5.1.3 were
conducted to analyse potential uncertainties in the input data and TRANSP simulation
parameters, and will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. A similar approach
was adopted for the neutron energy spectrum calculations, performed with the DRESS
code. The code itself was previously validated against experimental data, and extensively
used for JET applications [78, 73]. The resulting neutron spectra were discussed with
DRESS developers and their characteristics compared with the experimental neutron
spectra, unfolded from TOFOR spectrometer measurements. The chapter is dedicated to
the verification and application of both the PyPLANET script and the PLANET subroutine.
This means that the consistency of PLANET input and output data is checked, and the
source is applied to a simple tokamak model, which enables for an additional cross-check
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between the characteristics of the plasma input data and the response of virtual neutron
detectors in the MC computational model.
8.1 Neutron source application and verification
The verification of the developed PLANET plasma neutron source generator is based on a
combination of direct and indirect methods, all focused on the output generated by the
MC neutron transport code MCNP. In the direct approach the MC code computed neutron
source parameters were directly output by modifying the source code, while the indirect
approach means that neutron transport calculations with the implemented plasma neu-
tron source data for the reference 92436 JET discharge (Section 5.1.1) were performed,
verifying the method by analysing the computed neutron detectors response. In the fol-
lowing chapters the results of neutron transport calculations using the simplified JET-like
tokamak model in combination with the implemented neutron detectors, described in
Section 3.2, are scrutinized, focusing on the response of the implemented virtual neutron
detectors and a comparison with the validated generic neutron source. The monitors
responses, as well as the difference between the realistic and simplified source model,
contain information on each of the fundamental neutron source parameters, i.e. neutron
source position, emission vector and neutron energy, and the plasma physics models
taken into account in the source generation.
8.1.1 Source neutron position
Rather than implementing detectors into the Monte Carlo computational model, e.g.
a mock-up of the JET neutron profile monitor KN3 [22], the source neutron position
sampling was verified by forcing the MCNP source subroutine to print a set of Cartesian
coordinates once they were sampled. In Figure 8.1 a plot of 106 sampled source neutrons
based on the total neutron emissivity profile for discharge 92436 is presented, together
with a detailed analysis of the computational plasma profile structure. As described the
neutrons are created on an irregular computational grid, equally spaced in the square
root of the normalized toroidal magnetic flux
p
ψT N space and divided into poloidal
zones. Within the PLANET routine a uniform sampling within plasma volumetric rings
is implemented, displayed in the schematic and right-hand panel of Figure 8.1. One can
observe the distinct radial division of the plasma profile, composed of NR=40 zones, with
the probability (point density) decreasing towards the outboard plasma boundary. In
the graph gaps in both radial and poloidal direction can be seen – these occur due to the
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fact that in the zone model a boundary factor has been applied, decreasing the size of
the plasma rings to avoid their overlapping and consequently neutron source hot spots.
However the distances between the zones boundaries are of the order of mm, reaching a
maximum of 1 cm next to the magnetic axis. Since this is well within the uncertainty of
the computed magnetic equilibrium used as input for plasma transport calculations [67]
the model is of sufficient accuracy.
8.1.2 Source neutron emission vector and energy
The verification of emission vector and energy values assigned to source neutrons is
intertwined, since both quantities are sampled from the calculated angular neutron flux
spectra. Upon performing MC neutron transport calculations, the original information on
the neutron source is preserved within neutron spectra, more specifically the spectrum’s
DD neutron peak, as detected with modelled neutron diagnostics. In the following analysis
the difference between anisotropic (PLANET) and isotropic (generic, described in Section
3.3) source properties is used to characterize the neutron spectra calculated with various
detectors in the tokamak neutronics model, and used as a tool for indirect verification of
the developed source generator.
In the neutron transport calculations the total neutron source, i.e. combined thermal,
BT and BB components, is used as reference (top right panel of Figure 5.6). Sources for
individual fusion neutron components were generated and applied as well, meaning that
the neutron source position was sampled on the basis of neutron emissivity profiles for
each individual fusion type (Figure 5.7) and the emission vectors and energy determined
through the separation of the angular neutron flux into spectral components (right panel
of Figure 6.3). Separate Monte Carlo neutron transport calculations were ran for each
fusion source type to study the composition of the total spectra detected at monitor po-
sitions. Because the computed MC neutron energy spectra are normalised per source
neutron one needs to additionally weight the results by the total number of neutrons
emitted due to each fusion type. The individual thermal, BB and BT fusion contributions
were determined by analysing the TRANSP total neutron emission calculations for dis-
charge 92436 presented in Figure 5.4. Ratios of neutron rates contributed by individual
components Ii , with respect to the total neutron emission Itot , were averaged over the
[48.5 s, 49.0 s] time interval, to obtain: IT her mal = 0.26, IBT = 0.69 and IBB = 0.05.
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Figure 8.1 Sampled neutron source birth positions based on the total neutron emissivity
profile for discharge 92436, together with a zoom-in of the area between the magnetic axis
and the outboard plasma boundary. The schematics illustrate the plasma poloidal and
radial zones model, which is mirrored in the calculated neutron source.
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8.2 Neutron detector response analysis
In the first step the neutron spectrum of the neutron source, integrated over the whole
plasma volume (Figures 3.10 and 3.9), was calculated. In order to obtain only the uncol-
lided source spectrum, i.e. energies of neutrons before they undergo interaction with the
tokamak structure, the materials of the Monte Carlo tokamak model were rendered void.
The spectra are shown in Figure 8.2. For comparison the purely thermal component of the
realistic 92436 discharge and the generic source spectrum are plotted as well – it can be
seen that the total PLANET source spectrum is significantly broadened, a consequence of
the up- and down-shifted neutron energies of beam induced fusion, displaying a thermal
peak characteristic at 2.45 MeV. The thermal component of the neutron source follows a
Maxwellian distribution at ion temperatures of around 6.5 keV (assuming Ti ≈ Te). The
generic source exhibits the same distribution yet higher dispersion due to the source
model being based on a higher plasma temperature of around 10 keV.
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Figure 8.2 Calculated uncollided normalized (total max.) neutron spectrum averaged over
the whole plasma volume. A comparison between the PLANET total and thermal spectral
components (NBI-only discharge 92436) as well as the spectrum from the generic source
model is made.
In the next step the neutron sources were applied to a material-filled simple tokamak
model in order to analyse the response of virtual neutron detectors, which enables a
comparison of the generic and PLANET sources, and shows the effects of source model
improvement. Neutron spectra at the positions of the activation system (AS) and ports
were computed, with the results displayed in Figure 8.3. In the computational model the
activation detector is located just above the plasma volume, behind the first wall of the
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simplified tokamak model, which is mainly composed of carbon. Due to the fact that
the detector is located inside the vessel, a large fraction of the neutrons is expected to be
thermalized, i.e. having already undergone significant slowing-down through scattering
interactions with the tokamak walls, decreasing the relative height of the DD peak. The
latter can be observed on the left graph of Figure 8.3, where a broad total spectrum peak is
recorded – anisotropic properties of the peak are seen, originating from the NBI induced
BT spectral component. A larger fraction of neutrons at lower energy of the BT peak can
be seen, a combination of slight neutron thermalization effects and a ∼ 5 % anisotropy,
oriented towards lower energies, recorded in the calculated angular spectrum distribution
(left panel of Figure 6.3). The dip in the spectrum at around 2.1 MeV appears due to the
presence of a resonance in the carbon elastic scattering cross section. In contrast, the DD
peak of the spectrum computed at the ports is higher relative to the thermalized part, i.e.
energies lower than∼ 2 MeV, and exhibits distinct structural characteristics. The tokamak’s
openings, having a height of approximately 1 m and width of 0.4 m (Figure 3.10), enable
the neutrons born in a relatively sizeable plasma volume to escape the vacuum vessel
through the ports without interaction. Furthermore a large fraction of these neutrons
will be emitted at toroidal angles close to 90o , resulting in a double-humped structure of
the BT component. The several percent angular anisotropy can again be seen in the BT
spectrum, in contrast with the thermal part that is isotropic.
Due to a broad line of sight, both the activation system and port monitors record
neutrons emitted at virtually all toroidal angles θ (Figure 7.10), perpendicularly as well as
parallel to the magnetic field. In order to check for the correlation between the direction of
the neutron emission vector and its energy, as demonstrated in Figure 6.3, the port monitor
detectors were employed. These do not have an equivalent at JET and are modelled purely
for verification purposes. As shown in schematics in Figures 8.4 and 8.5 the monitors were
positioned in such a way, that their uncollided neutron line of sight was oriented either
towards (red, PM-H) or away (blue, PM-C) from the movement of plasma ions (parallel to
the magnetic field Bt ). In Figure 8.4 the spectrum computed in the detector looking in
the same direction as the magnetic field is shown, exhibiting the bi-Maxwellian structure
with a thermal peak and an emphasized lower energy BT component. In comparison the
DD peak in the anti-parallel B-field oriented port monitor, plotted in Figure 8.5, is clearly
shifted towards higher energies, as a result of detecting a larger fraction of uncollided
forward-oriented neutrons with Doppler up-shifted energies. The source anisotropy can
also be noted in the Doppler shift of the smaller BB spectrum component detected at the
port monitors. In contrast the monitors detect the thermal part to be isotropic.
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Figure 8.3 Top: Calculated neutron flux spectrum at the activation system detector. Bottom:
Calculated neutron flux spectrum at the tokamak ports. Both spectra are divided into
weighted thermal, BT and BB contributions. The dotted lines represent the 2.45 MeV DD
neutron energy.
Fission chambers were the outermost detector implemented into the computational
Monte Carlo model of the JET-like tokamak. Being ex-vessel monitors, the largest contribu-
tion to their response is expected to come from neutrons escaping the vessel through the
ports [19]. In order to check for possible anisotropy effects, the spectra at two detectors,
positioned at an approximately 15o angle with respect to the horizontal tokamak axis, were
calculated, their position shown in the schematic in Figure 8.6. The DD peaks exhibit a less
defined structure compared to the detectors located closer to the plasma source, a conse-
quence of a lower probability of uncollided neutrons reaching the detector, yet the effect
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Figure 8.4 Top: Schematic of a tokamak quadrant, displaying the positioning of the port
monitor detectors. The line of sight of the monitor oriented in the same direction as Bt
is shown (PM-C). Bottom: Calculated neutron flux spectrum at the PM-C port monitor.
The spectrum is divided into weighted thermal, BT and BB contributions. The dotted line
represents the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
of the chamber positioning with respect to the direction of the ion movement can still be
seen. It is important to note that although the fission chambers are located relatively close
to the lateral ports (2,3 in surrounding octants) the majority of the neutrons interacting
with the detector come through the primary port (1). Therefore the FC-C chamber can still
be considered as the one primarily detecting neutrons emitted with Doppler down-shifted
energies and the FC-H chamber detecting neutrons with spectra shifted to higher energies.
The effect can be seen in both BT and BB spectrum components.
A comparison between the DD spectra peaks as computed with the developed PLANET
and the generic source for the port monitor and fission chamber detectors is shown in
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Figure 8.5 Top: Schematic of a tokamak quadrant, displaying the positioning of the port
monitor detectors. The line of sight of the monitor oriented in the opposite direction as
Bt is shown (PM-H). Bottom: Calculated neutron spectrum at the PM-H port monitor.
The spectrum is divided into weighted thermal, BT and BB contributions. The dotted line
represents the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
Figure 8.7. In both graphs the spectrum broadness, resulting from the externally heated
PLANET plasma source model, is evident, the neutron energies extending up to 3 MeV,
with a visible anisotropy shift depending on the detector position with respect to the
orientation of the tokamak’s toroidal magnetic field. The difference can also be seen in the
ratios between the developed and generic source spectra, in all detectors peaking at the
lower energy broadened part and achieving values of more than 10 at neutron energies
above 2.75 MeV. On the other hand the spectra computed with the generic source exhibit
complete isotropic properties following a Maxwellian distribution – characteristics which
can be reproduced with the thermal component of the developed source model, yet
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lacking the crucial information on the plasma state that neutrons carry in a realistic source
description.
To assess the qualitative impact of the developed plasma neutron source model on the
computed detector response and compare it to the generic model, the integral response
of the implemented activation system and fission chambers was studied. The integral re-
sponse of the neutron detectors was evaluated by convoluting either the fission chambers
response function (Figure 3.4) or the cross section for the inelastic scattering reaction on
indium (reference activation reaction for D plasmas with low uncertainty in cross sections
– Figure 3.5) with the calculated neutron spectra, shown in Figure 8.8. The latter exhibit a
distinct DD peak, continued by slowed-down neutrons in the epithermal resonance region,
with energies between 1 MeV and 1 eV, finishing with a thermalized neutron population at
0.025 eV (components at room temperature). The highest neutron spectrum values were
computed at the activation system location within the vacuum vessel, decreasing towards
the outermost fission chamber position. A comparison with the fission chamber spectrum
calculated using the generic source shows, that there are no large differences between the
two – albeit the neutrons are born with a significantly broader energy distribution in the
developed source, the numerous interactions of neutrons with the tokamak structures
average out the initial differences over the energy spectrum. Indeed if a comparison of
the calculated synthetic neutron diagnostics response between the PLANET (total and
thermal component) and generic neutron source is made, the relative differences obtained
are of the order of 1 %. In Table 8.1 the analyses for individual detectors are presented,
where it can be seen that the discrepancies between the responses computed with the
developed and the generic source are lower than 1 % for the in-vessel activation positions.
The fission chambers record a larger change which reach a maximum value of around 2 %
in the case of a purely thermal plasma source.
The neutron flux field was computed for both the PLANET and generic sources, based
on a mesh superimposed over the whole geometry of the simple tokamak model, with
a resolution of approximately 20 cm by 20 cm in the x- and y-axis and 25 cm in the
vertical z-axis direction. The ratio between the developed and generic neutron source
(PLANET/generic) was computed at the tokamak mid-plain, i.e. centre height of the
tokamak’s ports, and is displayed in Figure 8.9. Within the vacuum vessel, denoted with a
green line, one can observe the difference in the neutron field due to the neutron source.
There is a clear discrepancy in the central part, where the generic source exhibits higher
neutron flux values, a consequence of the fact that the latter is more peaked, seen in Figure
3.16, compared to the reference 92436 case in Figure 5.6. The differences in the central
part reach average values of up to 5 %, while the PLANET source produces larger neutron
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Table 8.1 Comparison of detector response calculated with the PLANET and generic
neutron sources for the activation system (Indium activation – reactions per second per
atom) and fission chambers (counts per second) with 1 σ statistical uncertainties. The
PLANET calculations are additionally divided into a total and purely thermal plasma
source. The relative difference is obtained as PLANET/Generic-1.
Detector PLANET Generic Rel. diff. [%]
AS Total: (5.846 ± 0.002)·10−6
(5.846 ± 0.002)·10−6 Total: 0.0
[atom−1s−1] Thermal: (5.819 ± 0.003)·10−6 Thermal: -0.5 ± 0.1
FC-C Total: (7.300 ± 0.009)·10−9
(7.23 ± 0.01)·10−9 Total: 1.0 ± 0.3
[s−1] Thermal: (7.39 ± 0.01)·10−9 Thermal: 2.1 ± 0.3
FC-H Total: (7.277 ± 0.009)·10−9
(7.22 ± 0.01)·10−9 Total: 0.7 ± 0.3
[s−1] Thermal: (7.39 ± 0.01)·10−9 Thermal: 2.2 ± 0.3
flux values in the vicinity of the plasma core region, with up to 3 % higher values – the
developed neutron source is thus more spread, which results also in the average neutron
flux values behind the port openings to be slightly lower than those in the generic case,
forming clear ’streaming’ structures in the graph. The differences in the neutron field
behind the ports are of values of up to 4 %. The bottom panel of Figure 8.9 shows the
uncertainty of the computed flux field ratio, where it can be seen that the highest values
reached are approximately 1.1 %. At the edges of the map the tokamak hall walls are
located, which are hardly penetrated by neutrons and thus have a high flux uncertainty.
8.3 Discussion
Employing various types of spectral and flux monitors in a simplified JET-like tokamak
neutronics model, plasma physics characteristics, e.g. source anisotropy and spectral
broadening, were computed and analysed, thus enabling an indirect validation of the
developed methodology. It has been demonstrated that, achieving sufficient computa-
tional accuracy through high-fidelity calculations, it is possible to detect source anisotropy
effects through the analysis of the DD peak – not only inside the tokamak vessel but also
in remote ex-vessel fission chambers. The computed spectra exhibit peak characteristics
similar to those measured experimentally at JET in NBI and ICRH heated plasma with the
TOFOR spectrometer [14, 139]. A comparison with the generic source shows that due to
its isotropic nature, the anisotropy effects are completely omitted, resulting in a narrower,
Maxwellian DD peak. Moreover it has been demonstrated that valuable information on
the plasma state can be implemented into the neutron source description and transported
throughout the tokamak’s vacuum vessel to ex-vessel detectors. Although studies show
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that the effect of improving the neutron source on the integral detector response is rela-
tively low, of the order of 1 %, the differences in the computed fusion spectrum peak are
measurable in a real experimental scenario [140], serving as a benchmark for validating
the plasma neutron source modelling methodology. In the section the realistic neutron
source is applied to a full-scale, yet simplified tokamak model, which means that the
conclusions drawn concern solely the physics behind the plasma source and a qualitative
estimation of the neutron diagnostic systems response.
In the next section the evaluation of the neutron detector response with PLANET
sources applied to a detailed JET Monte Carlo neutron transport model, which serves
as a reference for calculations in support of the JET neutron calibration procedure [27],
will be presented. Based on the results obtained with the simplified model, we predict
that a difference between the developed and generic source will be detected in diagnostic
systems that measure the fusion peak, e.g. by measuring the activation of foils with
materials of appropriate threshold reactions, such as 27Al(n, p)27Mg and 56Fe(n, p)56Mn,
or by evaluating the neutron spectrometers response. The presented JET discharge was
simulated to be an NBI-only scenario, while in the next section the ICRH heating will
be included as well, studying the heating systems synergy effects, i.e. additional ICRH
induced broadening of the neutron spectrum because of a fast ion tail and the vertical
spread of the emissivity profile close to the RF resonance layer.
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Figure 8.6 Left: Calculated neutron spectrum at the FC-C fission chamber. Right: Cal-
culated neutron spectrum at the PM-H fission chamber. Both spectra are divided into
weighted thermal, BT and BB contributions. The dotted lines represent the 2.45 MeV DD
neutron energy. Bottom: Schematic of a tokamak quadrant, displaying the positioning of
the fission chamber detectors with primary (blue, red arrow) and secondary (grey arrow)
neutron pathways through adjacent ports.
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Figure 8.7 Top: Calculated neutron spectra at the port monitors using the PLANET and
generic neutron sources. Bottom: Calculated neutron spectra in the fission chambers
using the PLANET and generic neutron sources. The ratio between the calculated PLANET
and generic neutron sources is shown. The spectral broadening and anisotropy effects of
the developed, in contrast with the isotropic generic source, can be observed. The error
bars represent 1 σ statistical uncertainty, arising from MC calculations.
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Figure 8.8 Calculated lethargy neutron flux spectra at AS and FC detector locations. A
comparison between the PLANET and generic neutron source for FC is shown.
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Figure 8.9 Top: Ratio of the neutron flux fields calculated for the PLANET and generic
neutron sources (PLANET/generic) in the simple JET-like model, computed at tokamak
mid-plain for JET discharge 92436. Superimposed is the outline of the tokamak structures,
with the vacuum vessel limits dented with a green line. Bottom: Uncertainty of the neutron
flux field ratio in percent. The flux uncertainty at the edges of the torus hall (denoted dark
blue) is high and mostly reaches values of 100 %.
Chapter 9
Application of the PLANET neutron
source to JET
Verifying the developed methodology and the operation of the PLANET plasma neutron
source subroutine, the realistic neutron sources were applied to the detailed JET MC
computational model, described in Section 3.2. The latter serves as the reference model
for neutronics studies at JET, including the neutronics analyses connected to neutron
diagnostics response, neutron and gamma ray field studies and support of the neutron
yield monitor calibration procedure [27]. The aim of the chapter is to present the analysis
of the response of two main neutron measurement systems installed at JET, i.e. KN1
and KN2 described in detail in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, to three different plasma sources –
generic and two PLANET neutron sources, namely the 92436 reference case, employing
only NBI heating (Section 5.1.1), and the heating synergy scenario, employing both NBI
and ICRH systems (Section 5.1.2). The analysis is divided into two parts – in the first the
integral detector response is studied, comprising the response of five fission chambers
positioned on the outside of the tokamak vessel denoted in Figure 3.11, while the second
part describes the neutron spectra characteristics as detected at KN1 and KN2 activation
system positions, presented in Figure 3.12.
9.1 Integral neutron diagnostics response
For each of the five ex-vessel fission chambers, the three chambers utilized for total neu-
tron emission measurements denoted KN1-O8 (located in JET octant 8), KN1-O2 (located
in JET octant 2) and KN1-O6 (located in JET octant 6), and two additional chambers
located approximately twice as far from the tokamak vessel denoted KN1-O6a and KN1-
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O6b (located in JET octant 6), the response was determined through convoluting the
computed neutron flux spectrum in the chambers with the measured response function
shown in Figure 3.4. The KN2 system integral response was not weighted and represents
the computed neutron flux averaged over the volume of the irradiation rabbit. All of
the calculations were weighted by the neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1,
obtained through the averaging of the KN1 total neutron rate measurement over the 0.5 s
analysis interval (Figure 5.4), to convert raw MC results, normalized to a source neutron,
to realistic values. The comparison of the integral neutron diagnostics response to the
different plasma neutron sources is shown in Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using three different sources — generic
and PLANET generated NBI and NBI+ICRH. The KN1 and KN2 responses are multiplied by the neutron source strength of 2.21·1016
neutrons s−1. The relative differences are calculated as (PLANET/Generic-1).
Detector Generic PLANET NBI/Generic PLANET (NBI+ICRH)/
NBI-only [%] NBI+ICRH Generic [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.01 7.60 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.4 7.61 ± 0.02 0.2 ± 0.4
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.229 ± 0.008 3.26 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.6 3.26 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 8.00 ± 0.01 7.98 ± 0.02 -0.2 ± 0.4 7.98 ± 0.02 -0.2 ± 0.4
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.22 ± 0.01 3.16 ± 0.02 -2 ± 1 3.21 ± 0.02 0 ± 1
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.94 ± 0.01 2.91 ± 0.02 -1 ± 1 2.89 ± 0.02 -2 ± 1
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.116 ± 0.002 1.111 ± 0.003 -0.4 ± 0.4 1.118 ± 0.003 0.2 ± 0.4
[cm−2s−1]
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The results in Table 9.1 show that the computed KN1 response is consistent for all
three chambers positions, with the improvement in the neutron source model yielding
relatively small differences in comparison with the generic source. The relative differences
between the PLANET and generic source for chambers KN1-O8 and O6 are within the
MC statistical uncertainty, while the KN1-O2 chambers records a slight increase in the
recorded response. The response of the additional chambers in octant 6 shows a larger
deviation from the generic source, reaching values of around 2 %. A similar result is
obtained when calculating the total neutron flux at the position of the KN2 activation
system, with the calculated values agreeing within computational uncertainties. It follows
that the neutron spectrum, calculated at the fission chamber location, barely changes
between the neutron sources, an effect that has been seen when the developed source
was applied to the simplified JET-like model as well (Figure 8.8). Indeed the analysis of
the neutron spectra, shown in Figure 9.1 for the generic source and in Figure 9.2 for the
NBI-only PLANET source (the NBI+ICRH spectrum matches within statistical uncertainty
except for the DD peak region) exhibit only small differences of the order of statistical
uncertainties.
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Figure 9.1 Calculated lethargy neutron flux spectra at KN1 and KN2 detector locations in
the detailed JET model with the generic neutron source.
The computed spectra show that, due to the fact that the source neutrons undergo
numerous collisions before contributing to the detector’s response, the differences in
the original fusion neutron spectra (DD as well as DT) are not expressed in the integral
response. Yet another neutronics characteristic contributing to the integral response,
besides the spectrum energy dependency, is the neutron flux amplitude. The neutron
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Figure 9.2 Calculated lethargy neutron flux spectra at KN1 and KN2 detector locations in
the detailed JET model with the 92436 NBI-only PLANET neutron source.
flux field was computed for both PLANET and the generic source, based on a mesh
superimposed over the whole geometry of the detailed tokamak model, with a resolution of
approximately 20 cm by 20 cm in the x- and y-axis and 25 cm in the vertical z-axis direction.
The ratio between the developed and generic neutron sources (PLANET/generic) was
calculated at the tokamak mid-plane and is shown in Figure 9.3 for the NBI-only case and
in Figure 9.4 for the NBI+ICRH scenario. Focusing on the in-vessel zone, one can observe
that the generic neutron source has an approximately 5 % higher flux value compared to
the PLANET neutron sources at the core region (also shown the simple model in Figure
8.9), which is because the generic emissivity profile is more peaked (comparison of Figures
3.16, 5.6 and 5.14). It can be seen that the neutron flux difference in the core region of the
NBI-only case is is slightly larger, which arises because the NBI+ICRH emissivity profile
is more peaked – a consequence of the synergy effects of the RF resonant layer centred
at the plasma core. Both PLANET sources being relatively more spread compared to
the generic, the neutron flux is higher on the tokamak’s outboard and inboard side for
approximately 3 %. Two distinct structures can be seen in the flux map, streaming-like
patterns originating from the northern and southern tokamak ports. These pathways of
neutrons, where the neutron flux borne by the generic source is up to 4 % higher, occur
again because the generic source is more centred, acting point source-wise, while the
probability for the neutrons, created by the PLANET sources which are more spread within
the vessel, escaping the vessel through the openings is several percent lower. It should
be stressed that these differences are not large, having average values of approximately ±
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2 %, consistent with the finding in Table 9.1. Areas where the differences are highest, i.e.
the tokamak hall walls, the NBI injection systems (octants 4 and 8) and transformer limbs,
are positions where high neutron absorption occurs and thus the MC computational
statistical uncertainty is large.
Figure 9.3 Ratio of the neutron flux fields calculated for the NBI-only PLANET and generic
neutron sources (PLANET/generic) in the detailed JET model, computed at tokamak
mid-plain for JET discharge 92436. Superimposed is the outline of the tokamak structures,
with the vacuum vessel limits dented with a green line.
9.2 Neutron spectra calculations
While changes in the plasma neutron source have no significant effect on the integral
detector response, major differences can be observed when analysing the DD peak region
of the computed spectrum between different sources. Let us first analyse the spectrum
in the vicinity of 2.45 MeV, calculated at the KN1 fission chambers positions. Figure
9.5 displays a comparison between the spectrum at the KN1-O8 chamber, positioned
closest to the plasma source of all five KN1s, next to an irradiation duct, calculated with
the generic and the NBI-only realistic source. Additionally the PLANET source neutron
transport computations were ran for individual fusion type components, i.e. thermal,
BT and BB, to reconstruct the total spectrum shape. It can be seen that the realistic
spectrum is broader compared to the generic one, extending up to energies of 3 MeV. The
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Figure 9.4 Top: Ratio of the neutron flux fields calculated for the NBI+ICRH PLANET
and generic neutron sources (PLANET/generic) in the detailed JET model, computed at
tokamak mid-plain for JET discharge 92436. Superimposed is the outline of the tokamak
structures, with the vacuum vessel limits dented with a green line. Bottom: Zoom-in of
the top neutron flux field ratio showing only the vacuum vessel.
majority of the total neutron spectrum comes from neutrons born through beam-thermal
fusion exhibiting a shallow double-humped structure, while the thermal part is centred
around 2.45 MeV in a Maxwellian fashion. The latter has a similar shape to that of the
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generic source, also mimicking thermal plasma but at several keV higher temperature.
The spectrum also exhibits an incline towards higher neutron energies (BT and BB part),
which implies on the fact that a slightly higher fraction of forward emitted uncollided
plasma neutrons will reach the detector. If the JET model schematic in Figure 3.11 is
studied, one indeed observes that the KN1-O8 chamber is positioned in such a way that it
primarily detects uncollided neutrons emitted in a forward plasma direction, i.e. parallel
to the toroidal magnetic field pointing in a clock-wise direction in JET. In Figure 9.6 the
calculated neutron spectra at the KN1-O2 and KN1-O6 are plotted. It can be seen that the
lowest number of neutrons recorded in all three fission chambers is the KN1-O2, which
is the most shielded, i.e. both ports in the vicinity are filled with either the ITER-like
antenna or the LHCD system, resulting in the neutron peak to be more thermalized and
less defined compared to the other two fission chambers. On the other hand the spectrum
detected at KN1-O6 is of similar intensity than the KN1-O8 one, since the nearest port
is not filled with diagnostics, with one intriguing difference – the peak location. If the
KN1-O8 spectrum was peaked at energies above 2.45 MeV, the KN1-O6 peak is located at
energies lower than 2.45 MeV, which can be explained by the fact that the fission chamber
is located on the opposite transformer limb relative to the port opening compared to
KN1-O8, detecting primarily uncollided neutron emitted in the direction opposite of the
toroidal magnetic field, which were shown to be Doppler shifted to lower energies.
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Figure 9.5 Calculated neutron spectrum at the KN1-O8 position with the generic and
NBI-only neutron sources. The spectrum is divided into weighted thermal, BT and BB
contributions. The dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
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Figure 9.6 Calculated neutron spectrum at the KN1-O2 and KN1-O6 positions with the
generic and NBI-only neutron sources. The dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV DD
neutron energy.
The calculations of neutron spectra at KN1 positions, performed with the 92436
NBI+ICRH plasma discharge neutron source, show similar characteristics and are plotted
in Figure 9.7. The major difference is the fact that due to the synergy effects of heating
system coupling a population of highly energetic fast ions is induced in the plasma, shown
in Figure 5.11, which are also highly reactive. As a consequence an additional broadening
of the neutron spectrum occurs, i.e. neutrons with energies up to approximately 3.25
MeV are produced. Again the dependency of the spectrum peak energy on the detector
location can be observed, based on the most likely direction uncollided neutrons will be
emitted from the plasma and reach the fission chamber.
In the second part the neutron spectrum in the DD peak region of the KN2 activation
system is analysed. The spectra are averaged over the whole irradiation rabbit volume, a
schematic of which is shown in Figure 3.12, and do not include the effects of activation
sample self-shielding. A comparison between the KN2 neutron spectrum computed with
the generic and NBI-only realistic neutron source, together with a fusion type component
analysis, is plotted in Figure 9.8. Compared to KN1 results, the KN2 spectrum is more
clearly centred around 2.45 MeV, although the BT component peaks at energies lower
than the DD reference. While in the case of KN1 the reason has been found to be the
positioning of the chambers relative to the toroidal magnetic field orientation, in this case
the BT spectrum is tilted due to the fact that the angular probability for neutron emission
is peak towards emission in the backward direction, relative to the B-field direction, which
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Figure 9.7 Calculated neutron spectrum at the KN1-O8, KN1-O2 and KN1-O6 positions
with the generic and NBI+ICRH neutron sources. The dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV
DD neutron energy.
is shown in Figure 7.5. KN2 is positioned in the vicinity of the plasma boundary and thus
in average detects uncollided neutrons emitted throughout the whole source spectrum.
Plotting the spectrum computed with the NBI+ICRH source plasma in Figure 9.9, one
can see that the largest difference between the generic and both realistic cases is the
broadening of the spectrum towards higher neutron energies.
 BB
 Generic
KN2
Figure 9.8 Calculated neutron spectrum at the KN2 irradiation position with the generic
and NBI-only neutron sources. The spectrum is divided into weighted thermal, BT and
BB contributions. The dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
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Figure 9.9 Calculated neutron spectrum at the KN2 irradiation position with the generic
and NBI+ICRH neutron sources. The dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV DD neutron
energy.
The response of the KN2 system was determined through convoluting the computed
neutron spectra with the cross sections for standard fusion activation reactions, detailed
in Table 3.2, with the results presented in Table 9.2. The cross section data was taken from
the IRDFF [102] nuclear data library. The neutron spectra calculated at the KN2 position
together with cross sections for three relevant activation reactions – 115In(n,n’)115mIn,
27Al(n,p)27Mg and 56Fe(n,p)56Mn, are displayed in Figure 9.10.
Table 9.2 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic KN2 activation
system response using three different sources – generic and PLANET generated NBI
and NBI+ICRH. The KN2 responses are multiplied by the neutron source strength of
2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 and are in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1]. The relative differences
are calculated as (PLANET/Generic-1).
Detector Generic PLANET NBI/Generic PLANET (NBI+ICRH)/
NBI-only [%] NBI+ICRH Generic [%]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.67 ± 0.01 3.62 ± 0.02 -1.3 ± 0.8 3.69 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 0.8
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.10 ± 0.01 1.89 ± 0.03 71 ± 2 2.38 ± 0.05 116 ± 3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe Below (3 ± 2)·10−7 / (2.5 ± 0.2)·10−4 /
[g−1s−1] threshold
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The case of the inelastic scattering reaction on indium yielded a -1.3 % (NBI) and 0.5
% (NBI+ICRH) difference compared to the generic source – with the relative difference
between the reaction rate for the two plasma heating scenarios reaching 2 %. Based on
the cross section for inelastic scattering on indium shown in the top panel of Figure 9.10
one would expect for the difference between the improved and simplified sources to be
larger, especially due to indium’s relatively high cross section in the 3 MeV region. Yet
the majority of indium activation clearly comes from the peak DD peak region, where
the generic source reaches higher values compared to PLANET sources, and although
the generic spectrum drops to zero well before 3 MeV, there is a decrease of one order of
magnitude in the realistic spectra as well – minimizing the effect of the extension of spectra
to higher energies. This is an indication that the choice of 115In(n,n’)115mIn reaction for
fusion power measurements was well though out and appropriate [100]. On the other
hand, the two (n,p) reactions on aluminium and iron, with reaction thresholds at energies
just above the DD peak as shown in Figure 9.10, were found to be relatively sensitive to
differences in the neutron source spectra. The activation response was computed to be
larger for up to 116 % in the case of 27Al and the presence of the high neutron energy ICRH
tail. In the case of 56Fe the thermal spectrum of the generic model was below the reaction
threshold, yielding no response, while the calculated reaction rates grew for three orders
of magnitude when applying the NBI and NBI+ICRH plasma scenario sources.
9.3 Detector response in purely thermal or BT plasma
The realistic integral and activation response of the KN1 and KN2 neutron diagnostics
at JET has been described, using the simplified generic source and two of the developed
PLANET neutron sources for the reference 92436 discharge case, using either NBI-only or
NBI+ICRH heating. In the realistic cases the neutron emission from the plasma is com-
posed of fusion contributions from thermal, BT (comprising either solely beam effects or
the synergy NBI-RF heating effects) and BB reaction types. It has been shown that the ther-
mal and BT components exhibit neutron emission characteristics which are interesting
from the point of view of diagnostics analysis. To elaborate, the thermal neutron emissivity
profile is centred around the magnetic axis, while the BT component is more spread and
shifted towards the outboard side, partially decoupled from the toroidal magnetic flux
surfaces (evident from Figure 5.7). The thermal neutron emission is additionally isotropic
and Maxwellian, while the BT neutrons are emitted anisotropically with the spectral shape
governed by Doppler shift effects. Based on these differences, MC calculations using
plasmas with source neutron exhibiting purely thermal or BT characteristics have been
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Figure 9.10 Top: Calculated neutron spectrum at the KN2 irradiation position with the
generic, NBI-only and NBI+ICRH neutron sources together with the 115In(n,n’)115mIn
reaction cross section. Bottom: Calculated neutron spectrum at the KN2 irradiation
position with the generic, NBI-only and NBI+ICRH neutron sources together with the
27Al(n,p)27Mg and 56Fe(n,p)56Mn reaction cross sections.
performed (NBI-only scenario), in order to determine KN1 and KN2 responses in these
extreme, theoretical plasma scenarios. The calculated responses are presented in Table
9.3.
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Table 9.3 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using three different sources – generic
and PLANET generated purely thermal and BT plasmas (92436 NBI-only scenario). The KN1 and KN2 responses are multiplied by
the neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 with the activation results in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1]. The relative
differences are calculated as (PLANET/Generic-1).
Detector Generic PLANET BT/Generic PLANET TH/Generic
BT [%] Thermal [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.01 7.56 ± 0.02 -0.4 ± 0.4 7.73 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.4
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.229 ± 0.008 3.23 ± 0.01 0.3 ± 0.6 3.27 ± 0.01 1.2 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 8.00 ± 0.01 7.97 ± 0.02 -0.3 ± 0.4 8.08 ± 0.02 1.1 ± 0.4
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.22 ± 0.01 3.15 ± 0.02 -2.4 ± 1.1 3.23 ± 0.02 0 ± 1
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.94 ± 0.01 2.87 ± 0.02 -2.5 ± 1.1 2.96 ± 0.02 1 ± 1
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.116 ± 0.002 1.114 ± 0.003 -0.1 ± 0.4 1.107 ± 0.003 -0.8 ± 0.4
[cm−2s−1]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.67 ± 0.01 3.70 ± 0.02 0.8 ± 0.8 3.56 ± 0.02 -3.1 ± 0.8
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.10 ± 0.01 2.29 ± 0.03 108 ± 2 7.72 ± 0.09 -30 ± 2
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe Below (6 ± 3)·10−7 / Below /
[g−1s−1] threshold threshold
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Based on the presented results one can conclude the following – the KN1 response
is largely insensitive to the major plasma emissivity shape and neutron spectra changes
between the three different neutron source types, with the largest discrepancies compared
to the generic source occurring at the KN1-O8 fission chamber for the purely thermal
source of around 2 %, and approximately 2.5 % for the additional octant 6 detectors. More
response sensitivity can be observed when computing the activation of materials in KN2.
The computed activity of indium-115 shows that the purely thermal plasma, due to the
fact that its Maxwellian spectrum is narrower compared to the generic one because of the
lower ion temperature, yield a 3 % lower value, while the broadness of the BT spectrum
results in a 1 % increase. The activation reaction an aluminium is clearly dependent on the
high energy neutron spectrum part, with the computed reaction rates being 30 % lower in
the thermal plasma case and 110 % larger in the BT case, compared to the generic source.
Additionally the pure thermal plasma neutron energies fall short of the Fe-56 threshold,
the BT case being the only one inducing activity.
9.4 Discussion
In the chapter the developed PLANET neutron sources have been applied to the reference
MC neutron transport JET computational model and has been shown that by employing
state-of-the-art plasma and neutron modelling codes, it is possible to imprint fundamental
information on the plasma state unto source neutrons and transport the information
to neutron diagnostics systems. Computations show that the integral response of JET
ex-vessel KN1 fission chambers, used for absolute neutron yield measurements, is largely
insensitive to the variation of source neutron emissivity profiles, neutron spectra and
anisotropy. The comparison of neutron detector responses computed using the improved
source models, with the generic source model, confirmed the validity of the use of the
simplified, generic source model in MC neutron transport calculations in support of the
JET KN1 calibration [112, 27, 114]. A similar conclusion was made for the indium activation
calculations at the position of the KN2 detector. It should be stressed that relatively large
differences were observed in the analysis of the response of the KN2 activation system,
when convoluting the calculate spectra with reference reactions on aluminium and iron
– since KN2 measurements are used for detector cross-calibration further studies into
possible source effects will be conducted. Since the (n,p) reactions exhibit thresholds
at energies above the 2.45 MeV DD peak, activation measurements during steady-state
discharge operation could be used to assess the coupling of NBI-ICRH heating, which
results in the broadening of the spectra – the latter could be applicable during ITER D
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plasma experiments as well, where larger DD fusion neutron yields and NBI injection of
higher energy neutrals are planned.
Chapter 10
PLANET neutron source sensitivity
studies
In the previous two chapters the developed PLANET neutron sources were applied to the
simplified and detailed JET MC neutron transport computational model, upon which
the response of the KN1 and KN2 diagnostic systems was analysed and compared to
that obtained with the generic neutron source. This section is dedicated to studies of
the sensitivity of the neutron diagnostics response to the variations in the developed
neutron source, ranging from the resolution of the TRANSP irregular computational grid
to perturbation of neutron plasma parameters, with the support TRANSP and DRESS
calculations discussed in Sections 5.1.3 and 6.1, respectively. It is important to note that
in the study we wish to determine the sensitivity of detector response to changes in the
neutron source description characteristics only, therefore solely the basic neutron source
parameters, listed in Table 5.1, are perturbed. Although changes in plasma parameters
(experiment as well as TRANSP modelling) inevitably lead to differences in the total
neutron rate emission, e.g. neutron rate in 92436 is two orders of magnitude higher
than in 91256, the normalization factor of the MC results is kept fixed. This was done to
avoid inducing non-source related response effects and to check for relative diagnostics
response differences depending solely on source parameters.
In Table 10.1 the KN1 and KN2 response to variations in the number of TRANSP
computational grid’s radial zones NR and the use of alternative diagnostic input profiles
is presented. The reference case uses NBI-only heating and NR=40 zones (total of 3280
plasma zones). One can observe that the calculated relative differences in the diagnostics
response due to changes in the number of plasma zones (total of 860 and 1860 zones) are
relatively small and within the computational uncertainty, meaning that the resolution of
the plasma emissivity profile does not play a big role in the detector’s response. The latter
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is also confirmed by the fact that in the generic source model plasma is divided into 386
rectangular zones with the diagnostics response deviating by similar values than those
presented in Table 10.1. Similarly small changes are computed when switching the input
TRANSP profiles. A larger change is calculated for the aluminium 27Al(n,p)27Mg reaction,
which occurs due to changes in the spectra, induced by changes in the TRANSP input ion
temperature profiles.
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Table 10.1 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using four different sources – PLANET
generated 92436 reference and three neutron sources with perturbed input data. The KN1 and KN2 responses are multiplied by
the neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 with the activation results in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1]. The relative
differences are calculated as (Reference/Perturbed-1) and the uncertainties represent 1 σ statistical uncertainties.
Detector PLANET PLANET Rel. Diff. PLANET Rel. Diff. PLANET Rel. Diff.
Reference NR=20 [%] NR=30 [%] Profile [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.02 7.58 ± 0.02 -0.3 ± 0.5 7.60 ± 0.02 -0.2 ± 0.5 7.68 ± 0.03 1.0 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.26 ± 0.01 3.23 ± 0.01 -1.0 ± 0.7 3.25 ± 0.01 -0.3 ± 0.7 3.26 ± 0.02 -0.1 ± 0.9
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 7.98 ± 0.02 7.99 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.5 7.96 ± 0.02 -0.2 ± 0.5 7.98 ± 0.03 0.0 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.16 ± 0.02 3.16 ± 0.02 0 ± 1 3.16 ± 0.02 0 ± 1 3.20 ± 0.03 1.4 ± 1.7
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.91 ± 0.02 2.90 ± 0.02 -0.5 ± 1 2.87 ± 0.02 -1.5 ± 1 2.91 ± 0.03 0 ± 2
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.111 ± 0.003 1.115 ± 0.003 0.3 ± 0.4 1.123 ± 0.003 1.0 ± 0.5 1.110 ± 0.004 -0.1 ± 0.6
[cm−2s−1]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.62 ± 0.02 3.69 ± 0.02 1.7 ± 1.0 3.71 ± 0.02 2 ± 1 3.67 ± 0.03 1.2 ± 1.3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.89 ± 0.03 1.88 ± 0.03 0 ± 3 1.87 ± 0.03 -1 ± 3 1.49 ± 0.03 -21 ± 4
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe (3 ± 2)·10−7 (2 ± 1)·10−6 (700) (3 ± 2)·10−7 (0) (9 ± 9)·10−7 (200)
[g−1s−1]
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A variation in the number of DRESS toroidal angle spectrum bins was performed to
account for potential under-sampling of the source angular anisotropy properties. The
number of angle bins was varied from 5, 11, 15 to 25. The 15 angle resolution was taken as
default, therefore the relative diagnostics response was computed with respect to those
results. As can be seen from Table 10.2 the biggest differences compared to the reference
case can be seen in the case of 5 toroidal spectrum bins, which implies that the correct
description of the source angular anisotropy can affect the KN1 response for up to 2 %. The
computations performed with 11 and 25 angles display little deviation from the reference
case, within the MC statistical uncertainty. Based on the fact that the sensitivity of the
KN2 system to the variation in angle bin number is even lesser than that of KN1, one
can assume that the average computed plasma spectrum does not significantly change
between sources. Indeed the plot of the neutron spectra at the KN2 position for the four
different sources, shown in Figure 10.1, confirms the conclusion. Differences between the
spectra can be observed from energies higher than ∼ 2.8 MeV (red dashed line), where the
differences can be explained by relatively large statistical fluctuations.
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Figure 10.1 Calculated neutron spectra at the KN2 irradiation position in the detailed JET
model with varied number of DRESS toroidal angle bins. The dotted grey line represents
the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
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Table 10.2 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using four different sources – PLANET
generated neutron sources for discharge 92436 with varied number of DRESS toroidal angle bins. The KN1 and KN2 responses are
multiplied by the neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 with the activation results in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1].
The relative differences are calculated as (Reference/Perturbed-1) and the uncertainties represent 1 σ statistical uncertainties.
Detector PLANET PLANET Rel. Diff. PLANET Rel. Diff. PLANET Rel. Diff.
15 angles 5 angles [%] 11 angles [%] 25 angles [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.02 7.72 ± 0.03 1.8 ± 0.6 7.62 ± 0.03 0.4 ± 0.6 7.53 ± 0.03 -0.8 ± 0.7
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.25 ± 0.01 3.28 ± 0.02 1.0 ± 0.9 3.26 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 0.9 3.22 ± 0.02 -0.9 ± 0.9
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 7.96 ± 0.02 7.86 ± 0.03 -1.3 ± 0.6 8.00 ± 0.03 0.4 ± 0.6 8.01 ± 0.03 0.6 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.16 ± 0.02 3.09 ± 0.03 -2.3 ± 1.7 3.15 ± 0.03 -0.5 ± 1.6 3.17 ± 0.03 0 ± 2
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.87 ± 0.02 2.81 ± 0.03 -2.0 ± 1.8 2.87 ± 0.03 0 ± 2 2.91 ± 0.03 1.5 ± 1.8
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.123 ± 0.003 1.130 ± 0.004 0.7 ± 0.6 1.114 ± 0.004 -0.8 ± 0.6 1.123 ± 0.004 0.0 ± 0.6
[cm−2s−1]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.71 ± 0.02 3.73 ± 0.03 0 ± 1 3.72 ± 0.03 0.3 ± 1.3 3.74 ± 0.03 0.7 ± 1.3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.87 ± 0.03 1.82 ± 0.04 -3 ± 4 1.88 ± 0.04 1 ± 4 1.88 ± 0.03 1 ± 4
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe (3 ± 2)·10−7 (4 ± 4)·10−6 (0) (3 ± 2)·10−6 (700) (3 ± 3)·10−7 (0)
[g−1s−1]
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The comparison between neutron detector responses computed with the reference
PLANET source and the neutron sources resulting from plasma parameter perturbation
presented in Section 5.1.3 are presented in Tables 10.3 to 10.6. It can be seen that no
significant changes are recorded in the integral response of the KN1 fission chambers
between the different realistic sources, which can also be observed for the KN2 total flux
and the Indium activation calculations. The largest differences are computed for the case
of increase and decrease of the thermal ion temperature, which is expected due to the
effects on the neutron spectrum, demonstrated in Figure 6.5.
Larger differences can be observed when calculating the neutron detector response
with the plasma neutron source description based on the modelling data for the 91256
discharge, described in Sections 5.2.1 and 6. In Table 10.7 it can be seen that the computed
KN1 fission chamber responses are deviating for up to 4 % from the reference case. Since
the KN1 response is highly independent of the plasma spectrum, i.e. changes in the DD
peak region, one can conclude that the detected differences arise from changes in the
neutron emissivity profiles. These are significantly more centred and peaked in the case of
91256 (Figure 5.27), with the application of ICRH heating even point-like, compared to that
of 92436 (Figure 5.6). Significant differences can again be observed in the KN2 activation
calculations, which arise due to neutron spectrum characteristics of the modelled plasmas,
displayed in Figure 10.2. The indium activation in the case of 91256 is approximately
10 % lower, because the spectra are less peaked compared to 92436, where the inelastic
scattering cross section is the highest, a consequence of the low value of the thermal
plasma component. The activation on aluminium and iron due to the (n,p) reaction
for the reference and 91256 NBI-only cases matches within the uncertainty, due to the
fact that the spectra shapes are similar in the energy interval between 2.6 MeV and 3.0
MeV, where the cross sections start rising. Due to the extreme fast ion tail induced by the
three-ion ICRH heating scheme in the 91256 NBI+ICRH plasma scenario, the neutron
spectrum detected at KN2 is wide, broadened up to approximately 4 MeV, with only a
slight hint of the DD thermal peak. The activation on Al-27 and Fe-56 is thus very large
compared to the reference value, with an increase by a factor of 16 for aluminium and 107
for iron.
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Figure 10.2 Calculated neutron spectra at the KN2 irradiation position in the detailed
JET model with results from the modelling of discharge 91256, compared to the 92436
reference case. The dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
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Table 10.3 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using three different sources – PLANET
generated 92436 reference case and two with perturbed electron density. The KN1 and KN2 responses are multiplied by the
neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 with the activation results in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1]. The relative
differences are calculated as (Reference/Perturbed-1) and the uncertainties represent 1 σ statistical uncertainties.
Detector PLANET PLANET Rel. Diff. PLANET Rel. Diff.
reference ne -10 % [%] ne +10 % [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.02 7.56 ± 0.03 -0.4 ± 0.6 7.55 ± 0.03 -0.5 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.25 ± 0.01 3.21 ± 0.02 -1.2 ± 0.9 3.25 ± 0.02 0.0 ± 0.9
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 7.96 ± 0.02 8.01 ± 0.03 0.6 ± 0.6 8.04 ± 0.03 1.0 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.16 ± 0.02 3.18 ± 0.03 1 ± 2 3.24 ± 0.03 2.4 ± 1.7
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.87 ± 0.02 2.88 ± 0.03 1 ± 2 2.92 ± 0.03 1.7 ± 1.8
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.123 ± 0.003 1.120 ± 0.004 -0.2 ± 0.6 1.114 ± 0.004 -0.8 ± 0.6
[cm−2s−1]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.71 ± 0.02 3.67 ± 0.03 -1.1 ± 1.3 3.70 ± 0.03 -0.4 ± 1.3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.87 ± 0.03 1.91 ± 0.04 2 ± 4 1.77 ± 0.04 -5.3 ± 3.7
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe (3 ± 2)·10−7 (4 ± 4)·10−7 (0) (2 ± 2)·10−7 (0)
[g−1s−1]
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Table 10.4 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using three different sources – PLANET
generated 92436 reference case and two with perturbed electron temperature. The KN1 and KN2 responses are multiplied by
the neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 with the activation results in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1]. The relative
differences are calculated as (Reference/Perturbed-1) and the uncertainties represent 1 σ statistical uncertainties.
Detector PLANET PLANET Rel. Diff. PLANET Rel. Diff.
reference Te -5 % [%] Te +5 % [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.02 7.58 ± 0.03 -0.1 ± 0.7 7.61 ± 0.03 0.3 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.25 ± 0.01 3.25 ± 0.02 -0.1 ± 0.9 3.25 ± 0.02 -0.1 ± 0.9
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 7.96 ± 0.02 7.95 ± 0.03 -0.1 ± 0.6 8.01 ± 0.03 0.6 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.16 ± 0.02 3.15 ± 0.03 -0.5 ± 2 3.16 ± 0.03 0 ± 1.7
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.87 ± 0.02 2.85 ± 0.03 -0.7 ± 2 2.86 ± 0.03 -0.4 ± 1.8
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.123 ± 0.003 1.117 ± 0.004 -0.5 ± 0.6 1.120 ± 0.004 -0.2 ± 0.6
[cm−2s−1]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.71 ± 0.02 3.72 ± 0.03 0.4 ± 1.3 3.75 ± 0.03 1.2 ± 1.3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.87 ± 0.03 1.87 ± 0.04 0 ± 4 1.86 ± 0.04 0.2 ± 3.7
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe (3 ± 2)·10−7 (0) / (2 ± 1)·10−6 (400)
[g−1s−1]
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Table 10.5 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using three different sources – PLANET
generated 92436 reference case and two with perturbed ion temperature. The KN1 and KN2 responses are multiplied by the
neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 with the activation results in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1]. The relative
differences are calculated as (Reference/Perturbed-1) and the uncertainties represent 1 σ statistical uncertainties.
Detector PLANET PLANET Rel. Diff. PLANET Rel. Diff.
reference Ti -15 % [%] Ti +15 % [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.02 7.55 ± 0.03 -0.6 ± 0.7 7.62 ± 0.03 0.4 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.25 ± 0.01 3.24 ± 0.02 -0.2 ± 0.9 3.25 ± 0.02 -0.1 ± 0.9
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 7.96 ± 0.02 7.95 ± 0.03 -0.2 ± 0.6 8.06 ± 0.03 1.2 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.16 ± 0.02 3.23 ± 0.03 2.0 ± 1.7 3.23 ± 0.03 2.0 ± 1.7
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.87 ± 0.02 2.88 ± 0.03 0.0 ± 1.7 2.91 ± 0.03 1.4 ± 1.8
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.123 ± 0.003 1.123 ± 0.004 0.0 ± 0.6 1.112 ± 0.004 -1.0 ± 0.6
[cm−2s−1]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.71 ± 0.02 3.73 ± 0.03 0.5 ± 1.3 3.63 ± 0.03 -2.1 ± 1.3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.87 ± 0.03 1.94 ± 0.04 4 ± 4 1.72 ± 0.04 -8.0 ± 3.7
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe (3 ± 2)·10−7 (4 ± 2)·10−6 (1000) (4 ± 4)·10−6 (1000)
[g−1s−1]
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Table 10.6 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using three different sources – PLANET
generated 92436 reference case and two with perturbed effective ionic charge. The KN1 and KN2 responses are multiplied by
the neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 with the activation results in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1]. The relative
differences are calculated as (Reference/Perturbed-1) and the uncertainties represent 1 σ statistical uncertainties.
Detector PLANET PLANET Rel. Diff. PLANET Rel. Diff.
reference Zeff -0.1 [%] Zeff +0.2 % [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.02 7.57 ± 0.03 -0.2 ± 0.7 7.63 ± 0.03 0.5 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.25 ± 0.01 3.26 ± 0.02 0.2 ± 0.9 3.24 ± 0.02 -0.3 ± 0.9
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 7.96 ± 0.02 8.00 ± 0.03 0.5 ± 0.6 7.99 ± 0.03 0.4 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.16 ± 0.02 3.15 ± 0.03 -0.5 ± 1.7 3.15 ± 0.03 -0.4 ± 1.7
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.87 ± 0.02 2.85 ± 0.03 -0.5 ± 1.7 2.83 ± 0.03 -1.4 ± 1.8
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.123 ± 0.003 1.119 ± 0.004 -0.3 ± 0.6 1.116 ± 0.004 -0.6 ± 0.6
[cm−2s−1]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.71 ± 0.02 3.70 ± 0.03 -0.1 ± 1.3 3.73 ± 0.03 0.6 ± 1.3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.87 ± 0.03 1.89 ± 0.04 1 ± 4 1.87 ± 0.04 0.1 ± 3.7
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe (3 ± 2)·10−7 (2 ± 1)·10−6 (500) (1 ± 1)·10−6 (300)
[g−1s−1]
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Table 10.7 Comparison of MC neutron transport calculations of realistic detector response using three different sources – PLANET
generated 92436 reference case and NBI-only and NBI+ICRH cases for discharge 91256. The KN1 and KN2 responses are multiplied
by the neutron source strength of 2.21·1016 neutrons s−1 with the activation results in units of [reactions gram−1 s−1]. The relative
differences are calculated as (Discharge 92436/Discharge 91256-1) and the uncertainties represent 1 σ statistical uncertainties.
Detector 92436 91256 Rel. Diff. 91256 Rel. Diff.
reference NBI-only [%] NBI+ICRH [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.02 7.90 ± 0.03 4.1 ± 0.7 7.63 ± 0.03 0.5 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.25 ± 0.01 3.28 ± 0.02 1.0 ± 0.9 3.16 ± 0.02 -2.9 ± 0.9
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 7.96 ± 0.02 8.10 ± 0.03 1.8 ± 0.6 8.04 ± 0.03 1.0 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6a(·10−7) 3.16 ± 0.02 3.22 ± 0.03 1.7 ± 1.6 3.26 ± 0.03 2.6 ± 1.7
[s−1]
KN1-O6b(·10−7) 2.87 ± 0.02 2.93 ± 0.03 2.0 ± 1.8 2.98 ± 0.03 3.9 ± 1.8
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.123 ± 0.003 1.080 ± 0.004 -3.8 ± 0.6 1.083 ± 0.004 -3.6 ± 0.6
[cm−2s−1]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.71 ± 0.02 3.43 ± 0.03 -7.5 ± 1.3 3.29 ± 0.03 -11.4 ± 1.3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.87 ± 0.03 1.81 ± 0.04 -3 ± 4 33 ± 1 1650 ± 10
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe (3 ± 2)·10−7 (3 ± 3)·10−7 (0) 8 ± 2 (∼ 109)
[g−1s−1]
Chapter 11
Neutron source importance function
The major conclusion of the sensitivity study thus was that the KN1 and KN2 are largely
insensitive to changes in the plasma neutron source description, especially for those
connected to neutron emissivity profile changes. The computed deviations were of the
order of several percent, usually within the statistical uncertainty of the MC neutron
transport calculations. In the last chapter of the thesis we set out to show why the changes
in the neutron emissivity profile play such a small role in neutron detector response and
discuss which cases might differ from the general observations.
In the chapter a tool, developed to aid the study of the effect of neutron emissivity
profile changes on the response of neutron detectors, is described. The aim was to
construct a computational methodology that enables the evaluation of the importance of
source neutrons for neutron detectors in dependence of their birth position and spectrum.
The plasma source modelling efforts are again based on the assumption that the system is
toroidally symmetric, which means that the spatial probability of neutron emission can
be described on a plasma poloidal slice, as demonstrated in the left panel of Fig. 11.1. The
irregular plasma grid with 1860 poloidal zones was used in the study – at the position of
each plasma zone a 2 cm × 2 cm square zone was centred and revolved around the Z-axis,
forming neutron source rings, shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 11.1.
In general the probability for the emission of a neutron from a specific point in the
plasma profile is proportional to the local fusion reaction rate density, which is reflected
in the neutron emissivity profiles, e.g. Figure 5.6. In the study however the likelihood
of a neutron’s birth from an individual toroidal ring must in principal be equal to those
of others. The idea is to calculate the contribution of neutrons emitted from each ring
to a detector’s response, which amounts to an evaluation of the correlation between
neutron source position and detector response. A correction to the sampling probability
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Figure 11.1 Left: Unstructured plasma source grid, obtained through radial (black line)
and angular division (dots – three poloidal plasma rings are displayed). Enclosing the
profile is the plasma boundary (red) in addition to the plasma magnetic axis (red×). Right:
Render of the simplified JET-like tokamak with three neutron source rings.
is introduced, because the quantity that has to be preserved is the source neutron density
of the toroidal rings. For this reason the probability is weighted by the volume of the rings.
The energy of the source neutrons was sampled from two different spectra models –
that of a deuterium thermalized plasma at ion temperatures of approximately 6 keV and
that of a beam heated plasma, i.e. thermalized bulk plasma ions additionally heated by
injecting a beam of fast neutral particles [118] ( based on the void spectrum calculations
presented in Figure 8.2). The former has a Maxwellian spectral distribution centred
around 2.45 MeV, while the latter has a much broader spectrum, a consequence of fusion
anisotropy and contributions of neutrons emitted from fusion between thermal ions, as
well as those resulting from interaction between thermal-fast ions and fast ions themselves
– the spectra are displayed in Figure 11.2. The source neutrons were presumed to be
emitted isotropically, mostly due to the fact that in order to be able to track source neutrons
in MCNP one can not use user-defined sources, e.g. PLANET, calling for source model
simplification. However source anisotropy has been shown to have second-order effects
on the integral response of fission chamber and activation systems detectors.
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Figure 11.2 A comparison between the thermal and beam heated plasma neutron spectra
used in the MC calculation. The dotted line represents the 2.45 MeV DD neutron energy.
11.1 Detector importance function
The calculated detector importance function can be written asψ(D,φi ,S), whereD stands
for the type of detector (FC, AS, Port, PM), φi is the contribution to the detector response
of the i -th source ring and S is the neutron spectrum type (thermal, beam). The con-
tribution φi can be understood in terms of an adjoint flux operator [87, 20], weighted
by the response function of the neutron monitor. The direct and adjoint neutron fluxes
are related through the connection between the neutron source distribution and the
detector’s response function. The importance function can thus be understood in terms
of a space- energy-dependent distribution probability that a neutron, being transported
through a certain part of the phase-space, will contribute to the response of a detector D.
However in order to obtain the importance function profile, the individual contributions
are additionally weighted by the cumulative, i.e. total, detector response φtot =∑i φi and
the neutron source indices converted into the corresponding (R, Z ) position – resulting
in a ψ(D,φi /φtot ,S) profile function. It should be stressed that the individual ring φi
represent toroidally integrated detector contributions and are thus sensitive to tokamak
neutronics model asymmetries.
The source importance functions for specific detectors were obtained through the
implementation of the developed ring source into the simplified and detailed JET tokamak
models, upon which Monte Carlo neutron transport calculations using MCNP were ran.
The importance functions were evaluated through the flagging of source neutrons, i.e.
in the event of a source neutron originating from the i -th source ring passing through
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a detector of interest, the contribution was added to the individual φi and total φtot
response tallies. The importance functions for individual detectors D in combination with
the two neutron spectra S are presented in the following sections.
11.2 Simplified JET model
The activation system is based on the measurements of material activation, enabling the
analysis of the DD or DT neutron peak structure. In the presented calculations the detector
response was characterised through the evaluation of the 115In(n,n′)115mIn reaction rate,
a standard for DD fusion power measurements [22]. The left panel of Figure 11.3 displays
the importance function for the activation detector located above the simplified JET
limiter and is denoted with the blue circle. It can be seen that the source importance
peaks just below the detector and has values of a factor of two higher on the outboard
compared to the low-field side – the difference arises from the fact that the AS’s line of
sight encompasses a larger portion of the toroidal source rings on the outboard side, thus
resulting in a higher integral contribution to the detector’s response. It can also be seen
that the importance gradient is relatively low, meaning that the ratio between the peak and
minimum values is approximately 3.3. The relative 1 sigma uncertainties of the calculated
profile are of the order of 0.5 %.
The response contributions from individual source rings were measured by three
ex-vessel detectors – the port and port monitor were equipped solely with a flux tally,
while the fission chamber response was weighted by the response function measured for
the JET external neutron yield monitors [22]. The location of the port detector is denoted
with a green rectangle in Figure 11.3, while the PM and FC are located on the outside of the
port, as shown with the green arrow in Figure 11.4. The importance function for all three
detectors have similar characteristics, which is expected since the port is a major pathway
for neutrons passing through any ex-vessel tokamak component [19]. The importance
peak is thus recorded in the vicinity of the port entrance with a higher probability of
neutrons escaping the insides of the limiter towards the centre of the profile. The source
rings positioned on the tokamak’s outboard side are again more likely to contribute to the
detectors response since the solid angle in which they see the port exit is larger. Compared
to the port and PM monitors the fission chambers importance function is more localized
a consequence of the larger distance between the port and FC monitors. The importance
profile gradients for the three detectors are lower than that of the AF system, with the
ratio between the peak and minimum values being between 2.5 and 2.9. The relative
uncertainties of the calculated profile are below 1 %.
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Figure 11.3 Left: Plasma neutron source importance profile for the activation system
detector. The AS position is denoted with the blue circle. Right: Plasma neutron source
importance profile for the port detector. The port position is denoted with the green
rectangle on the tokamak’s outboard side. Enclosing the profiles are the plasma boundary
(red) and the simplified JET limiter (black).
The simplified JET-like tokamak was used to perform Monte Carlo neutron transport
calculations and monitor the response of in- and ex-vessel detectors in dependence of
the position and spectrum of neutron birth. The main conclusions of the analysis are that
the importance profiles are strongly localized and peak in the vicinity of major neutron
pathways that lead to the detectors. The ratios between the highest and lowest computed
profile importance values are found to be relatively low and vary from approximately
2.5 to 3.3. These gradients are minor compared to those observed in neutron emissivity
density profiles, where the number of emitted neutrons decreases for orders of magnitude
in distances of 10 cm, like shown in Figure 5.6. The latter, coupled with the fact that the
importance peaks are located next to the plasma boundary, where the fusion reactivity
and consequently neutron emission is very low, results in the neutron detector response
being relatively insensitive to neutron emissivity changes in the core plasma region, as
computed in Sections 8 and 10. This is demonstrated in Figure 11.4, where it can be seen
that the importance function in the core (dashed) is uniform. A realistic emissivity profile
weighted by the importance function for the FC detector in the right panel shows that,
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Figure 11.4 Left: Plasma neutron source importance profile for the fission chambers. The
FC is positioned outside the vessel next to the transformer limbs, denoted with the green
arrow. The plasma core region is encircled by a dashed line. Right: Neutron emissivity im-
portance profile for the fission chambers, obtained by multiplying the emissivity profiles
from Figure 5.6 and the FC importance. Enclosing the profiles are the plasma boundary
(red) and the simplified JET limiter (black).
although the importance peak is located of-axis next to the ports, the neutron importance
profile maintains core centred. Since the major changes in emissivity profiles due to the
presence of external plasma heating occur in the core region, one can expect that the
response of ex-vessel detectors to variations in NBI or ICRH plasma heating scenarios is
relatively small, i.e. of the order of several percent. Similar conclusions can be drawn for
the spectra sensitivity analysis. Due to the fact that the neutron spectra at the detector
positions differ mostly in the DD peak, while the significant thermalised spectrum part is
similar, the importance profiles for the thermal and beam heated plasma spectra exhibit
the same characteristics, as shown in Figure 11.5.
11.3 Detailed JET model
In the next step the importance function methodology was applied to the detailed JET
model in the same way as described above. The importance function profiles for three
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Figure 11.5 Left: Plasma neutron source importance profile for the activation system
detector, using a thermal plasma spectrum. The AS position is denoted with the blue
circle. Right: Plasma neutron source importance profile for the fission chamber detector,
using a thermal plasma spectrum. The FC is positioned outside the vessel next to the
transformer limbs, denoted with the green arrow. Enclosing the profiles are the plasma
boundary (red) and the simplified JET limiter (black).
KN1 detectors, KN1-O8, KN1-O6 and KN1-O2, and the KN2 irradiation system, weighted
by the standard reaction cross sections, were computed. The importance function for
the total neutron flux inside the KN2 irradiation rabbit is plotted in Figure 11.6, where
the position of the irradiation end at the top of the JET limiter is denoted with a blue
rectangle. It can be seen that the profile is peaked at the plasma edge position closest to
the irradiation tube, with the ratio between the maximum and minimum value of around
4, similar to what was observed for the simplified model. Further filtering the importance
of source neutrons for the KN2 system by applying the indium-115 and aluminium-27
activation reaction cross sections, one can observe that the profile becomes significantly
more peaked in Figure 11.7. Since in both cases solely neutrons with energies of around
2.45 MeV will trigger the reaction, which means that the neutron’s birth energy has to be
preserved and thus the neutron cannot take part in numerous slowing-down reactions,
the neutrons born in the immediate vicinity of the irradiation end will have the highest
probability of contributing to the activation of the sample. The maximum to minimum
ratio is thus much larger, ranging from approximately 10 for indium to more than 40 for
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aluminium. Although the importance profile for the iron-56 (n,p) reaction was computed
as well, it is not shown because of the fact that the statistical uncertainty was relatively
high – a consequence of the high activation reaction threshold.
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Figure 11.6 Plasma neutron source importance profile for the KN2 system (total flux).
Schematics of the KN2 system (black irradiation end with a blue rectangle) and port (green
opening) are denoted. Enclosing the profiles are the plasma boundary (red) and the
simplified JET limiter (black).
In Figure 11.8 the importance function profile for the KN1-O8 fission chamber is
plotted. It can be seen that, similarly to the simplified model, the peak importance is at the
edge of the plasma, where the probability for neutron escaping the vacuum vessel is the
largest. Since the KN1-O8 chamber is located ”closest” to the plasma, i.e. positioned next
to an irradiation channel leading from the closest port, one can observe that its importance
profile expands towards the tokamak’s inboard side more than those of chambers KN1-
O2 and KN1-O6, shown in Figure 11.9. The most peaked of the three is the KN1-O2
profile, because both the ports in its vicinity are filled. The ratios between the maximum
and minimum importance values range from around 3 to 4. The computed importance
profiles using a thermal plasma neutron spectrum showed the same characteristic as the
beam-heated ones presented, with the differences being within MC statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 11.7 Left: Plasma neutron source importance profile for the 115In(n,n′)115mIn
reaction at the KN2 system. Right: Plasma neutron source importance profile for the
27Al(n, p)27Mg reaction at the KN2 system. Schematics of the KN2 system (black irradi-
ation end with a blue rectangle) and port (green opening) are denoted. Enclosing the
profiles are the plasma boundary (red) and the JET limiter (black).
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Figure 11.8 Plasma neutron source importance profile for the KN1-O8 fission chamber.
Schematics of the port openings (green structure with arrow) are denoted. Enclosing the
profiles are the plasma boundary (red) and the JET limiter (black).
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Figure 11.9 Left: Plasma neutron source importance profile for the KN1-O2 fission cham-
ber. Right: Plasma neutron source importance profile for the KN1-O6 fission chamber.
Schematics of the port openings (green structure with arrow) are denoted. Enclosing the
profiles are the plasma boundary (red) and the JET limiter (black).
11.4 Discussion
Thus the general conclusions, valid for realistic JET neutron diagnostics response calcu-
lations, we can draw from the results are similar to those drawn in the simplified model.
The computed importance function profiles for the KN1 fission chambers peak next to
the edge of the plasma and exhibits gradients which are relatively low, meaning that
changes in emissivity profiles within the strongly limited core region, where the majority
of neutron get emitted from, do not play a crucial role in the fission chamber response.
With this understanding we can look back at results obtained from the sensitivity study in
Section 10, especially focusing on the comparison between discharges 92436 and 91256
in Table 10.7, with emissivity profile peaks being either wide and extending throughout
the whole plasma core (92436) or compressed to an almost point-like level (91256). We
see that, albeit the profile changes are significant, due to the low detector sensitivity to
core changes the KN1 response varies for a maximum of 4 %. Similarly, the KN2 systems
importance profile peaks at the edge of the plasma, yet the gradients computed for the
selected activation reactions are an order of magnitude higher than those of KN1. The
latter is partially expressed in the trend of larger differences in the sensitivity studies when
it comes to KN2 activation – the other part being dependent on the energy dependence of
the irradiation material cross section.
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If the importance profiles ψ are multiplied by the neutron emissivity profiles ξ(R, Z ),
one obtains so-called neutron contribution profiles C:
C= ξ(R, Z ) ·ψ(D,φi ,S) . (11.1)
These profiles show the importance of source neutrons in dependence of the position of
their birth for a detector’s response in an individual plasma scenario. Neutron contribution
profiles computed with neutron emissivity profiles for the NBI-only modelling scenario
of discharge 92436 (Figure 5.6) and importance functions for the KN1 and KN2 detectors
(Figures 11.6, 11.7 and 11.8) are shown in Figure 11.10. One can clearly see the difference
between the contributon profiles for the KN2 (total) and KN1-O8 detectors, the former
being shifted towards the top of the plasma and the latter towards the tokamak’s port
position on the outboard side. Based on this knowledge it is possible to predict what
neutron emission profiles will cause the largest differences with respect to an ”average”
detector response – namely KN2 is the most sensitive to vertical changes in the emissivity
profiles while KN1 systems will be affected most when lateral, i.e. inboard to outboard,
changes occur. The vertical displacement of neutron source importance is increasing
when computing the KN2 response with threshold reactions like 115In(n,n′)115mIn and
27Al(n, p)27Mg, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 11.10, since the only the neutrons
born closest to the detector can reach it without undergoing slowing-down through
scattering and contribute to activation.
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Figure 11.10 Top left: Contribution profile for the KN1-O8 fission chamber. Top right: Con-
tribution profile for the KN2 activation system. Bottom left: Contribution profile for the
KN2 activation system 115In(n,n′)115mIn reaction. Bottom right: Plasma neutron source
contribution profile for the KN2 activation system 27Al(n, p)27Mg reaction. Schematics of
the KN2 system (black irradiation end with a blue rectangle) and port (green opening) are
denoted. Enclosing the profiles are the plasma boundary (red) and the JET limiter (black).
Chapter 12
Conclusions
The motivation behind the work presented in the dissertation lies in the fact that relatively
simple plasma neutron source description have been used in fusion Monte Carlo neutron
transport calculations so far. These were based on thermal plasma models and physics
assumptions that rendered the sources un-realistic. Modern complex plasma discharge
scenarios affect the characteristics of source neutrons and alter the neutron emissivity
profiles, neutron spectra and induce emission anisotropy.
The dissertation focuses on the analysis of plasma neutron emission characteristics in
modern experiments at JET, the development of a neutron source routine and its coupling
to a Monte Carlo neutron transport code. Connecting plasma physics and neutronics,
the work represents a novel approach to neutron source modelling and one of the first
attempts at a systematic study of the response of neutron diagnostics systems at JET to
realistic plasma neutron sources.
Following is an overview of the work performed within the scope of the thesis, struc-
tured around the initial objectives of the dissertation, and the relevance of what has
been done. The publications in scientific journals and contributions at international
conferences, which benefited from the work presented in the dissertation, are listed.
12.1 Main achievements and relevance
i. The plasma neutron source models currently in use by the fusion neutronics commu-
nity have been analysed. It has been shown that the approximations used in the
model development do not reflect the plasma state which is relevant for modern
fusion experiments at JET. It has been shown that for the geometric description
of plasma equilibrium obsolete plasma parameters were in use. Although knowl-
edge about the origin of the data was lost, its is presumed that the description was
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relevant for JET plasma experiments performed with the carbon wall with applied
NBI external heating. Modifications to the description have been made which en-
abled the inclusion of the separatrix and overall match between the measured and
simulated the plasma volume [141].
ii. The PPPL developed TRANSP code package, together with its NUBEAM (NBI heating)
and TORIC (ICRH heating) modules, was utilized to perform plasma transport cal-
culations. It was chosen because of its long tradition of use at JET and validated
neutron emission modelling results. The diagnostic data of two characteristic dis-
charges performed at JET during the 2016 D and H plasma experiments was chosen
and analysed – the record 92436 discharge and 91256, employing the novel three-ion
ICRH heating scheme. A combination of NBI and ICRH external heating was applied
in the interpretive TRANSP runs to model the physics effects of fast and supra-fast
ions. The physics of fast ions was studied and the properties of the emitted neutrons
extracted [118].
iii. Uppsala University developed DRESS code was utilized for the calculation of neutron
spectra. The code was chosen due to its coupling with TRANSP and validation
against experimental data and cross-comparison with other codes. The code was
used for computing the angular dependency of the neutron energy spectra on a fine
irregular plasma equilibrium calculational grid [118].
iv. The core of the thesis is the description of the developed PLANET code suite, which
incorporates the processing of both plasma transport (TRANSP) and neutron spectra
(DRESS) data and the coupling of the description to the MCNP source code. The
presented methodology represents a unique attempt at MC source sampling from a
neutron source term describing the plasma as a whole and in detail, incorporating
important plasma physics [135].
v. The developed PLANET realistic plasma neutron sources were first implemented into
the simplified JET-like MC computational model and verified. It has been shown
that the data imprinted into the source description is transported throughout the
simulated tokamak system, with plasma physics characteristics detected with in-
and ex-vessel detectors [135]. Upon that the realistic sources were applied to the
detailed JET model, which enabled for the analysis of realistic responses of the
KN1 (time-resolved neutron yield measurements with ex-core fission chambers)
and KN2 (time-unresolved neutron yield measurements with material activation)
systems. A sensitivity study has been performed which offered the most important
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conclusions of the thesis – that the integral response of the neutron diagnostics
systems (total neutron rate measurement) is relatively insensitive to changes in the
neutron source description. The comparison between the developed and generic
neutron sources showed maximum differences of a couple of percent. The largest
difference between the response of the KN1 chambers was recorded when compar-
ing sources with broad regions of core plasma neutron emission to plasmas with
point-like emissivity profiles, which amounted to approximately 4 % [142, 135]. The
results give credit to the design of the KN1 diagnostic system and confirm the valid-
ity of the total experimental uncertainty assessment of the in-situ ex-vessel monitor
calibration procedure (< 10 %), which assumes a 4 % uncertainty due to the plasma
source term in support MC calculations [27]. The differences between sources are
significantly larger when analysing the response of the KN2 systems. Being based
on material activation, the system is notably sensitive to variations in the spectra of
neutron emitted from the plasma, especially so if the activation reaction thresholds
are located in the vicinity of the DD fusion energy peak. It has been shown that
differences of up to 10 % for the inelastic scattering on indium-115 and more than
100 % for the (n,p) reaction on aluminium-27 have been computed. On the other
hand the (n,p) reaction on iron-56 has a threshold higher than the DD thermal peak
energy of 2.45 MeV, which means that a thermal plasma will not induce activity
in such a sample, while activation does occur when taking into account realistic
plasma sources.
vi. In the final part of the thesis the neutron source importance functions have been
computed, which explain the observed neutron detector insensitivity by analysing
spatial importance of the plasma neutron source. The function can be understood
in terms of an adjoint flux operator weighted by the response function of the neu-
tron monitor, which is similar to mapping the importance of neutron paths with
deterministic methods and used in variance reduction techniques [20]. With the
importance profiles the relatively low sensitivity of the KN1 detectors to changes in
the neutron emissivity profiles has been explained [143] and a vertical sensitivity of
the KN2 system shown.
12.2 Future work
The methodology presented in the thesis encompasses four major steps, the modelling of
plasma transport based on diagnostic data from a selected JET discharge with TRANSP,
the calculation of neutron spectra with the DRESS code, the processing of data and source
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generation using PLANET and the final MC neutron transport and analysis. Each of these
steps demands specialized expertise and offers possibilities of additional studies. Listed
are some of the more pressing issues that are proposed to be addressed and looked into in
more detail in the future.
Plasma modelling presented in the dissertation was performed for D plasmas only, be-
cause of the vast repository of diagnostic data collected throughout years of JET operation
with deuterium. This serves as a great aid in the validation process of the methodology,
while the ultimate goal is to construct realistic DT plasma sources. Due to the fact that
the data collected for DT operation is two decades old, with numerous upgrades made to
JET in that time, generating DT neutron sources is possible, but is based on extrapolation
from JET D operation conditions. Modelling activities employing extrapolation are under
way, yet remain challenging and burdened by larger computational uncertainty [144]. In
the next step an extrapolation of the 92436 D discharge to DT regime will be carried out,
forming the basis for the generation of a neutron source using PLANET and performing a
neutron diagnostics sensitivity study.
In parallel to the work presented in the thesis a complementary development of a
similar neutron source chain has been ongoing, based on the use of alternative modelling
codes [145, 146]. These are the Finnish ASCOT (TRANSP equivalent), AFSI (DRESS equiv-
alent) and SERPENT (MCNP equivalent) codes. The developed neutron sources have
not yet been applied to a detailed computational model of JET and a sensitivity study
alike to the one presented in the thesis has not been carried out. It is proposed that a
parallel comparison of the performance of the codes within each chain be performed
for selected JET discharges, all input parameters being the same, giving options for code
cross-validation and verification.
In the thesis two JET plasma shots were modelled and analysed in detail. Together
with the sensitivity study performed, the effort is but a beginning, with a comprehensive
amount of data collected from representative discharges still waiting to be analysed. It
is proposed that a list of tens of reference D discharges be established, with the criteria
for selection being that they are well diagnosticized and accurately reconstructed by
modelling codes. In this way a broader neutron diagnostics systems response sensitivity
study will be performed and the range of validity of the extracted correlation between
plasma parameters, neutron emission properties and detector response will be better
defined [9]. Constructing a database of neutron source models and diagnostics analyses
enables the development of synthetic diagnostics codes as well, with possible applications
to data science and machine learning, which is growing in popularity and is planned to be
applied to ITER as well [147, 148].
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The sensitivity to changes in the neutron spectrum fusion peak shape, induced by
different methods of plasma heating, found for the JET KN2 activation system shows large
potential of being used for code validation. A set of activation materials with threshold
reactions close to the high energy DD neutron tail will be established, computationally
analysed and proposed to be used in future D experiments. This will offer a method of
experimentally validating individual modelling steps presented in the thesis.
Following a similar methodology, the development of a realistic plasma gamma source
as part of PLANET is proposed, crucial for plasma and fast ion physics studies at JET
[149–151].
The developed methodology for neutron source generation was designed to be toka-
mak independent. All of the computational steps in the presented method, i.e. the plasma
transport with TRANSP, neutron spectra calculations with DRESS and MC neutron trans-
port with MCNP, could in general be performed for various currently operating fusion
devices like JT-60SA, KSTAR, EAST, AUG and applied to studies for future ITER [152] and
DEMO. The prerequisite for creating a realistic neutron source, is a set of reliable plasma
diagnostic data that can be used as input for TRANSP. Taking into account that neutron-
ics studies at most of these devices are based on default neutron source descriptions
[153, 154], while the effects of a transition to realistic plasma neutron sources for activa-
tion measurements have been shown to be significant, it is proposed that the developed
methodology be applied and validated at other devices with similar neutron emission
characteristics to that of JET. With PLANET the fields of plasma physics and neutronics
have been successfully bridged, giving rise to the most comprehensive physical descrip-
tion of plasma neutron emission at JET. We hope that such an approach to plasma neutron
source modelling will become a standard in all future neutron transport calculations for
tokamak fusion devices.

Del IV
Razširjen izvlecˇek

Uvod
Jedrsko zlitje je proces, pri katerem interakcija dveh ali vecˇ lahkih jeder privede do na-
stanka produkta z višjim masnim številom, medtem ko pri jedrski cepitvi težje jedro
razpade na dva ali vecˇ razcepkov z nižjim masnim številom. Pri obeh tipih reakcij pride
do masnega defekta, to pomeni, da se del mase reaktantov manifestira v obliki energije
produktov. Ker so reakcije eksotermne je mocˇ pogojno sprošcˇeno energijo ukrotiti in
uporabiti za pridobivanje elektricˇne energije. Od sredine dvajsetega stoletja naprej je prav
želja po uporabi mocˇi atoma gnala raziskave v jedrski fiziki. Napredki v razumevanju jedr-
skega razpada so tekom dvajsetega leta omogocˇili krepitev jedrske industrije, zaradi cˇesar
dandanes znaten delež proizvodnje elektricˇne energije prihaja iz fisijskih jedrskih elek-
trarn. Na drugi strani razvoj in izgradnja fuzijskih jedrskih elektrarn žal še nista dokoncˇani
zaradi spopadanja z razumevanjem fizikalnih procesov v plazmi in izjemne inženirske
zahtevnosti.
Moderne fuzijske raziskave v Evropi so osredotocˇene na napredovanje koncepta ma-
gnetnega zadrževanja fuzijskega goriva [1]. Slednje je v obliki plazme, katere oblika in
položaj sta nadzorovana s pomocˇjo zunanje induciranih magnetnih polj. Tako se fuzij-
ski eksperimenti v vecˇini izvajajo v napravah imenovanih tokamaki. Ti so sestavljeni iz
vakuumskih posod toroidalne oblike in obdani s toroidalnimi in poloidalnimi magneti.
Gorivo, ki se uporablja v fuzijskih napravah, je sestavljeno iz razlicˇnih mešanic izotopov
vodika ali helija, na primer vodika (H), devterija (D) in tritija (T). Fuzijske reakcije, ki so
najbolj relevantne za bodocˇe fuzijske reaktorje so:
D+D−→T (+1.01 MeV)+H (+3.02 MeV) (50%)
−→ 3He (+0.82 MeV)+n (+2.45 MeV) (50%)
D+T−→ 4He (+3.5 MeV)+n (+14.1 MeV)
D+ 3He−→ 4He (+3.67 MeV)+H (+14.68 MeV)
T+T−→ 4He+2n (+11.3 MeV)
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V modernih, vecˇjih tokamakih se eksperimenti izvajajo s tremi glavnimi tipi plazem –
namrecˇ mešanico devterija (D plazma), devterija in tritija (DT plazma) ali tritija (T plazma).
Presek za fuzijo je najvecˇji pri DT reakciji, kar pomeni, da je verjetnost za zlitje devterija in
tritija relativno velika že pri nizkih temperaturah plazme. Energijska odvisnost fuzijskih
presekov zgoraj navedenih reakcij v laboratorijskem sistemu je prikazana na Sliki I.1.
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Slika I.1 Energijska odvisnost fuzijskih presekov relevantnih reakcij v laboratorijskem
sistemu.
Trenutno najvecˇji obratujocˇi tokamak na svetu je Joint European Torus, JET, ki je bil
zgrajen leta 1983 v znanstvenem centru Culham Centre for Fusion Energy v Angliji [3]. Je
edini tokamak, na katerem je mocˇ rokovati z radioaktivnim tritijem, kar omogocˇa obrato-
vanje z DT plazmo. Naslednji korak v evoluciji fuzijskih naprav predstavlja International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, ITER, ki je v izgradnji na jugu Francije v okviru
konzorcija osmih držav, namrecˇ Kazahstana, Kitajske, EU, Indije, Japonske, Koreje, Rusije
in ZDA [1]. ITER je bil nacˇrtovan na podlagi izkušenj z obratovanjem tokamakov po vsem
svetu zadnjih nekaj desetletij. Kljucˇno vlogo pri tem je odigral JET, kamor je bilo name-
šcˇenih veliko komponent relevantnih za izgradnjo tokamaka ITER. V programu naprave
ITER je nekaj najpomembnejših mejnikov – z volumnom plazme, ki bo desetkrat vecˇji
od volumna naprave JET, bo ITER proizvedel vecˇ fuzijske energije, kot je bo potrebno za
segrevanje plazme. Nacˇrtovan cˇas zadrževanja plazme naprave ITER je 400 s, za kar je
potrebno uspešno integrirati veliko sistemov za nadzor plazme in plazemske diagnostike.
V tokamaku bodo namešcˇeni tudi moduli za oplajanje tritija, s katerimi bo ITER pokazal
možnost samo-proizvodnje fuzijskega goriva. V primeru obratovalnega in znanstvenega
uspeha naprave ITER je nacˇrtovan zacˇetek izgradnje demonstracijske fuzijske elektrarne
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DEMO. Temeljecˇ na trenutnem napredku fuzijske znanosti je izgradnja tokamaka DEMO
v EU nacˇrtovana med letoma 2040 in 2050 [1].
Pri DD, DT in TT fuzijskih reakcijah kot produkti nastajajo tudi nevtroni, ki odnesejo
vecˇji delež sprošcˇene fuzijske energije. Tako pri DD reakciji nastajajo nevtroni z energijo
2.45 MeV, medtem ko DT reakcijo zapustijo z energijo 14.1 MeV. Ker so elektricˇno nev-
tralni jih magnetno polje ne zadrži znotraj vakuumske posode tokamaka. Dizajn nekaterih
plazemskih diagnosticˇnih sistemov in komponent kljucˇnih za obratovanje tokamakov tako
temelji na nevtronih, ki so eni izmed glavnih prenašalcev plazemske energije in informacij.
Na primer sistem za izkorišcˇanje sprošcˇene fuzijske energije temelji na gretju modulov na
stenah tokamaka, ki se pojavi zaradi trkov nevtronov z atomi stene in predajanja njihove
kineticˇne energije [4, 5]. Fuzijske elektrarne bodo morale zadostiti tudi svojim lastnim
potrebam po tritijevem gorivu, pri cˇemer bo do proizvodnje tritija prihajalo v stenskih
modulih prek reakcije med litijem in plazemskimi nevtroni [6, 7]. Cˇeprav bodo nevtroni v
prvih fuzijskih elektrarnah igrali kljucˇno vlogo pri proizvodnji elektricˇne energije, pa bo
imela njihova interakcija s tokamakom tudi negativne posledice. Zaradi velike penetra-
cijske globine nevtronov je potrebno zagotoviti dovoljšnjo kolicˇino šcˇitenja, ki zmanjša
neželeno gretje superprevodnih magnetov in izpostavljenost osebja sevanju [8]. Zaradi
velike energije nevtronov lahko v podpornih strukturah tokamakov prihaja tudi do dislo-
kacije atomov v kristalnih rešetkah in nastajanja plinov, kar vodi do utrujanja in slabšanja
lastnosti materialov [5], kot je na primer nižanje kriticˇne temperature superprevodnih
magnetov. Nevtroni poleg tega v strukturi inducirajo aktivacijo in transmutacijo [9, 10],
kar vodi do radioaktivnosti materialov med in po obratovanjem naprave in nastanka nizko
in srednje radioaktivnih odpadkov. Ker se pri fuzijskih reakcijah DD in DT sprosti natanko
en nevtron je mocˇ prek meritve števila sprošcˇenih nevtronov oceniti tudi fuzijsko mocˇ
[18, 5].
Novodobni nevtronski preracˇuni v fuziji temeljijo predvsem na stohasticˇnih meto-
dah za preracˇune transport nevtronov [19, 20, 27]. Uporaba metod Monte Carlo (MC)
za transport nevtronov se je mocˇno razširila v zadnjih dveh desetletjih, predvsem za-
radi možnosti natancˇnega geometrijskega modeliranja tokamakov in dostopnosti visoko
zmogljivih racˇunskih grucˇ. Sama metoda MC temelji na treh glavnih stebrih, namrecˇ
fiziki transporta nevtronov, geometrijskega opisa transportnega sistema in karakterizacijo
izvora nevtronov, t.j. fuzijskih reakcij v vrocˇi plazmi. Analiza slednjega predstavlja jedro
doktorske disertacije.
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I.1 Ogrodje doktorske disertacije
Ker nacˇrtovanje izgradnje, karakterizacija in kalibracija številcˇnih sistemov in detektorjev,
ki so kljucˇni za obratovanje tokamakov, temeljijo na preracˇunih transporta nevtronov MC,
je potrebno zmanjšati racˇunske negotovosti, ki so povezane z razlicˇnimi deli metode. V
preteklosti so že bile izvedene študije negotovosti in obcˇutljivostne analize, ki so se nave-
zovale zgolj na podatke o jedrskih presekih [7, 8] ali modeliranje geometrije tokamakov
[21], medtem ko so bile analize plazemskega izvora nevtronov zapostavljene.
Bolj podrobno je bil plazemski izvor nevtronov preucˇen tekom devetdesetih let prej-
šnjega stoletja [22, 23, 11]. Cilj takratnih študij je bil celostno opisati plazemski izvor,
pristop, ki je zaradi racˇunskih omejitev konca zadnjega tisocˇletja neizbežno pomenil
upoštevanje znatnih poenostavitev. Ti modeli temeljijo na obravnavi plazme v termicˇnem
ravnovesju, predpostavka, ki je bolj upravicˇena za obravnavo fuzijskih reaktorjev priho-
dnosti kot pa modernih eksperimentov v tokamakih. Tudi sami avtorji fizikalnega modela
plazme, ki je služil kot osnova za razvoj plazemskega izvora nevtronov MC, so opozorili,
da so rezultati primerni samo za ocenjevalne študije [22]. Poleg tega podatki o geometriji
izvora niso bili preverjeni in se niso spremenili ob menjavi magnetne konfiguracije in
zidu tokamaka. V zacˇetku novega tisocˇletja je bil razvit alternativen opis plazemskega
izvora nevtronov, ki se je od takrat stalno uporabljal v fuzijskih izracˇunih transporta nev-
tronov [27]. Tudi slednji temelji na predpostavki, da je plazma termicˇna, kljub temu, da je
bil profil emisije nevtronov pridobljen s pomocˇjo izracˇunov transporta plazme. Cˇeprav
predstavlja izvor korak naprej, pa je bila vecˇina informacij o izracˇunih, uporabljenih za
izgradnjo modela, izgubljena.
Zaradi manjka podatkov in znanja o modeliranju sta bila nevtronska izvora v prera-
cˇunih transporta nevtronov MC velikokrat uporabljana po principu ”cˇrnih škatel”. Prav
tako klub dejstvu, da se pri transportnih izracˇunih negotovosti v nevtronskem izvornem
cˇlenu propagirajo skozi sistem in lahko znatno vplivajo na koncˇni rezultat, analiza vpliva
negotovosti v plazemskem izvoru nevtronov na racˇunsko negotovost še ni bila izvedena za
realisticˇne plazemske scenarije. Pregled moderne literature razkrije, da so bile izvedene
študije eksperimentalne negotovosti kalibracije nevtronskih detektorjev na tokamaku JET
s poenostavljenim izvorom [24, 19, 21, 25–27] in analize negotovosti odziva nevtronskega
spektrometra na napravi JET [28].
V okviru doktorske teze je bila izveden splošna analiza plazemskega izvora nevtronov
v tokamakih, z glavnima ciljema izboljšati opis izvora in dolocˇiti racˇunske negotovosti
v preracˇunih transporta nevtronov MC zaradi izvornega cˇlena. Zastavili smo si dosecˇi
naslednje cilje, ki tvorijo tudi strukturo disertacije:
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i. Analizirati plazemske izvore nevtronov, ki se trenutno uporabljajo v evropskih fuzijskih
nevtronskih preracˇunih in preveriti veljavnost fizikalnih modelov in upravicˇenost
uporabe v modernih nevtronskih študijah. Implementirati izboljšave in definirati
meje uporabnosti trenutnih modelov.
ii. Identificirati napredne programe za preracˇune transporta plazme, s katerimi je mocˇ
modelirati nevtronsko emisijo v tokamakih, in jih uporabiti za izracˇune detajlnih
plazemskih izvorov nevtronov.
iii. Identificirati napredne programe za preracˇune interakcij dveh delcev, s katerimi je
mocˇ modelirati energijske spektre fuzijskih nevtronov v tokamakih, in jih uporabiti
za izracˇune detajlnih plazemskih izvorov nevtronov.
iv. Razviti metodologijo za izracˇun realisticˇnega plazemskega izvora nevtronov, temeljecˇ
na programih za modeliranje transporta plazme in nevtronskih spektrov. Razviti
set splošnih rutin za pretvorbo in skopitev podatkov o emisiji nevtronov v plazmi z
najbolj razširjenim programom za preracˇune transporta nevtronov MC, MCNP [29].
v. Preveriti in validirati razvito metodologijo za izracˇun plazemskih izvorov nevtronov na
modelu MC tokamaka JET. Analizirati odvisnost odziva nevtronskih diagnosticˇnih
sistemov od uporabe starih in novo razvitih nevtronskih izvorov. Izvesti obcˇutljivo-
stno analizo odziva detektorjev prek perturbacije vhodnih parametrov izracˇunov
transporta plazme in lastnosti izvora.
vi. Razviti orodje za oceno pomembnosti lastnosti plazemskega izvora nevtronov za odziv
nevtronske diagnostike.

Glavni rezultati
Študija plazemskih izvorov nevtronov, ki so se trenutno uporabljali za fuzijske nevtronske
preracˇune na tokamaku JET in so bili pridobljeni prek analiticˇnega pristopa, je pokazala,
da je potrebno za izracˇune realisticˇnih izvorov uporabiti numericˇni pristop [141]. Slednji
namrecˇ omogocˇa detajlno modeliranje emisije nevtronov iz plazme in širšo študijo vpliva
izvorov na odziv nevtronske diagnostike, brez upoštevanja vecˇjih fizikalnih poenostavitev.
V okviru doktorske disertacije smo tako razvili metodologijo za izracˇun realisticˇnih
plazemskih izvorov nevtronov, ki temelji na najmodernejših zmožnosti modeliranja emi-
sije nevtronov iz plazem tokamakov. Glavni del teze predstavljata opis in uporaba razvite
izvirne metodologije za tvorjenje realisticˇnih plazemskih izvorov nevtronov, temeljecˇe
na izracˇunih plazemskega transporta in nevtronskih spektrov, ki so sklopljeni s kodo za
transport nevtronov MCNP. Shema na Sliki II.1 prikazuje potek izracˇuna izvorov nevtronov
in preracˇune nevtronskega transporta.
Zacˇetni korak metodologije je zajem podatkov plazemske diagnostike, t.j. meritve
magnetnega polja v vakuumski posodi tokamaka, plazemskih profilov gostote elektronov
in ionov, ter profilov temperature elektronov in ionov, parametrov sistemov za gretje
plazme in lastnosti necˇistocˇ prisotnih v plazmi. Ti podatki predstavljajo robne pogoje za
izracˇune transporta plazme, ki jih izvedemo s programom TRANSP. Slednji je bil razvit
na Princeton Plasma Physics University (PPPL) [51, 68] in je eno izmed glavnih orodij za
plazemske analize v modernih tokamakih [54]. V disertaciji smo za plazemske izracˇune
uporabili diagnosticˇne podatke dveh plazemskih eksperimentov, izvedenih na tokamaku
JET, v katerih je bilo uporabljeno devterijevo gorivo. Najpomembnejši kolicˇini, izracˇunani
s programom TRANSP sta profil nevtronske emisije in porazdelitvena funkcija plazemskih
ionov. Profil emisije nevtronov, ki smo ga izracˇunali z uporabo diagnosticˇnih meritev
plazemskega strela 92436, pri katerem je bila plazma greta tako s pomocˇjo injiciranja
nevtralnih delcev (angl. "neutral beam injection-- NBI) kot radio-frekvencˇnega gretja
(angl. "ion cyclotron resonance heating-- ICRH), je prikazan na Sliki II.2. Na grafu je
prikazan precˇni prerez vakuumske posode tokamak (cˇrna) in zadnja sklenjena površina
magnetnega fluksa (rdecˇa), ki omejuje plazmo. Ker je bila plazma greta prek sinergijskega
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Slika II.1 Shema korakov razvite metodologije za izracˇun plazemskih izvorov nevtronov in
njihove uporabe v nevtronskih preracˇunih. Osnova metode so meritve plazemske diagno-
stike (roza), ki jih uporabimo za plazemske transportne izracˇune (modra) in nato izracˇune
nevtronskih energijskih spektrov (zelena). Na podlagi izracˇunanih profilov nevtronske
emisije in nevtronskih spektrov in s pomocˇjo programskega paketa PLANET (rdecˇa) pro-
cesiramo in sklopimo opis plazemskega izvora s programom za preracˇune transporta
nevtronov MCNP.
efekta NBI in ICRH sistemov je profil emisije izrazito vertikalen, kar je posledica dejstva, da
je ICRH gretje efektivno le na ploskvah pri dolocˇenih vrednostih velikega radija tokamak.
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Slika II.2 Profil emisije nevtronov, izracˇunan s programom TRANSP za plazemski strel
92436 na tokamaku JET, pri katerem sta plazmo grela sistema NBI in ICRH. Bela cˇrt-
kana cˇrta prikazuje drugo harmonsko ionsko ciklotronsko resonancˇno plast, medtem ko
je magnetna os oznacˇena z rdecˇim križcem. Profil obkroža zadnja sklenjena površina
magnetnega fluksa (rdecˇa) in limiter naprave JET (cˇrna).
Porazdelitvena funkcija ionov v plazmi fi(E , p,R, Z ) podaja odvisnost energije ionov E in
razmerja p med komponento ionske hitrosti, ki je vzporedna toroidalnemu magnetnemu
polju, v∥ in hitrostjo iona v , od njihovega položaja v plazmi. Primer energijske porazdeli-
tvene funkcije termaliziranih ionov in hitrih ionov v bližini magnetne osi med plazemskim
strelom 92436 v tokamaku JET je podan na Sliki II.3.
Izracˇunane porazdelitvene funkcije hitrih in termicˇnih ionov uporabimo v naslednjem
koraku, v katerem izracˇunamo nevtronske energijske spektre s programom DRESS, ki je bil
razvit na švedski Uppsala University (UU) [78]. Spektri so izracˇunani v odvisnosti od polo-
žaja znotraj tokamaka in kota izseva θ, katerega izhodišcˇe je poravnano s smerjo vektorja
magnetnega polja. Na Sliki II.4 je prikazan primer kotne anizotropije nevtronskega spektra,
ki se pojavi zaradi kombinacije preferencˇne smeri gibanja ionov v smeri magnetnega polja
okrog tokamaka in kroženja ionov okrog magnetnih silnic s karakteristicˇnim Larmorjevim
radijem, ki je odvisen od tipa in energije ionov. Vidimo, da sta komponenti spektra, ki sta
vzporedni smeri magnetnega polja (00 in 1800), Dopplerjevo premaknjeni k nižjim ozi-
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Slika II.3 Energijska porazdelitvena funkcija termaliziranih ionov in hitrih ionov v bližini
magnetne osi med plazemskim strelom 92436 v tokamaku JET. Termalni ioni so poraz-
deljeni maxwellovsko s karakteristicˇno temperaturo 6.5 kev (cˇrtkana cˇrna). Porazdelitev
hitrih ionov injiciranih s sistemom NBI je širša, z jasno vidnimi zacˇetnimi energijami ionov
v curku in njihovim upocˇasnjevanjem (modra). Dodatek ICRH gretja inducira rep hitrih
ionov, ki se razteza do energij okrog 0.5 Mev (rdecˇa).
roma višjim energijam relativno glede na vrh DD izseva pri energiji 2.45 MeV. Pravokotna
spektralna komponenta je razširjena zaradi efekta kroženja ionov okrog magnetnih silnic
v plazmi in se, v primeru uporabe kombinacije NBI in ICRH grelnih sistemov, razteza do
energije približno 3.5 MeV, kot posledica izjemno hitrih ionov v plazmi.
Izracˇunane podatke o nevtronski emisiji iz plazme nato obdelamo tako, da so primerni
za vzorcˇenje z metodo MC za transport nevtronov, t.j. izracˇune pretvorimo v kumulativne
verjetnostne porazdelitve, in jih sklopimo s programom MCNP [29] prek razvite rutine
PLANET [118].
V sklopu disertacije je bilo delovanje metodologije in sklopitve verificirano s pomocˇjo
uporabe razvitih realisticˇnih plazemskih izvorov v preracˇunih transporta nevtronov. Naj-
prej je bil referencˇni izvor uporabljen v enostavnem modelu tokamaka [86], ki je podoben
napravi JET, pri cˇemer smo izracˇunali odzive karakteristicˇnih nevtronskih detektorjev.
Slednje smo primerjali z odzivi detektorjev v primeru uporabe starega (genericˇnega)
nevtronskega izvora in analizirali razlike, ki se pojavijo kot posledica razlicˇne fizikalne
obravnave plazemskega izvora. V naslednjem koraku smo izracˇunane plazemske izvore
uporabili v detajlnem MCNP racˇunskem modelu tokamaka JET [27], katerega shema je
prikazana na Sliki II.5. Analizirani so bili odzivi dveh sistemov nevtronskih detektorjev za
meritve nevtronskega pridelka oziroma fuzijske mocˇi, namrecˇ fisijskih celic namešcˇenih
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Slika II.4 Nevtronski energijski spekter izracˇunan v bližini magnetne osi s programom
DRESS za primer plazemskega strela 92436 v tokamaku JET. Spektri so bili izracˇunani
za toroidalne kot izseva θ razdeljene v 15 razdelkov, trije od katerih so prikazani – 00
(smer magnetnega polja), 900 (pravokotno na smer magnetnega polja) in 1800. Nevtronski
spektri so bili normalizirani na najvecˇjo izracˇunano vrednost pravokotne spektralne
komponente. Cˇrtkana cˇrta predstavlja energijo nevtronov iz DD fuzijske reakcije 2.45
MeV.
izven vakuumske posode tokamaka, tri izmed katerih so oznacˇene na Sliki II.5 (KN1-O2,
KN1-O6, KN1-O8), in aktivacijskega sistema namešcˇenega v obsevalnem kanalu znotraj
vakuumske posode tokamaka, oznacˇenega na Sliki II.5 (KN2).
Izracˇuni kažejo, da je vpliv sprememb v plazemskem izvoru nevtronov na odziv fisij-
skih celic relativno majhen. V Tabeli II.1 so prikazani rezultati izracˇuna odziva detektorjev
v primeru uporabe razlicˇnih nevtronskih izvorov v preracˇunih transporta nevtronov s
programom MCNP. Izracˇuni, v katerih sta bila uporabljena izvora, razvita z novo metodo-
logijo na podlagi diagnosticˇnih podatkov plazemskega strela 92436 na tokamak JET, so
primerjani z rezultati pridobljenimi z uporabo genericˇnega izvora. Vidimo, da so relativne
razlike v integralnem odzivu nevtronskih detektorjev (KN1 in KN2) velikost 1 %. Najvecˇja
odstopanja v odzivih fisijskih celic, izracˇunanih z uporabo genericˇnega in razvitih plazem-
skih izvorov nevtronov, so bila približno 4 % do 5 %, kar sicer ni zanemarljivo. Odstopanja
takšnih velikosti bi lahko bila pomembna pri izracˇunih MC, izvedenih v podporo abso-
lutni kalibraciji nevtronskih detektorjev na tokamaku JET [117, 27]. V okviru omejenih
študij, ki so bile izvedene v namen ocene negotovosti v plazemskem izvoru [27, 114], je
bila negotovost omejena na vrednost najvecˇ 4 %. Vidimo, da se ta ocena dobro ujema z
izracˇuni na podlagi realisticˇnih plazemskih izvorov, pridobljenih s podrobno študijo, ki je
predstavljena v disertaciji.
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Slika II.5 Levo: Shema vrhnjega pogleda detajlnega MCNP racˇunskega modela tokamaka
JET z oznacˇenim plazemskim volumnom, oktanti tokamaka (Oct.), NBI in ICRH siste-
moma za gretje plazme, plazemskimi limiterji in položaji petih fisijskih celic (KN1), ki
so namešcˇene zunaj vakuumske posode, in aktivacijskega sistema (KN2). desno: Shema
stranskega pogleda detajlnega MCNP racˇunskega modela tokamaka JET z oznacˇenim
plazemskim volumnom in položajem aktivacijskega sistema (KN2).
Vecˇja odstopanja smo zabeležili pri izracˇunih odziva aktivacijskega sistema KN2, na-
tancˇneje aktivaciji standardnih materialov za meritve fuzijske mocˇi na tokamaku JET.
Rezultati preracˇunov so predstavljeni v Tabeli II.2. Reakcije, ki smo jih preucˇili so nee-
lasticˇno sipanje na indiju 115In(n,n’)115mIn, ki predstavlja zlati standard meritve mocˇi,
sprošcˇene v DD plazmah [100], ter 27Al(n,p)27Mg in 56Fe(n,p)56Mn, ki sta bili izbrani zaradi
visokega reakcijskega pragu, ki se nahaja v energijskem intervalu DD spektralnega vrha.
Izracˇunani spektri in preseki za aktivacijo materialov so prikazani na Sliki II.6. Opazimo,
da obcˇutljivost aktivacije indija na spremembe v plazemskem izvoru ni velika, z efektivno
spremembo med scenarijema gretja samo z NBI ali NBI+ICRH približno 2 %. Najvecˇja
odstopanja v aktivaciji indija, izracˇunane z uporabo genericˇnega in razvitih plazemskih
izvorov nevtronov, so bila približno 11 %. Vecˇje razlike v aktivaciji materialov na položaju
detektorja KN2 smo izracˇunali v primeru zgornjih dveh (n,p) reakcij. Kot je razvidno iz
Slike II.6 sta obe dve reakciji namrecˇ najbolj obcˇutljivi na spremembe v fuzijskem spektru
pri visokih energijah, kjer pride do pojava najvecˇjih spektralnih sprememb v primeru
uporabe sistemov za gretje plazme. V teh primerih lahko zaradi uporabe gretja zabeležimo
tudi do dvakratne razlike v izracˇunih aktivacije 27Al. Pri aktivacijski reakciji 56Fe zaradi
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visokega pragu v primeru realisticˇnih plazemskih izvorov zabeležimo aktivacijo, medtem
ko pri genericˇnem modelu aktivacije ni zaradi prenizke temperature plazemskih ionov in
posledicˇno manjše širine DD spektralnega vrha v izvornem modelu.
Tabela II.1 Primerjava med izracˇunanimi integralnimi odzivi detektorjev v detajlnem
racˇunskem modelu tokamak JET ob uporabi treh plazemskih izvorov nevtronov – ge-
nericˇnega in dveh izvorov izracˇunanih z razvito metodologijo (PLANET) za referencˇni
plazemski strel 92436 pri uporabi gretja NBI ali kombinacije NBI+ICRH. Odzivi detektorjev
KN1 in KN2 so pomnoženi z realisticˇno odzivno funkcijo [22] in z mocˇjo nevtronskega
izvora 2.21·1016 nevtronov s−1. Relativna razlika je izracˇunana kot (PLANET/genericˇni-1).
Detektor Genericˇni PLANET NBI/Genericˇni PLANET NBI+ICRH/
NBI [%] NBI+ICRH Genericˇni [%]
KN1-O8(·10−7) 7.60 ± 0.01 7.60 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.4 7.61 ± 0.02 0.2 ± 0.4
[s−1]
KN1-O2(·10−7) 3.229 ± 0.008 3.26 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.6 3.26 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.6
[s−1]
KN1-O6(·10−7) 8.00 ± 0.01 7.98 ± 0.02 -0.2 ± 0.4 7.98 ± 0.02 -0.2 ± 0.4
[s−1]
KN2(·10−11) 1.116 ± 0.002 1.111 ± 0.003 -0.4 ± 0.4 1.118 ± 0.003 0.2 ± 0.4
[cm−2s−1]
Tabela II.2 Primerjava med izracˇunanimi odzivi aktivacijskega sistema v detajlnem racˇun-
skem modelu tokamak JET ob uporabi treh plazemskih izvorov nevtronov – genericˇnega
in dveh izvorov izracˇunanih z razvito metodologijo (PLANET) za referencˇni plazemski
strel 92436 pri uporabi gretja NBI ali kombinacije NBI+ICRH. Odzivi detektorja KN2 so
pomnoženi s preseki za aktivacijske reakcije [100] in z mocˇjo nevtronskega izvora 2.21·1016
nevtronov s−1 in so v enotah [reactions gram−1 s−1]. Relativna razlika je izracˇunana kot
(PLANET/genericˇni-1).
Detektor Genericˇni PLANET NBI/Genericˇni PLANET NBI+ICRH/
NBI [%] NBI+ICRH Genericˇni [%]
KN2-In(·10−5) 3.67 ± 0.01 3.62 ± 0.02 -1.3 ± 0.8 3.69 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 0.8
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Al(·10−4) 1.10 ± 0.01 1.89 ± 0.03 71 ± 2 2.38 ± 0.05 116 ± 3
[g−1s−1]
KN2-Fe Pod (3 ± 2)·10−7 / (2.5 ± 0.2)·10−4 /
[g−1s−1] pragom
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Slika II.6 Zgoraj: Izracˇunani nevtronski spektri na položaju aktivacijskega sistema KN2 ob
uporabi treh plazemskih izvorov nevtronov – genericˇnega in dveh izvorov izracˇunanih z
razvito metodologijo (PLANET) za referencˇni plazemski strel 92436 pri uporabi gretja NBI
ali kombinacije NBI+ICRH, z dodanim presekom za aktivacijsko reakcijo 115In(n,n’)115mIn.
Spodaj: Izracˇunani nevtronski spektri na položaju aktivacijskega sistema KN2 ob uporabi
treh plazemskih izvorov nevtronov – genericˇnega in dveh izvorov izracˇunanih z razvito
metodologijo (PLANET) za referencˇni plazemski strel 92436 pri uporabi gretja NBI ali
kombinacije NBI+ICRH, z dodanima presekoma za aktivacijski reakciji 27Al(n,p)27Mg in
56Fe(n,p)56Mn.
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V sklopu doktorske disertacije smo razvili tudi metodo za izracˇun profilov pomembno-
sti plazemskega izvora nevtronov, t.j. funkcije, ki opiše kako verjetno je, da nevtron rojen
na dolocˇenem položaju v plazmi prispeva k odzivu izbranega detektorja. Pomembnostno
funkcijo izracˇunamo tako, da sledimo vsakemu izvornemu nevtronu skozi transportni
preracˇun MC v tokamaku in, v primeru, da nevtron prispeva k odzivu izbranega detektorja,
položaju rojstva nevtrona pripišemo vecˇjo pomembnost. Na Sliki II.7 je prikazan profil
pomembnostne funkcije plazemskega izvora nevtronov izracˇunan za odziv fisijske celice
KN1-O8 (Slika II.5) v detajlnem racˇunskem modelu tokamaka JET.
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Slika II.7 Profil pomembnostne funkcije plazemskega izvora nevtronov izracˇunan za odziv
fisijske celice KN1-O8 v detajlnem racˇunskem modelu tokamaka JET. Oznacˇena je odprtina
tokamaka (zelena cˇrta s pušcˇico), ki vodi do detektorjev zunaj vakuumske posode. Profil
obkroža zadnja sklenjena površina magnetnega fluksa (rdecˇa) in limiter naprave JET
(cˇrna).
Obmocˇja profila z rumeno barvo oznacˇujejo dele, v katerih se rodijo nevtroni z najvecˇjo
verjetnostjo prispevka k odzivu fisijskih celic, ki so pozicionirane izven vakuumske posode
tokamaka – odprtine naprave so oznacˇene z zeleno strukturo in pušcˇico. V nasprotju je
verjetnost, da nevtron, ki se rodi najdlje stran od odprtin tokamaka, prispeva k odzivu
fisijskih celic najmanjša. Sicer opazimo, da je gradient pomembnosti nevtronskega izvora
relativno majhen, t.j. razmerje med najvišjo in najnižjo vrednostjo je približno 2.8. Ker
profil pomembnosti doseže vrh pri robu plazme, kjer sta temperatura plazme in število
fuzijskih reakcij relativno nizki, in ker je gradient funkcije v okolici magnetne osi, kjer
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se rodi najvecˇ nevtronov, majhen, bo posledicˇno obcˇutljivost odziva fisijskih celic na
spremembe v profilu nevtronske emisije nizka.
Zakljucˇek
V doktorski disertaciji smo analizirali lastnosti emisije nevtronov v plazemskih ekspe-
rimentih tokamaka JET [141] in razvili metodologijo za izracˇun realisticˇnih plazemskih
izvorov nevtronov, ki smo jih sklopili s programom za preracˇune transporta nevtronov
Monte Carlo MCNP [118]. Razvito metodo smo verificirali na podlagi nevtronskih izra-
cˇunov in aplicirali na dveh modelih tokamak JET [142], s cˇimer smo izvedli poglobljeno
analizo vpliva uporabe razlicˇnih plazemskih izvorov na odziv nevtronske diagnostike
[135, 143].
Obcˇutljivost aktivacijskega sistema na spremembe v nevtronskem energijskem spektru
v okolici DD fuzijskega vrha bomo v naslednjem koraku skušali uporabiti v namen ekspe-
rimentalne validacije razvite metodologije. Izvedli bomo analizo obcˇutljivosti primernih
aktivacijskih reakcij na razlicˇne plazemske izvore in spektre nevtronov v plazemskih ek-
sperimentih tokamaka JET. Slednji bodo v prihajajocˇih D eksperimentih aplicirani za
aktivacijske meritve v diagnosticˇnem sistemu KN2. Razvita metodologija bo tekom na-
slednjega seta JET D eksperimentov, ki se bodo izvedli v sredini leta 2019, dodatneje
validirana in bo zatem primerna za uporabo v detajlnih analizah odziva nevtronske dia-
gnostike med DT eksperimenti na tokamaku JET, ki se bodo predvidoma izvedli konec
leta 2020. Metodologija je bila testirana na primeru tokamaka JET, za katerega je na voljo
bogata zakladnica preverjenih diagnosticˇnih odpadkov, ki služijo kot osnova za preracˇune
plazemskega transporta. Sicer pa so razvite podporne rutine primerne za uporabo tudi
na drugih velikih tokamakih, kjer se izvajajo plazemske simulacije s programom TRANSP
in za katere so razviti racˇunski modeli za uporabo v nevtronskih izracˇunih s programom
MCNP. Upamo, da bo metoda zaradi svoje splošnosti postala stalnica za izracˇune realisticˇ-
nih plazemskih izvorov nevtronov v modernih tokamakih in bodocˇih fuzijskih napravah
kot je ITER.
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